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Washington-Lincoln Memorial

Planned in Dakota Mountains
.RAPID CITY, S D—A national shrine,
modeled from one of nature's vagaries,
and situated In the beautiful Black
Hills of South Dakota, is the vision of
Gutzum Borglum, the sculptor, and a
group of South Dakota residents who
view the Black Hills as the greatest'
undeveloped wonderland In the United

and there remains a wide base from
which ascends a shaft tapering almost
to a point. This shaft rises to a height
greater than any elevation east of the
Rockies except Mt Harney, Itself in
the Black Hills.
Situated among virtual mountains of
red, pulple and gold, their slopes dotted
with towerinig pines, the proposed me-

huge needle-like piece of granite which morial rock may be seen for miles betowers 200 feet above its Immediate fore the long, slowly ascending trail
finally

base.

Borglum has long held

He
to

this

vision:

expects soon to visit South Dakota
discuss details

for raising

the

$1,-

brings

the

visitor

within-

its

shadow.

Here Borglum found a setting for a
national memorial.
With the advice of several South Dakota residents, Borglum chose as the
characters for this memorial Washlngton and Lincoln, two outstanding

necessary to its completion.
In the Black Hills there Is a group
of rocks that rise perpendicularly as
Stater-i.
high as a 15 or more story office build- figures In American history.
Thfa shrine would be a monument of ing.
The rocks are known as the Information reaching supporters of the
Wa/ihlngton and Lincoln, standing side Needles. One of these has withstood memorial in this State indicates that the
^
tneir figures carved from a the elements more than its ^-neighbors,
neighbors, . financial problem will be met.
by side, their
'

000,000

V

Borglum To Carve New
National

Monument

iW
Dakota
STANFORD

In

Black Hills

(Conn.), July 1.— VP)
Borglum, sculptor, will
leave in a few days "for Mount
Rushmore, S. D., where he is to

—Gutzon

carve a national monument in the
Black Hills, sponsored by state and
national governments.
As a part of the task Borglum
will carve on the side of the mountain the faces of four_ presidents
Washington,' Jefferson, Lincoln and
designated
are
Wilson who
as
"founders and preservers of the re-

—

public."

The

new

monument

will

about a half million dollars.

cost

COOLDDGE DEDICATES

RUSHMORE MOUNTAIN NATIONAL MEMORIAL.

Black Hills peak upon which. Gutzon Borglum, sculptor, will carve the faces of
(Presidents.
Codfidge dcfhrercct <atrt- address•- on tratr^tism- astwpr^ started yesterday,
:

"'<

four;

^

]

I

*jlN PRAISES

>QRGLUM'S WORK
IN BLACK HILLS
America

is giving the world a new
mountainside sculpture, according
to Prank O. Lowden, former governor,
who passed through Chicago yesterday on his way home to Sinissippi
farm from the Black Hills, "the former governor went to South Dakota
with Julius Rosenwald and Fred W.
Sargent, president of the Chicago and
North Western railroad, as members
of a federal commission to supervise
the carving of a memorial by Gutzon
Borglum on Mount Rushmore, thirty
miles from Rapid City.
" Four of our great patriots "Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln and Roosevelt are to be thus immortalized in

art,

—

—

new American art," said the former governor. " The portraits are to
the

be 200 feet high and will be visible for
eighteen miles. The rising sun will
light the group.
The new American
art is magnificent."

SATURDAY. JULY

PICKTCr&
Yankton,

S.

'

I

I

20. 1929.

THE IMMOETALS.
D., July 18.— Most Trib-

tn*» readers are no doubt

aware that

congress has furnished $250,000 to aid in,
carvtng the presidential shrine Wash-

—

ington, Jefferson. Lincoln, and Roosevelt, in the Black Hills, scene of the
Coolidge summer home in 1927. On the
board of the project are such names as
Fred Sargent and Julius Rosenwald.
The figures of the group are to be of
gigantic size—almost sky scraper-like
that of "Washington is now in progress.
Gutzon Borgram is the sculptor in

charge.

May
figure

I

suggest that,

of

if possible,
the
"Wilson be added?
in the granite of many

Woodrow

The presence
Presidents would add little or nothing to
this shrine of the ages, but Woodrow
Wilson is not of that number. Indeed,
the lack of his effigy there would always

mean a

lack.

Will Chamberlain.

CHICAGO TLX. TRTBTJITB
TUESDAY. JULY 23. 1929,

Approve

Black HlUs

Models—Models

of

Memorial
Washington, Jef-

Lincoln and Roosevelt, desculptor,
signed by Gutzon Borglum,
memorial
for the Mount Rushmore
been acin the Black Hills have
comisslon, it
cepted by the Hoover
was learned yesterday.

ferson,

CHICAGO rfjL. JOtfR or CDMMffligf
SATURDAY. JULY 20. 1929.

I

MODEL OF MEMORIAL, WITH INSET OF GUTZON BORGLUM.
The Tribune's Special Service.

SIOUX FALLS, s. D..
Now that the bleak and

<

*

July
frosty hills

of California; Acquisition
of Oregon; Acquisition of Florida;
Acquisition of Alaska and the Acquisition of Panama.
qulsition

South Dakota have become
These proposed colossal carvings;
warmed and tempered by the balmy were authorized by state and fed
winds of summer, a stocky, broad- eral acts in 1925. The model fo:
shouldered little man with overhang- the work was prepared by BorgI
in his studio in San Antonio, Tex
ing brows, an uncompromising jaw
President Ooolidge dedicated the m
and an unshakable determination morial in J927 during his visit to tlfe
will scale the heights of Mount Black Hills.
Rushmore at the head of a small
of

*

.

army of workers.
That man' will be Gutzon Borglum, noted sculptor. '"./'•
|

He

will

make marks

mountain. JJe

will

in strategic
issue countless

orders as to* the placement of pneu-

matic

drills,

hammers and

chisels.

The

quiet of the Black Hills will be
shattered by myriad noises. Grimy,
sweaty men will; swarm up fresh
cut trails.
The five-year-program of work on

|

:

i

I

I

the Rushmore Memorial will be underway.
The "Rushmore Memorial will be
colossal sculptured figures of WashJefferson,
ington,
Lincoln
and
Roosevelt.
Borglum seTWlMl LHUiM
four presidents because he felt they
portrayed symbolically the spirit that
conceived, built, preserved and 'understood the needs and natural
limits of our national dimensions.
In addition to the figures, there
will be a tablet 80 by 120 feet in
size.
On this tablet will be carved
a record of: The Founding of the
Independent States; the Establishment of the Republic; the Purchase
of the Louisiana Territory; Admission of the Republic of T&Mrajv AcJr.

'-

THE BLACK HILLS OF SOUTH DAKOTA

Working model of the head of George Washington, a part of America's Greatest Memorial, being carved
in the granite face of Rushmore Mountain by the noted sculptor Gutzon Borglum.
I

10

|

THE BLACK HILLS OF SOUTH DAKOTA

is rapidly progressing on the largest memorial in the
world, seven and one-half times as large as the famous Sphinx of Egypt.

Rushmore Mountain, near Keystone, where work

Mt. Rushmore National Memorial

Commission
A. Boland,
D. Julius Rosenwald,
Chicago, 111. Doane Robinson, Pierre,
S. D.; Gutson Borglum, Hermosa,
S. D.;Wm. Williamson, Custer, S.D.;
Frank O. Lowden, Oregon, 111.;
Fred W. Sargent, Chicago, 111.;
Royal C. Johnson, Aberdeen, S. D.;
Mrs. Lorine J. Spoonts, Corpus
Christi, Tex. Rear row, left to right
D. B. Gurney, Yankton, S. D.; J. S.
Cullinan, Houston, Tex.; Chas. M.
Day, Sioux Falls, S. D.
Front row,

left to right: J.

Rapid City,

S.

;

;

;

Co
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RAPID
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Head Unveile

ashingtgn
REMONIES

SAFE AND SANE
MARK V•The Rushmore
.

ACCOMPLISHING OF

celebration was
sane*
absolutely safe ar.d
members of the medical unit

*
*

CI

'

CHICAGO FLIERS

'

COME

1

said, today.) There was Just )•
* one casualty, an-l that was
* sort 'of a delayed start aaauat.
* ty, according to Dr.
R. ''J.

DOWN

WITH

*

FIRST ASSIGNMENT

HOUR

'

,

553

RECORD

'

Crowds at Mountain P»y Tribute
To Creator and Sponsors of Nritlonnl Memorial Being Carved
Jn Heart, of Hills.

Jackson and Dr. R. E. Jemwho
strom of Rapid City,
were t^eto to attend in ^any
Gutzon
Borglum,
emergency)

*

*

'

*

*

,

tho sculptor, was the victim.
He had hurt his hand with a
drill about ten days ago, and
the doctors didn't think much
of ,the way. he had wrapped up

*

Uy Robert r. Howard
Staff Writer)
(ABsociiitod .Press
Black Hills
Dakota's
South
completion
tha
have witnessed
world's
of the first part of the
project
the
largest memorial

—

*
*

*
*

the Injury, so ,they officially
did It over for him.

*
*

'

'

more national memorial.,
An a patriotic shrine in

.

'

'

1

'

"

of the first president was unveiled yesterday at the top of Mount

Rushmore. '
Independence

1

ROBINSONSEES,

DREAM COME TRUE
(By The Associated Press)

'
'"

(

Day

\

'

.

.

'»

\

!

r

S.

T.

last

night.

.

John and Ken-

neth Hunter, who roso from the
plow to the plane, landed In the
Fourth of July twilight at Sky
Harbor airport with a world's refueling enduranco record of 553
hours, 41 minutes and 30 seconds
blazened on., the wings of their
I'Clty of Chicago."
i

The end was

The man who conceived ,the
ceremonies
...
Rushmore national memorial reby the federal commission were
lated its turbulent 'early history
rersons from
held before 2,500
today as he saw'hfo dreams mateBorgl urn's studio in the- Black
rialize, with formal dedication of
Hills, when a flag wao unfurled
the completed flguro of Washingrevealing tho 60
foot head,, of
ton, first in: a colossal' group
of
"Washington.
V
presidents. "•
While plans are under way for tour former
Describing the Rushmore memthe completion of the memorial
s
orial as "the latest, greatest, ,th e
with figures of Presidents Jeffercrowning glory which
America
son, Lincoln and Roosevelt
and
has or can bestow upon George
for the inscribing of a .brief naWashington," Doane Robinson of
tional history by Calvin Coolldge,
the memorial
Doane Robinson, who first pro- Pierre, father of
project, told at
the- dedication
posed the Black Hills monument,
ceremonies Jiow early hostility to
said that Washington'? face alone
the carvings had changed slowly
I

—

5
The
July
Chicago.
(IP)
longest sustained airplane flight In
the world's history has ended.
The finish came at 6:21:30 C.

'

,

com-

.,

1

Gulzon Borglum head of George
Washinton at the Mount Hush-

mohioratlon of the founding, preservation and growth of the United States, the massive stono head

'Kilter Stopping Oil Flow
BiingH Sudden End To Endurnnu 'Flight Nearly Week Ahead
Of Old Record.

Clogged

'

as unexpected as

was
the beginning 23: days ago,
,'
.-,>
inauspicious.
v
A plogged filter stopped the oil
flow; the motor was seared, from
lack of lubrication; .a ; hurried
landing was 'made; and- the old
record, o£:420:2i:30 was left 1 3-1
hours and 20 minutes behind.
Holiday, thousands
who had
jammed the airport since early
in the day floundered in the Biirtdenness^ of the descent.
They had just seen tho endurance ship succored by the "Big
Ben," the providing plane man•

,

<

i

.

1

'

'

ned by Albert and Walter Hunter, two more o£ the brothors win
learned to

fly

in

the,

pastures of

I
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Borglum Headscarved in Rush mo re Mountains,

=*

k

THE BLACK

IN

p

L
6* *«_*,>*
f

adoption of the Constitution and
the heads of Lincoln and BooseHILL&t * velt will symbolize the preserva* tion of the United States
and the
l<* * realization of the dream of Christopher Columbus in the compleof tbijnmV
tion of the Panama canal. An

0

******

feiss Jennie

^

Owens

Union who is "visiting
the Black Hills of South Dako-

"tfion

City

i

historical

inscription

by ex- Presi-

dent Calvin
Coolidge
willj be
writing a delightful series
caBved in a space the shape and
stories about the interesting
contour of the Louisiana Purthings there. Here is what she
chase.
says about the carvings on Bushta
of

is

more Mountain:

You' may remember 'that? Mr.
Borglum took the liberty to edit
With
ally. 1 overheard a Chicagoan say
trip to Bush'more Mountain where
lut
thought that Coolidge'. was
Gutzom Borglum is carving the
Mr. Coolidge's story pretty liberheads of Washington, Jefferson,
pretty well fitted to write the
Lincoln and Booseyelt in solid

Ebl

,

%

.''

,

.

a

L

a party of six I took the
.

,

granite on one of the highest
peaks east of the Bockies.
The
head of Washington in the rough
was unveiled the Fourth of July.
It will be the outstanding figure.

been left as written^

and

story

that' it

:

none could have
and explicit. I

He was

should

sure

'

Ijave

be^en inore ^rie^

am wondering;
Mr. Coolidge's. ability
The head is 60 feet high from to write words for a certain space
were not., like- the average at
crown to chin; the nose measurtempts at head line .writing which
ing about 19 feet. The entire bust
however,

if

.

we occasionally meet up with in
will measure 265 feet in height,
a newspaper office.
halving been scaled to the size of
'
*
* *
a man 365 feet tall. Our guide
And of course there is this—
said he had seeq 20 men working
is
notoriously
on £he nose and eight on the eye Gutson Borglum
He has been
and they had plenty of elbow temperamental.
known to take his doll rags: and
rooni,
go home .Bight now there is not
i
Thel colossal sculptures will be a sign of activity on Mt. Bushone of .the great works of all time more and T overheard a remark
when finished as scheduled in that led me to suspect it is, doubt1935. The heads of Washington ful in the minds of many if he
and Lincoln symbolize the found- eyer .completes the stupendupufl
States arid the tajjOc he.chas begun,
.

'

'

-

'

•,

'

'Wptk

seemed

to be at a
his be^u^ful new
on >{?|t., JJoane,' named, hy
a^s'o

on

standstill
Sjtfjdlq

'

'

_-

r

way^

t>oane

Boblnsonj
state historian, who cqneeiyed, the
idea Spinas, national memoriaii'in
the Black HillW. We visited- the
studio- and' Mkw "the 6rlginai model
i

.for.

1

the stattrtes in which B6pse '$I$M ?m£ 3hi|adQd: "ThV ,,grea^
Teddy pWbab)[y,'' ^vould * not lf£e
the
idea
of
being an afterthought, but he
was just the
same, in this instance. Th$ co$,t
'of the monument will be $500,.000, half to -be raised by popular subscription and hajf apprpp«4»#«d by congress.
.
of

:

;

r

*

\

\

.

.

'.

:

IIILBMIL KS 4 REFLECT©*
A26.
Ay.Gi Mj 1930

I

.'.

\

S. Dak.

wonrn.

#T.

tex.,

nncoRD.TEr.Eon>

The American Sph]
•^LmoST

twice the size of the headlqjTthe
ISphynx, the head of George Washing|ornH!to
ernVggwfc ii-vm the solid granite of the Black
Hills.
It is tho first completed feature of the'|
memorial that will be carved out of the living
rock of America to perpetuate the names of
four superlative Americans George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln and
The """MiiijjxH maiTr**
Theodore Roosevelt.
will be in size somewhat as would be the Great
"Pyramid if its solid contents, were utilized for
Completed, it will be the
'apuIpfurecT figures.
largest monument ever imagined by mankind.
Its only rival will be the Stone Mountain,
Georgia, monument to the "Lost Cause," now
uncompleted.
The Boston Transcript deplores the selec,

.

—

.

'

tion of the site.
It believes the great piece
ef sculpture should have been :nade among the
mountains within the area of the original
Nation.
It mentions the appropriateness of
yermont's Green Mountains, the White Moun
tains of New Hampshire, the Alleghenies and-*
tjhe Adirondacks.
If an inference may be dejjved from the "tone" of the written word, the
Transcript gets it over most conclusively that
the great wbrk of art is much too good for
the'TVest.
That 'might be admissible if the figure of
George Washington were the entire monument,
but the 'West* 'claims the other three in their
entirety.

Illinois

was "West" when; Abraham

Lincoln helped to split the rails for \ts "worm
Thomas Jefferson purchased that
fences."
which lay beyond the Mississippi River, and
Theodore Roosevelt was the first and only
President "of the West." While the geography
of the latter was eastern, it was the Dakotas
which developed him into timber for per;

manent greatness.
The Transcript waxes generous
J
elusion.

"However,"

it

says,

"it

is

in cona matter

and satisfaction to have the majestic
brooding Washingtonian visage
looming so grandly anywhere in the country."
of interest

and

And

nobly

that,

we venture

applicable' to

alongside his.

the
.

to suggest,

three

as

easil;

companion "visaa
...

.

I

•

|

I

Framed

by

mountain pines,
the
sculptured
heads of George

Washington and

Thomas

Jeffer-

son are seen
this

new

of

the

in

picture

Mount

Rushmore
Memorial

Black

South

At

in

Hills

the
of

Dakota.

right

close-up

immense

now

is
a
of the
heads,

being

carved.

—

<

AP

Photos.

I,

ILL.,

MONDAY,

MAY

10,

1937

Giants In Granite

Grow On Rushmore

i

M

,

Swinging across the precipitous face of granite.
ount Rushmore, in the Black Hills of South Dakota,
workmen have resumed the sculpturing of fo ur gigantic figures, under the direction of noted Gutzon
Borglum. At the left are the heads of Washington and Jefferson, not yet completed. At the right men
so tiny as to be almost imperceptible are at work on the chin of Abraham Lincoln. Theodore Roosevelt's
figure will be cut last. Workmen, let down over the face of the mountain on seats attached to cables, carve
with pneumatic drills.

skilled

4

GRANITE GIANTS GROW ON RUSHMORE

Swinging across the precipitous face of granite Mount Rushmore, in the Black Hills of South
Dakota, skilled workmen have resumed the sculpturing of four gigantic figures, under the direction of
Gutzon Borglum. At the left are the heads of Washington and Jefferson, not yet completed. At the
right men are at work on the chin of Abraham Lincoln. Theodore Roosevelt's figure will be cut last.
Workmen, let down over the fact of the mountain on seats attached to cables, carve with pneumatic
drills.

v

PHILADELPHIA RECORD, FRIDAY, MAY

14,

1937

Gutzon

Borglum^

Quandary Over
Lincoln's Beard

In

Washington, Aug.

19.

Gutzon Borglum, the
at war with himself.

(AP)

—

sculptor,

is

—

He is worried because posterity
may criticise him either for giving
Abraham Lincoln a beard or for
not giving him one.

Borglum came to Washington to
>a program for the unveiling of the Lincoln head at Mount
Rushmore, S. D., on September 17.
He still isn't sure whether ho
will chisel off a huge chunk of
granite and disclose to posterity
arrange

the clean-shaven face of Lincoln
before he became President.
"There is a spirituality about Lincoln without the beard, which disappears when the beard is shown,"
said.
"I don't want him to lose
the spirituality, nor do I want him
to lose the strength the beard adds.
"The masses now think of Lincoln
with the beard, and the currency:
and coins show him bearded, but I

he

am more

interested

thought about
ant future."

PB

I,L

it

all

in
in

what
the

_ „

ADELP

is

far•

.
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Mount Rushmore Memorial Nears Completio

am

A

Abraham Lincoln (right), carved in the granite of Mount Rushmore, near
was dedicated Friday. At the left is the face of George Washington and next to it
is that of Thomas Jefferson.
Qutzon Borglum, the Sculptor, has started work on the likeness of Theodore
Roosevelt, between those of Jefferson and Lincoln. This is the first picture showing the scaffolding
[Atgooiated grgii wirephoto.i
removed from the Lincoln memorial,
gigantic likeness of

Rapid City,

S.

D.,

Draws
Rapid

City,

clal.]~-Visltors

the

country

Visitors

D., Sept. 18.— [Spefrom many parts of

S.

journeyed

to

Rushmore, near here, today

Mount
to

view

the heroic likeness of Abraham Lincoln, which Was dedicated yesterday.
The face of Lincoln Was the third

group of four being carved fn
the granite- facade of the mountain
by Gutzon Borglum. The others comof a

pleted are the likenesses of George
Thomas Jefferson.
The sculptor has started work on the
fourth figure, Theodore Roosevelt.

Washington and

Mount Rushmore National Memorial
Theodore Roosevelt

— photographed

— heads of Wathington, Jefferson, Lincoln,
by Lincoln Borglum, son

of the sculptor.

and Jefferson. The sculptor turned
him to face both. The sun hits full
in the face in the morning and,
during the day, illuminates a

.

,

BORGLUM SPEEDS

,

.

larger portion of the Lincoln face
than of the others.

i

LINCOLN HEROIC

Sad Figure.
Borglum's Lincoln is a sad

fig-

He explained:
"What he accomplished we

find

ure.

But Rushmore Sculpture

Is

everywhere In the saving of the
Union but the profound humanity
of the man and the great grief

I

Not Ready for Unveil-

f

ing Sept. 17.

,

I

that he experienced in conducting
the war that he did, all but destroyed him.
"He was a conqueror among
conquerors and yet his only wish
was to save. We know that he
destroyed a whole armful of orders
for the execution of boy sentries
who had fallen asleep destroyed
them in a pretended accident at a
fireplace to the horror and anger
of Stanton.
"We hear of his jokes and his
deep sense of humor what could

!

—

i

(U.P.)— The
Keystone, S. D.
features of Theodore Roosevelt
will be recognizable but unfinished
on

Mt.

when
for

Rushmore's

granite

the Lincoln figure

unveiling

Sept.

17,

cliff

ready
Sculptor
is

—

Gutbon Borglum promises.

Workmen
blasted

out

summer

this

with

have

dynamite

the

—

rugged, careworn features of the
Civil War President and blocking
out the features of the "Rough
of four Presidents
Rider,"
last
being carved on the Black Hills

mountain.
Washington's figure is receiving
the finishing touches and that of
Jefferson was unveiled a year ago
when President Roosevelt stopped
off during his Great Plains drought

Begun by Coolidge.
The plan of carving the faces of
Presidents on the cliffs was conceived by Doane Robinson, secre-

The faces are 60 feet from
chin to crown.
tour.

Lifelike

Borglum

said

tary of the South Dakota Historical
Association for many years.
Borglum made the first trip
.here in 1924, but the work was
not started until 1927 when Calvin
Coolidge, with a gold drill, started
the work.
The memorial now is in the
hands of the National Park Service
with funds provided by the j)'oderal
government. In its early
stages, South Dakota provided a
portion of the money.
The figures are carved on the
scale of a man 465 feet tall. Mt.

Face.

the

face

of

—

he have done without it but we
know, too, of the sadness that has
hardly a parallel, that ran through
every act of this mighty American,
that saved and retained the states
a union forever."

the

Emancipator will be the
finest on the mountain as a study
In character.
It is modeled after
the marble head of Lincoln done
by Borglum for the capitol building in Washington.
"The task of putting spirit or
life or whatever you wish to call
It into these heads is the most in-

Great

I

1

teresting part of the job," the
sculptor said.
"In most cases, it has been considered enough to block in, in an
architectural sense, the colossal
heads, but I want to give the head^
a life-like expression.
"I believe that size has nothing
to do with the demands of lifelikeness and spirit.
A piece of
sculpture has to be more than a
block of wood.

:

Rushmore is 6,000 feet high. It is'
located in the southern Black Hills
in a rugged section of huge granI

!

designed
Artistically
cliffs.
ite
roads lead to it.
Congress authorized $200,000 for
the work last year, but only $100,000 was made available then. During July of this year another
$50,000

was provided.

True to History.
"The expression on each of these
men, if I have a right to create
that expression, must be historlcally true and reflect the spirit and
the hope of the times in which he

1

lived.

"I
believe that my group of
characters here, while each is im-

concerned in his own
theory or philosophy of government, should be in a separate and
distinct way alive
a collection of
separate, individual characters each
reacting as they would with their
own natures react."
The figure of Lincoln has been
placed to the left of Washington

mensely

,

.

,

—
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"KIND EYES" LOOK OUT FROM RUSHMORE
Here

;

is a closeup of the great stone face of_ kind-eyed
Lincoln.' Workmen,' including Designer Gutzon
(in white shirt), are fashioning the features on
rocky Mt. Rushmore near Rapid City, S. D. It will be unveiled and dedicated Friday.
[The Associated Press.]

Abraham
Borglum

'

i

THE MT. RUSHMORE MEMORIAL
National interest this week is centering upon
great Mount Rushmore Memorial, which
has been carved from the side of the mountain
the

near Rapid City,

S. Dak., by the eminent
Gutzon Borglum, and which
is to be formally unveiled and dedicated tomorrow in a notable ceremony.
itself,

American

^

sculptor,

This gigantic sculpture shows in bold relief
the stone likenesses of three great Americans
selected

impartially

Washington,
Lincoln.

i

V

^.

^

for

Thomas

this

honoring—George
and Abraham

Jefferson

It is said to surpass in size,

concept

and general excellence of detail and finish any
memorial of the kind ever projected, and its
completion after long years of difficult and
painstaking work is a splendid tribute to the
distinguished sculptor in charge of the undertaking.

Mr. Borglum, of course, was no stranger to
this

He was

type of sculpture.

large

part at least, for

the,

responsible, in

huge memorial

the heroes of the Southern Confederacy
\

to

carved

on the face of Stone Mountain, near Atlanta,
That, too, was a tremendous project,
of which many people were at first frankly

Georgia.
I
<

*

v

-

r

skeptical.

Although Mr. Borglum was dismissed from
original undertaking at Stone Mountain,
due to local disaffections, he was later called
back on the job and outlined a new and bigger
monument along this line. At last accounts,
this undertaking lacked the finishing touches,
due to lack of funds, but it was hoped that it
This
could be completed in the near future.
memorial, even so, Is a very remarkable achievement in its present state and bears witness to
the great genius and vision of this master
the

sculptor.

The Mount Rushmore Memorial in South
Dakota, while it is confined to a representation
of the heads of three distinguished Americans,
is said to be even more impressive to the eye.
Against that bacsground of natural mountain
stone

faces

these

great

many

miles roundabout

for

many,

truly notable

shrine

are

—a

visible

which leaves an unforgettable memory with

who

see

all

it.

For years to come, Mr. Borglum and his staff
efficient workers who have carried on this
work under tremendous difficulties, over several
years, will have the grateful thanks and appreciation of a nation far in excess of any monetary

of

—
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LINCOLN HEAD UNVEILED
Figure

Hewn from Mount Bushmore
Granite

is

Dedicated

,'-t?<i

Rapid City, S. D., Sept 17— (AP)
The figure of Abraham Lincoln,
hewn from the granite face of Mount
Rushmore and ranged beside those
of Washington and Jefferson, was

—

dedicated today.

Government

officials

and hun-

dreds of South Dakota residents
gathered to watch the sculptor, Gutzon Borglum, give the signal to unveil a huge flag from the face of the
Civil

War

President.

The head measures 66

feet

from

chin to the crown, as do the Washington and Jefferson figures. The
nose is 18 feet long and the forehead
17 feet. Pupils of the eyes are four
feet in diameter.
The figure of Theodore Roosevelt has been blocked out for future
completion.

U"VE!L LINCOLN
FACE, CARVED
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BEARDED LINCOLN TO BE CARVED
IN

MEMORIAL

MOUNT

RAPID CITY, S. D., Sept. 18.—
— A bearded Abraham Lincoln

positively a full fledged one
appear on the figure.
Borglum, today was elected presiwill look through the centuries from
dent of the Mount Rushmore Naatop Mount Rushmore, the 5,000 vis- tional Memorial Society of the Black
itors at the unveiling of the huge Hills.
The election was the concluding
Black Hills memorial learned definitely yesterday.
event on the Constitutional day proThe question, to beard or not to gram.
beard, was a difficult .one for Sculptor
New trustees include former goverGutzon Borglum. He was torn, he nor Prank O. Lowden of Illinois.
said, between the problem of what
The society was organized seven
kind of chin best would show Lin- years ago to help finance the Mount
coln's character and the certainty Rushmore memorial, which yesterday
someone a thousand years from now was rededicated as a "shrine of demowould say he was wrong no matter cracy." The society today has as its
which way he carved.
principal interest the dissemination
The unveiling showed the first of publicity concerning the national
rudiment* of * beard *ad Boxglma mpmnrlaJ tuad other artistic projects.

(AP)

stated
will

WHERE FOUR GREAT AMERICANS WILL BE ENSHRINED IN STONE.
Mount Rushmore,

South Dakota, with the faces of Washington and Jefferson clearly defined, and the rock from which
the faces of Lincoln and Theodore Roosevelt are being carved, seen from the studio of Gutzon Borglum at the base of the
mountain, with the models of three of the heads from which the carvers worked.
in

(© Rise Studio.)

•

I
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THE GREAT EMANCIPATOR JOINS THE
COMPANY OF THE
IMMORTALS ON A
MOUNTAINSIDE.
The face

of

Abraham

by
designed
Gutzon Borglum "as a
companion to heads roi
Jefferson
Washington,
and Theodore Roosevelt,
which was dedicated iast
Friday, on Mount RushLincoln,

more

in the Black Hills
of South Dakota.

'

(Associated Press.)

n
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LINCOLN EMERGES

"^.J:
7
The Emancipator's face Joins those
of Washington and Jefferson at'

Mount Rushmore,

S. Dak., dedicated on 150th anniversary of the
Constitution

v..

—THE THIRD FACE IN THE
"SHRINE OF DEMOCRACY" ON MOUNT

At the Left

RUSHMORE.

The head of Abraham Lincoln, carved on the
mountain from a model designed by Gutzon
Borglum, after
of

its

unveiling, alongside the heads

Washington and Jefferson. The face measures
66 feet from chin to crown.
(Times Wide World Photos.)

!

1

I

4

A gigantic likeness of Abraham Lincoln (right) carved on the side
of Mount Rushmore near' Rapid City, S. Dak., was unveiled during Constitution Day ceremonies at which the national -memorial was rededicated as the "Shrine of Democracy." At left are the features of Washington and center is Jefferson. Theodore Roosevelt's image will complete the group.
Gutzom Bbrglum, famous artist who is carving the
four faces, revealed at the dedication that Lincoln will be portrayed
with a beard. He had been undecided for months whether to picture
Lincoln with or without the beard.

MNVEIL LINCOLN FACE AT RUSHMORE — Face

of Lincoln, third

Vsident hewn from granite on Mount Rushmore, Rapid City, S. D.J
been unveiled with ceremonies attended by 5,000. Faces of Wash*
ington and Jefferson previously had been unveiled.

MASSIVE HEAD OF LINCOLN
high

.

.

.

nose alone

is

Sphinx, (above) Mr. Borglum
in

is

over

70

feet

higher than face of Egyptian
is

harness to inspect the work.

let

He

down from

top

sees each of

35

every day. It's an exhausting job and the
must have a clear head, steady nerves.

assistants
sci/lptor

•

—

-

•
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LINCOLN PORTRAITS IN STONE
Constiution Day, September 17th,
the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the signing of the famous instrument called "the frame of
colossal stone head
the Republic."
of Abraham Lincoln was dedicated on

was

A

Mount Rushmore, South

that day at

Dakota.
This work of art by Gutzon Borglum has prompted the review of
other famous studies in stone of the

Emancipator.

Most of the outstanding works of
sculptural

art reproducing

the like-

ness of Lincoln have been done in
bronze but some of the best known
contributions are in stone. In fact
the stone sculptures seem to have attracted the most attention because of
their unique design or their strategic

The American Sphynx
Although the head of Lincoln is
but one of four figures George
Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln and Theodore Roosevelt
which will eventually emerge
from the side of Mount Rushmore,

—

—

the Lincoln profile, according to the
sculptor, will dominate the group.

has

been

made

to

face

Washington and Jefferson and "The
sun hits him full in the face in the
morning, and during the day illuminates a larger portion of the Lincoln
face than any of the others."

The mountain
the largest

side sculpture will be

monument ever imagined

be the
project at Stone Mountain, Georgia,
where a memorial to the "Lost Cause"
is underway.

by mankind.

Its only rival will

The Lincoln in the South Dakota
group might well be called the American Sphynx as the profile is twice as
large as the famous Egyptian figure.
The Lincoln head will be two hundred
feet high.

Mount Rushmore
for the first time in 1924 but the work
was not started until 1927. The figure
Borglum

One

of the most impressive studies
Lincoln in Washington is the
heroic head which occupies a prominent place in the rotunda of the Capitol. It is made from a large block of
white marble and represents Lincoln
as he appeared before his election to
the presidency.

visited

This

also

is

Borglum and

the

work

of

Gutzon

has largely influenced
the Lincoln which was dedicated last
it

week at Mount Rushmore. The Lincoln in the rotunda was the gift of
Eugene Meyer in 1908. A replica in
bronze of this head stands in front
of the Lincoln monument at Spring-

In the rotunda of the Capitol, keeping company with the Lincoln head by
the Master, Borglum, is the life size
statue of Lincoln by Vinnie Ream, a
girl but sixteen when she first be-

gan work on the study.
After Lincoln's assassination an appropriation was made by Congress
to have a life size statue of Lin-

made

coln

thirty-three inches from the bottom of
the chin to the top of the figure.

This bust, formerly the property
of the late Senator Samuel P. Colt of
Rhode Island, is now located at the
Detroit Art Center, the gift of Mr.
Ralph H. Booth.

One

Irish Stone Cutter's Tribute
of the earliest statues of

Abra-

ham

Lincoln was carved by an Irish
stone cutter by the name of Lott Flannery. He was employed as an apprentice on the stone work at the Capitol
and conceived the idea of doing a
Lincoln.

His

of Lincoln stood
years in front of the District
of Columbia Court House. Upon the
changing of some boundaries the
statue was removed and placed in
storage. However, after two years public sentiment demanded its return to

for

life size figure

many

the old site. It

was

first

erected in

1868.

and

pedestal ten feet in height. The life
size statue represents Lincoln hold-

it

it

was

the Immortals
of St. John,

New York,
has designed the parapet at the entrance to the choir to present outstanding characters who have contributed most to civilization through
the twenty centuries of the Christian
the Divine in the city of

era.

In the niche assigned to the twentieth century the stone figure of Abraham Lincoln appears as the greatest

benefactor to humanity for that periportrayed standing by a
burial cross delivering his Gettysburg Address.
od. Lincoln is

The modeling of the figure was
done by Ferrari and the stone is
Champville (France) marble.
Lincoln Looks Across The Mall

The statue of Abraham Lincoln by
Daniel Chester French in the Lincoln
Memorial at Washington, appears to
be the outstanding piece of sculpture
art in stone which has thus far been
dedicated to Abraham Lincoln.
French has seated Lincoln in a
high armchair with his head slightly
bowed and his hands resting on the

arms

of the chair.

The sculpture

yet to be completed.

While

marble

The Cathedral Church

The Marble Bust
another work by Borglum must
be included among the outstanding
Lincoln studies in stone. The sculptor
created out of a block of Carrara
marble a Lincoln head on an undesigned bust. The head itself measures

An

in

Vinnie Ream's work which was chosen.
The unveiling took place in 1871.

Among

Congress has appropriated two hundred thousand dollars for the work.

is

Youth Interprets Lincoln

field, Illinois.

had originally stood on a
shaft forty feet tall it now rests on a

of Roosevelt

ing a manuscript and in the process
of delivering an address.

of

Still

location.

Lincoln

The Marble Head

nineteen feet high
to stand
erect it would be twenty-eight feet
high. The statue is of white marble
and was dedicated May 30, 1922.

and

if

is

the figure

was made

SCULPTOR WANTS TO
"SHAVE" LINCOLN
HE LOOKED BETTER WITH NO
BEARD
Gutzen

Borglum, sculpa
head of
Abraham Lincoln on the mountain side at Mount Rushmore. South
Mr.

tor,

is

carving

Dakota.

And

he cannot decide

whether

to

give the head aVbeard.or not.

appears that Lincoln did not grow
time he became President of the United States,
and Mr. Borglum considers it a pity
that he hid his fine features in this
It

a beard until" about the

wiay.

Nevertheless it is with a beard that
Lincoln is most familiar to people of
the present day.
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Borglum Has S.D. Baffled,
Gov. Jensen Admits Here

— Tribune

Staff

Photographer.

Governor Leslie Jensen of South Dakota, center, one of the
nation's few Republican governors, swapped yarns with a constituent, W. C. Allen of Aberdeen and Mayor George E. Leach at
the Radisson hotel Friday. Governor Jensen is in Minneapolis
to speak at the Republicans' Lincoln day dinner Saturday night.
Gutzon Borglum, who

is

carving

tives,

was

in Minneapolis to

speak

presidents on at a Lincoln day observance by
Mount Rushmore in the South Da- Republicans Saturday. Outspoken
kota Black Hills, has the folks and witty, he declared he plans
guessing again.
to blast the notion that President
Center of many an official worry Lincoln was a "typical" American,
during the decade he has been at the favorite theme of many Lincoln
the Herculean task, Mr. Borglum day orators.
has them wondering this time how
"President Lincoln was so far
he'll carve glasses on the face* of ahead of the crowd that we haven't
caught up to him yet," Governor
Theodore Roosevelt.
And, according to Governor Les- Jensen said.
"What this country
lie Jensen
of South Dakota, the needs right now is another Linfamed sculptor isn't telling anyone coln."
Sales Tax 'Necessary Evil.'
how the spectacles will be put on.
The only assurance he'll give is
The depression, he went on, was
that the problem will be "solved started in the agricultural west
satisfactorily.
"It will," he continued, "stop there,
too.
Will Speak Today.
Not until we take hold of our
"It's got the whole state wonder- problem and settle it for all the
ing again," Governor Jensen said. people will we get out oi it
We
"It's become a sort of game in which can't take one segment of the pubBut lic, either labor, the farmer or busionly he knows the answer.
South Dakota doesn't want him to ness, and settle its problem and
finish we hope he'll be at the job expect the others to catch up by
themselves."
The figures
another 20 years.
Governor Jensen declared that
Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln and
Theodore Roosevelt are constantly South Dakota's 3-cent sales tax is
undergoing improvements as he a "necessary evil" but a highly
makes them fit existing conditions." successful one. It produces $3,600,Governor Jensen, one of Ameri- 000 a year, of which $1,200,000 goes
ca's few Republican state execu- directly to old age assistance.
likenesses

of

four

—

—

i

WASHINGTON
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WASHINGTON

Most

amazint

piece of lobbying of the entire con-

was put across

gressional session

bj

turbulent Gutzon Gorglum, famous
sculptor of national figures on the

x

sides of mountains.

Borglum
rather

lat|2

came
in

to

hardly anyone realizing

new

bill

Washington
and with

the session,

it,

passed a

Rushmore, S. D.
he got a $100,000

for his Mt.

memorial.

Also

initial appropriation,

with three times

much authorized for the future,
The figures which Borglum ia

that

carving into the face of Mt. Rushmore are Washington, Jefferson;" Lincoln and Theodore Roosevelt.
Past
work was going so slowly, because of
lack of funds, that it would have required eleven more years to finish it,

on top of almost that much time already put in on the job.
Borglum also was having trouble
with his committee, and succeeded in
kicking most of it out and appointing
a new one completely friendly to him.
The new group will include SenaPittman, of Nevada; Isabella
tor
Greenway, ex-congresswoman from
Arizona; Senator Bulow of South
Dakota; Senator Norris of Nebraska;
Herman Oliphant, counsel of the
treasury; Russell Arundel, collector
of "doodles;" Kent Keller, congress-

man from

Illinois; Governor Hanna
North Dakota, and William Williamson, Rapid City, S. D., attorney.
One feature of the new bill which
Borglum lobbied through congress is

of

provision for a room to be carved out
of the mountain and which is to be
filled with present day records (including copies of The Washington
Merry-Go-Round), then sealed for
posterity.

Borglum proposes that the room
remain sealed for 20,000 years, but
other members of the committee believe folks will get curious in only a
couple of hundred years and open the

room up
tions.

despite

—

Note Wonder
would have said

Borglum's instruc-

what
John

the

papers

L. Lewis
tried to pass a bill like this?
if

had

\

Push Rushmore Memorial Work

Work on the Mount Rushmore memorial near Rapid Grty, 6. ljfi;
scheduled for completion in 1939, is being pushed rapidly forward because winter will slow down the work. Much of the carving on the
presidential faces will be delayed until next spring. In the photo the
... specks.on. the mountain arle ^xxrkmen.
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FOUR GREAT PRESIDENTS COMMEMORATED
High up

IN

—

STONE

the Black Hills of South Dakota, the heads of four Presidents Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln and Theodore Roosevelt
are taking shape under fhe expert eye of Gution Borglum. The Chicago & North Western tours carry visitors through the Black Hills (the "Last Frontier") to Mt. Rushmore, on which the heads are being carved of solid granite in figures of heroic
in

—

S,ZeL.

.

13,

1938

LINCOLN

IN

ENDURING STONE

'

image of Abraham Lincoln will endure as a permanent memorial to
The famous sculptor, G utzon Borglum, creator of the work, and
Matt Reilly, his foreman, standing just at Lincoln's chin, give an idea of the size of
the sculpture, which faces the Badlands.
kota, the great

the Emancipator.
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FAMOUS FACES ON A MOUNTAIN
A

|||

H

view of the Mount Rushmore National Memorial at Rapid City, South Dakota, shows progress
being made in carving faces of Presidents Washington, Jefferson, Theodore Roosevelt and Lincoln
on the mountainside
Chariot A' Mm try from litdaor Widt World

O

Four Great Stone Faces
By Carl Shurz Lowden

THOUGH

Mount Rushmore National Memorial in the Black Hills is the newest of
the world's wonders, it apparently attracts
only casual attention now.
However, word
has seeped out of the West that Gutzon
Borglum, the supervising sculptor, believes the
work will be ready for dedication early in 1939.
Begun in 1927, three faces of the project
have been finished, and the fourth has been
outlined.

The head

of

George Washington

is

sixty feet high; similarly gigantic are the heads
of Thomas Jefferson and Abraham Lincoln.

The towering seven-hundred-foot

cliff

will also

bear the stone portrait of Theodore Roosevelt,
"The Rough Rider." Another president, Calvin Coolidge, will be represented through his
authorship of a concise national history carved
on the rock.
Undoubtedly one of the finest examples of
living stone in the world is this great memorial
in southwestern South Dakota.
It easily
ranks in grandeur along with the Stone Mountain Confederate Memorial in Georgia, and
with the famed Lion of Lucerne in Switzerland.

Several years ago Nathaniel Hawthorne observed a natural image in the White Mountains.
Around it he wrote "The Great Stone Face."
In the narrative the figure inspired the boy,
Ernest, toward noteworthy attainment.
Nobody can estimate how many young Americans
may grow up to be better citizens, and may
reach a higher degree of accomplishment,
through the living stone of the Mount Rushmore National Memorial.

"AMERICA MARCHES ON"
While the Mt. Rushniore Memorial dominated by four gigantic heads Washington,
'Jefferson, Lincoln and Theodore Roosevelt—

—

"sculptured in solid granite high in the mountains of South Dakota, is far from complete,

the work
;the
.the

'

head

well under

is

way

in the

shaping of

Theodore Roosevelt, the last of
four leaders of American life thus to be
of

honored.

The work was

started in 1927.

When

will

it

be completed, Gutzon Borglum, the sculptor,

makes no prediction but in
ment he reviews something
and future plans.

*:

a recent stateof

the purpose

As to the purpose, the sculptor says

;

it

was,

"to enshrine a kind of holy grail in the center
of the continent upon a mountain top within
which the sacred unselfish inspirations and
'aspirations of our gr^at, might somehow be
rendered into granite and so remembered, protected in. Jts aloofness and, in the stubborn
material of which it would be carved."
As to the future, Mr. Borglum says that
'

not one of the figures
sculpture

as. yet,

is

a finished piece of

although the head of Wash-

ington. _kas. unveiled

in

1931.

The

characters

be^studied and restudied and 'in their
portraiture it is hoped a likeness will be com-

will"

pleted with a spirit of each as will hardly be
found in any other portraits 'extant/'
An inscription to be cut on, the wall below
the heroic heads and to cpver an acre of
-xork has hot-been started, and in the mountain, opening into a deep gorge between the
heads and the inscription, it is planned to cut
out a room 60 to 80 feet wide by 100 feet long'
"with the vaulting of a Gothic cathedral," as.

a historical
of

museum

our discovery

followed,"'

for recording the "story

and

the adventures that
on metal, protected by damp-proof

glass cases.

The approach
of

to the

memorial, and a part

be the heroic

cliffs of solid granite
bordering a canyon making a solid granite
floor covered with granite terraza mixed with
red quartzite. The facade at the entrance will
show huge rectangular figures with two Imit,

will

mense symbolic lights and a motto inscribed
overhead "America Marches On."
A heroic
American eagle will be carved at the crest of
the motto.

"•

'

'

\

The importance of the Mt. Rushmore Mem-*
orial to South Dakota was told recently In a
special edition of the Daily Argus Leader of

8ioux

Palls.

It

has been largely responsible

for attracting 500,000 visitors

from

all

parts of

the Nation and world to that State.

And

if

the plans for the completed

orial are carried out in toto, it will be

memeven

more a magnet to draw visitors to view its
wonders. The heads on Mt. Rushmore can
be seen for a distance of 60 miles. They dwarf
any piece of sculpturing known to man. The
memorial is already the marvel of the Nation
and its attraction .will continue to increase as
[the years pass.
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Ago Today;

Years

"Honest Abe" Was Born

This is the head of President Lincoln carved on Mount Rushmore, South Dakota, by Gutzon Borglum.

—

^Abraham

family of the late Henry B. Joy of
tfP)
Washington.
Lincoln, as a lawyer, charged very Detroit, son of James F. Joy.

modest fees for representing the
Illinois

The

Central railroad.
Association

Railroads

made

of

American

public a hitherto

unpublished letter from Lincoln
James F. Joy, dated September
14, 1855, submitting a statement
for $150, covering 15 cases in
which he had taken part during
the previous year. Joy was then
to

counsel for the Illinois Central.
The letter came to the attention
of the association when it was removed from the files of the Illinois Central and returned to the

—A

Pittsburgh. (Jf)
paigner, Abraham

good .cam-

Lincoln was
"no baby kisser," 84-year-old
Frank M. Sperry recalled Sunday.
Sperry said that at the age of 5
his mother took him to Springfield,
where the "great emanci111.,
pator" was campaigning. Sperry
added:'
"He was no baby kisser, but he
was a good politician. He was ter>

ribly large and ugly, and
scared until he spoke. He

me

if

curls,

take

I

was

asked

he might have one of my
and I told him he could

them

all."

FACING THE AGES

Si
<........-..."

sM&Mfx

111

Etched in the granite of South Dakota's Mount Kushmore is
Lincoln, fourth head in a 'massive group that also includes
Washington, Theodore Roosevelt and Jefferson. Gutzon Borglum
began the group in 1927.

Abraham

i

America Looks Up
by Gutzon Borglum
the center

of

America

—

in the

I

INgreat Rockies — theyhavecrowned

life

a mountain range with his likehave carved him as high
into the heavens as the granite cliff
would reach
their Olympus.
In his youth, Washington, without
glamor, without plan, aided the
British as a scout in the Indian wars.
Rebuked for his military advice, he
for

—

two

common acclamation rated as the first
among them.
The loftiness

of mountain peaks is
never appreciated until seen at such a
distance as to reveal their grandeur in
the universe about them. In like
manner, we today, separated from

own motion he
men, at his own
expense, to march to Boston to defend
his

.

the man by many generations, are
best able to understand his greatness

offered a thousand

the citizens' inalienable rights.
In his long obscurity and sudden
rise to national attention he reminds
one most of Oliver Cromwell, whom

he parallels in growth and greatness.

happy

judgment that Jefferson declared was better than that of any
man he knew. Perhaps it was this
tranquil existence at home that formed
a character which great leaders by

—
—

Of

his

spoiled

decades he lived the happy existence
of a Virginia country gentleman
horses, cards, dancing and the hunt
until he reached the age of forty-three.
Then the Boston Tea Party fired
the colonies and challenged his deep
sense of justice.

was

compromising public affairs, which
shaped his thoughts and formed his
unique quality of upright singlewhich gave him the unmindedness

—

life;

it

of

ness; they

withdrew into private

sometimes think

at home, devoid of the confusion

in relation to the
I

i

majesty of time.
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?
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If one wonders why the memory of
a handful of freed souls in 1776, builders of a freed political peace in a
removed virgin world, remains firm in
the affections of the American people
today, he need but turn back the
pages of history and study the silhouette of those freed souls against
the bloody skies of the hate-submerged
Old World; a World that was wrecked
and torn in 1776, just as it is today,
by the unslaked greed of despots.

There is not a soul in this great
American world who has not fled, or
who is not of the blood and offspring
of men and women who once fled, that
>-01d World: men and women hungerI

!

for a freedom vouchsafed by
Washington and his fellow patriots in
this great hemisphere. America was
built upon their single ideal
the
happiness of physical and spiritual
freedom. They gave us a political

ing

—

philosophy that assures eternal political peace
a true good will toward
men; they gave us the Declaration of
Independence, the Bill of Rights, the
ways and means of procedure in government that maintain the United
States of America in a unique position
among world powers
a politically

—

—

peaceful western world.

You

ask the meaning of this single-

ness of reverence for George Washington. Shall I tell you? He is the spirit of

America's creators, not one of
ever coveted the glamor and
mad, selfish riches of Europe's tyrants.
Jefferson, Patrick Henry, Franklin,
Thomas Paine, Andrew Jackson and
Lincoln
they were all one with
Washington. Jefferson the builder;
Lincoln whose whole life expressed
the imperishable soul-hunger of humanity; who died that the right to be
free and the right to be happy
the
dream of the humblest of mankind
might not perish from the earth.
all

whom

|

;

j

I

—

—
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the affections of the American people
today, he need but turn back the
pages of history and study the silhouette of those freed souls against
the bloody skies of the hate-submerged

Old World; a World that was wrecked
and torn in 1776, just as it is today,

by the unslaked greed

of despots.

There is not a soul in this great
American world who has not fled, or
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of men and women who once fled, that
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Washington and his fellow patriots in
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men; they gave us the Declaration of
Independence, the Bill of Rights, the
ways 'and means of procedure in government that maintain the United
States of America in a unique position
a politically
among world powers

—

—

peaceful western world.

You ask the meaning of this singleness of reverence for George Washington. Shall I tell you? He is the spirit of
America's creators, not one of
ever coveted the glamor and
mad, selfish riches of Europe's tyrants.
Jefferson, Patrick Henry, Franklin,
Thomas Paine, Andrew Jackson and
Lincoln
they were all one with
Washington. Jefferson the builder;
Lincoln whose whole life expressed
the imperishable soul-hunger of humanity; who died that the right to be
free and the right to be happy
the
dream of the humblest of mankind
might not perish from the earth.
all

whom

—

—

Underweod-Stratton

Mr. Borglum's monumental Mt. Rush mo re Memorial
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INgreat Rockies — they have crowned

a mountain range with his likehave carved him as high
into the heavens as the granite cliff
would reach
their Olympus.
In his youth, Washington, without
glamor, without plan, aided the
British as a scout in the Indian wars'.
Rebuked for his military advice, he
withdrew into private life; for two
decades he lived the happy existence
of a Virginia country gentleman
horses, cards, dancing and the hunt
until he reached the age of forty-three.
Then the Boston Tea Party fired
the colonies and challenged his deep
sense of justice. Of his own motion he
offered a thousand men, at his own
expense, to march to Boston to defend
ness; they

—

—
—

•
the citizens' inalienable rights.
In his long obscurity and sudden
rise to national attention he reminds
1

one most of Oliver Cromwell, whom
he parallels in growth and greatness.

Borglum
sometimes think it was his happy
home, devoid of the confusion
of compromising public affairs, which
shaped his thoughts and formed his
Unique quality of upright singleminded ness
which gave him the unspoiled judgment that Jefferson declared was better than that of any
man he knew. Perhaps it was this
tranquil existence at home that formed
a character which great leaders by
common acclamation rated as the first
among them.
The loftiness of mountain peaks is
never appreciated until seen at such a
distance as to reveal their grandeur in
the universe about them. In like
manner, we today, separated from
I

life

at

—

the

man by many

generations, are

best able to understand his greatness
in relation to the majesty of time.
If

one wonders

why

the

memory

of

a handful of freed souls in 1776, builders of a freed political peace in a
removed virgin world, remains firm in

—
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131 YEARS AGO MONDAY, "Honest Abe" was born. Here, immortalized on Mount Rushmore by Gutzon Borglum, he looks out
over South Dakota's Black Hills.

Walter
Travi
"TT'VE

just

been along the East Coast

and heard more talk about the
war in Europe than anything else,
and it approaches hysteria there

1

I
but as

I

traveled west I found less talk

and calmer

talk," reported the

man

with

the gray mustache.

"The West Coast is watching Japan
and there's a lot of excited talking there,
but it doesn't much get over the moun-

Milt*

tains on the journey east," said the
smooth-faced man with rimless glasses.
"In the heart of America here we hear
talk about the war and talk about Japan,
but we hear more about the United

States,"

the

third

man

testified.

lived halfway between the coasts

—

in

He
the

Hills of South Dakota where
Gutzon Borglum is carving the National
Memorial on the granite shoulder of
Mount Rushmore. The three had met at
this Memorial, an undertaking that is
building an enduring record of American

Black

Washington,

Jefferson,

Theo-

dore Roosevelt and Lincoln
heads at Mt. Rushmore in the
Black Hills. Below, Gutzon

Borglum

at

work

in his studio

on the Washington model
SHbHBialHMaHHIlHi

BUI

Bedrock
American
"It's a source of inspiration, all right,"
agreed the man with the gray mustache.
"Here's Jefferson, who conceived our

Washington who made it
possible, Lincoln who saved it, and Theodore Roosevelt who finished the work of
Columbus and cut the Panama Canal.
They're right before us. They're worth

democracy,
life in

the solid rock behind great figures

of Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln and
Theodore Roosevelt.
"Men and women from everywhere
come here in big cars and small, smartly

or poorly dressed," the third man continued. "They come here and look, and
visit.

them

—

And
to

work seems to inspire
think and talk of this country.
this

reminder that America is great
in government, in industry, in inven"It's a

tion

and

that this

and in human liberty, and
has come to be so in a relatively

in art

short space of time.

they talk about

these."

"What do

people say

when they come

here? What's their reaction?" asked the

man

with the rimless glasses.
"Well," said the local man, "they all
marvel at the vastness of it and the artistry of the sculptor. Then one of two or
three thoughts seem to occur to most
people. Some show pride in the fact that
the nation produced these great men.

They

it."

FEBRUARY,

And

thinking about, particularly in days like

say, 'America always produces a

1040

1

040

when a

leader

leader's needed,' or

some-

thing like that.

"As the work progresses, though, more
and more are understanding that the
idea

those

is

not to exalt

who were

men but

to picture

chiefly instrumental in

conceiving the kind of government we
have, and in saving and extending that
government. These people see that the
big story is the growth of this rich young
nation from a scraggly start, through the
lifetime of these leaders but vastly
broader and more varied than their
careers
call the

and accomplishments. They recontributions America has made
making toward better living, to-

and is
ward the understanding
arts and the development

of the ancient
of resources the

forefathers did not even imagine.

speak highly of

They

(Continued on page 55)
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Bedrock ^American
(Cayiiriiied

some Americans criticize^tojay,
and of the fact that they have a "right to
criticize freely^yopenly, a nation other
a nation

—

peoples call wonderful a country Americans are mighty glad to reach as they
scurry home from other lands."

coiksaw a touching illustration of that,"
"^d the man with the gray

from page

3)

mustache.

woman

in

"There was a white-haired
who furnished it. She

black

gazed, fascinated, at these faces of the

wondered what she
watched her and saw tears

leaders of America. I

was thinking.

come

I

to her eyes. After a time she turned

woman

standing near. She said, 'I
never knew America could be so great'."
to.

a
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Black Hills

Offer Oddities

To Tourists
Two-Day

Trip

Breaks Journey

To West Coast
CHICAGO, May 11.—The romantic

and beautiful Black

Dakota,

Hills of

South

the colossal Mount
National Memorial, will

site of

Rushmore

be "isited by thousands of Americans
this year, either as a vacation destination or en route to or from the
Western national parks.
Oddly, the Black Hills are neither
hills nor black. Viewed from a distance, the tree-clad mountains, some
of which exceed 7000 feet elevation,
looked like black hills to early-day
travelers, and they so misnamed

them.
Typical of the Black Hills' varied
attractions is the following outline
of the two-day Black Hills motor
side trip available from Newcastle,
Wyoming, to Burlington Route passengers en route to or from the dude
ranches, Yellowstone, Glacier or the
Pacific Coast:
Leaving Newcastle upon arrival of

passengers
"Adventureland,"
up through the foothills,
pause briefly at the old town of
Custer, where the discovery of gold
in 1874 eventually led to the bloody
Custer Massacre on the Little Bighorn in 1876, ascend the summit of
Mount Coolidge for an awe-inspiring view of hundreds of square miles
of tumbling hills and mountains
and spend the night at State Game
Lodge, 1927 summer White House,
where President Coolidge pronounced the cryptic phrase,
"I do not
choose to run."
the

motor

IN

SOUTH DAKOTA'S BLACK

Sculpturing with air

Borglum

is

drills

rapidly completing

National Memorial
Dakota.

in

HILLS

and dynamite,. Gutzon
the titanic Rushmore

the romantic Black

Hills

of South

I

I
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PRESERVING IDEALISM
'"pHE Mount Rushmore MemoSouth
rial near Rapid City,
Dakota, served as a gigantic backdrop for an impressive Eagle Scout
Court of Honor this fall. The huge
figures of Washington, Jefferson,
Lincoln and Theodore Roosevelt
looked down upon the gathering
while the Chief Scout Executive
said of these great presidents:
"All four were distinctly different,
but in all four cases they were
men who had faith in God. In all
four cases they were men who
were, early in life, led to love
their neighbors, to be kind and
considerate, thoughtful and cooperative."

He stated his "determination to
make Scouting something in the

Eagle Scout Court of Honor at Mount Rushmore, September

HpO
time,

American people in
thinking at this critical

aid the

their

a pamphlet on Democracy

and

Education in the Current
been issued by the Faculty of Teachers College, Columbia University. It contains an impressive Creed of Democracy.
Crisis has

"The situation

calls

thinking
and prompt
states the pamphlet. "It

for

clear

action,"

a priliberty-loving
is

mary duty of all
citizens to make an immediate and
realistic

appraisal

of

the

crisis

which now confronts our nation.

.

.

.

We

14,

1940

have taken democracy for

granted—have

failed

to

realize

perpetuation and development require from each generation
an even deeper search for fuller
understanding and for more inthat

its

clusive application

of

its

princi-

ples, as well as struggle, vigilance,

and

sacrifice."

After discussing the gravity of
the present situation, the assets of
our nation and the meaning of
democracy, the statement concludes with the impressive Creed
reproduced on these pages.

America that will insure
which were con-

life

of

the

idealisms

ceived in the time of Washington,
fortified at the time of Jefferson,
preserved through the wisdom and
leadership of Lincoln and exemplified through the life of Theodore Roosevelt."

"May God be with each of us,"
he concluded, "to give us strength,
give us purpose and give us determination, to live our own life in
harmony with the idealism for
which Scouting stands. Then may
each one of us do what he can as
an individual to ensure that in
to
this
monument of
the idealism for which
these men stood is preserved forever in the actions and conduct

addition
granite,

of our people."

IsQju. 'fro

Sculptor

GUTZON BORGLUM

tells of

years of work

nervous strain

.

.

.

. .

headaches

For 13 years, Borglum has worked tirelessly on
vast Rushmore Memorial, carving colossal heads
with dynamite, pneumatic drills. Below you see
him inspecting 70-foot head of Lincoln. Incessant

many problems meant headaches. He says:
"I always take Bromo-Seltzer for headache ... it
relieves nervous strain, stomach upsets, too."

drilling,

THE INDIANAPOLIS NEWS,

MONDAY, JULY

10,

THE MEN ON THE MOUNTAI N—On the lofty brow of South Dakota's 6,200-foot Mount
Rushmore, a fourth face, that of President Theodore Roosevelt, has made its appearance, joining: those
of Washington, Jefferson (second from left) and Lincoln (right). The faces are being carved in the
granite by Sculptor Gntzon Borglum, who started monument in August, 1927.

BORGLUM DEAD;

A MEMORIAL 'GREATER THAN THE PYRAMIDS'

SCDLPTOR'S BEST

WORK UNFINISHED
Great Stone Artist May
Be Buried at Mt. Rushmore Memorial.
CHICAGO, March 6—Gutzon
Borglum, the sculptor who carved
in the hills of South Dakota a
memorial that will endure with
the ages,, died in a Chicago hospital

today,

before his greatest

work could be completed.
Borglum died of a heart

ail-

ment. He had been in Henrotin
Hospital several weeks and his
condition was known to be critBut 12 hours before his
ical.
death, which occurred at 7 A. M.,
his physician noted an improve-

ment

in his condition.

Had Minor

Operation.

Borglum was taken

to the hos-

February 13 for a minor
operation performed February 17.

pital

recovered, according to his
physician, Dr. William D. Jack,
but his heart remained weak.
His wife and two children were
at his bedside when he died. The
children are Lincoln, 28, who has
been supervising construction
work at the great Mt. Rushmore

He

•
J
takTng oi similaFscope was a Conably will be made by Secretary of Eederate memorial on the side of
the Interior Harold L. Ickes.
Stone Mountain, near Atlanta, Ga.
Records showed discrepancies [n 1916 he was called upon to
in Borglum's age. Lincoln said^arve a giant figure of General
his father would have been 71 Robert E. Lee on the mountainyears old on March 25. When he ide, but he decided a single
entered the hospital, Borglum tatue would be inadequate and
gave his age as 69, which con- lesigned a work including 1200
formed with recent editions of igures. Who's Who, but earlier editions The World War interrupted the
compute his age at 73.
ask until 1924. After the 20-f6dt
Borglum, born in Idaho, was lead of Lee was carved, dissenthe son of Dr. James de la Mothe iion arose. The artist was disBorglum, who went West with harged and another man took
the Mormons and practiced medi- jver the work, which still is far
cine in Nebraska for many years. Erom complete.
His Greatest Undertaking.
Other Works of His.
Borglum's greatest work de- Borglum's war memorial, "Wars
scribed as colossal without fear )f America," in Newark, N. J.,
of overstatement was the Mt. was described as the largest
Rushmore Memorial, hewn into aronze group in America at the
the side of a mountain in the time of its completion and one of
Black Hills of South Dakota. The the largest in the world. His Lin-

memorial, and Mrs. David Vhay,
who
24, Santa Barbara, Calif.,
flew here from her home yesterda
other immediate relatives include August Borglum, Omaha
(Neb.) musician, and Mrs. Harand
riet Fady, Chicago, brother
sister.

Burial at Memorial?
Close friends said plans were
being considered for burial at the
foot of the Mt. Rushmore Memorial. Lincoln Borglum said the
body probably would be placed in
a private vault in Chicago pending
definite plans for funeral services.
At Washington late today the
unaniCommission
Memorial
mously approved a motion for a
special crypt at the base of the
~

Black Hill Giants^
Should some future race of
earth-dwellers stumble across

Mount Rushmore Memo-

the

a conclusion that the world
once was peopled by giants
would be inescapable. The four
figures on Gutzon Borglum's
famous project are carved on
rial,

the scale of men 465 feet tall.
Only the busts are being carved, their faces 60 feet from chin
their heads. Lincoln's nose is 18 feet long, his
mouth 22 feet wide, the pupils
of his eyes four feet in diameter, his forehead 17 feet from
eyebrow to hair line. Wash-

to

crown of

—

ington got a longer nose 21
feet—but a mouth only 18 feet
wide. The entire sculpture covers an acre and a half of the
mountain's side.

mountain,

A

final ruling prob :

—

—

group consists of gigantic faces coln statue, also in Newark, is
of Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln one of his most popular works.
and Theodore Roosevelt The His work is scattered throughsculptor had expected to complete out the country and the world,
In public statuary and in the
the work this year.
of
buildings
and
Last summer Borglum said the adornment
rest of the monument would be homes of art patrons. Among
completed with available funds. these are the huge figures of ?he
GUTZON
Once asked to estimate the cost Apostles on the Cathedral of St.
The Mount Rushmore Me- of the finished memorial, he said: John the Divine, New York, an/
"Call up Cheops and ask him the 60 gargoyles on the Princ^
morial, with the faces of Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln and how much his pyramid cost and ton University dormitory.
Borglum was a brother
Theodore Roosevelt carved in what he paid the creator an ingranite, was the greatest worH ferior work to Mt. Rushmore."
another noted sculptor, S
Borglum regarded the work as Hannibal Borglum.Gutzon B{n
of Borglum, who died yester"the only memorial since the an- lum, whose full name was
day.
cients or the Renaissance cathe- Gutzon de la Mothe Bor,
dral that sacrifices everything for was educated in the Julian
the spirit of the idea involved." emy and Ecole des Beaux

BORGLUM

—

.

,

Stone Mountain Project.
In addition to the Mount Rushmore Memorial, an earlier under-

Paris,

and

St.

Mary's

Kansas.
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Mountain Carving by Borglum

World's largest piece of sculpture is this Mount Rushmore
monument to Presidents Washington, Jefferson, Theodore
Roosevelt and Lincoln the work of Gutzon Borglum

—

the 60 gargoyles on the Princeton
University dormitory.
Borglum was a brother of another noted sculptor, Solon Hanni-

GUTZON BORGLUM

NOTED SCULPTOR

bal
Borgjum.
Gutzon Borglum,
whose full name was John Gutzon
de la Mothe Borglum, was educated
in the Julian Academy and Ecole
(Continued from the First Page)
des Beaux Arts, Paris, and St. Mary's.
site about February 1, and that he College, Kansas.
Mrs. Borglum is
expected to finish the work, prin the former Mary Williams Montclpally cleaning up rough stone gomery of New York.
Their son
around the coats and hands of the was named Lincoln after the mar-

DIES IN CHICAGO

figures.

An

tyred President.
During the World War Borglum
investigated for President Wilson
the alleged ineffectiveness of Amer-

earlier undertaking of similar

scope was a confederate memorial
on the side of Stone Mountain, near
Atlanta, Ga. In 1916 he was called
upon to carve a great figure of General Robert E. Lee on the rooun
talnside, but he decided a single
statue would be inadequate and designed a work including 1,200 fig-

ica's

war

craft.

,

Nothing came of

the investigation and Borglum afterwards declared that«he had been
hampered on all sides. Previously
he served a term in the House of
Representatives of the Connecticut

•\
7*"
General Assembly.
The World War interrupted the

res:

...

task until 1924.

After the 20-foot

head of Lee was carved, dissension
arose among the committee in
charge of the memorial and between committeemen and Borglum.
The artist was discharged and August Lukeman, of New York, took
over the work, which is still far
from completion.

Cast Bronze

War Memorial

Borglum's war memorial, "Wars
of America," in Newark,. N. J., was
described as the largest bronze
group in America at the time of its
completion and one of the largest
rh the world. His Lincoln statue,
also in Newark, is one of his most

popular works.
His work is scattered throughout
the country and the world, in public
statuary and in the adornment of
buildings and homes of art patrons.
these are the huge -figures!
of the apostles of the Cathedral of
St. John the Divine, New York, and

Among

)

.

As

BORGLUM'S GREAT

WORK ON MOUNT RUSHMORE

memorial to four men who made America great
sculptor has wrought this achievement in the Black Hills

a dea+hless

the late

of South Dakota.

His son, Lincoln Borglum,
(Photo by

Bell,

Rapid

will
City, 8. D-)

finish

the group.

v

~

«-

oc

Borglum, Patriot Sculptor
Sculpture

;

is
11

K

a noble art indeed,
and when

™«
grand
land a
riT"
scale as in the case
of the late Ou'tmn
Borglum it merits a
special qualUy
ence and appreciation.

W***

^v™

v.
i

the

N> jJ

.?° Ught of
work
worker?
has been identified

^r

g lu m and his
with the massive

unprecedented memorial
hewn in granTte
the

\>

cliffs

HUls of

of

in the Black
Dakota, under his
careful
execution and supervision

South

painstaking

,

^
.

Oi

4
Q

Mount Rushmore

'

mt
'

R^t wS ^

H is

»A -d

11
011
j6fferS0n
Roosevelt will be as
permanent examples of
his art as mortal
man could make them-and
certainly as unique
as they are impress^
In sQu ipt ur e on so
mighfcy

Wm

+

n *tu™"y

as to

'

some difference

^^

its artistry,

that Bor glum>s
It

*>e

'

^

of opinion

but there can be no
que Uon
,

S
ZTZ^

typiflesrpemaps-mor-than any
other

ern

conceptions,

the spirit of

whose every ideal and
institution he revered
^verea
so intensely.

As the Chicago News
points out, certainlv
he was a rugged
*
individualist, i
ve
was one. ^pnx the date
he received his first

£

big commission until
the day of his
,?
was the center of
controverSfof^onetnd

or
another. That first big
commission was from
the Municipal Art
Commission of Chicago
fo^
a
statue of Governor
Altgeld. He finished
the
work over the protests
of members

of the
Commission, who promptly
rejected it
la Connecticut, when
he entered politics

he

I

,

1

»

FINALLY COMPLETED

in Black Hills of
South Dakota is Mt. Rushmore Memorial,
started in 1927 by the late Gutzon Borg-

lum and completed by

his son. Carved in
ageless granite are faces of Washington^
Jefferson, Theodore Roosevelt, Lincoln.
r-Wld« World photo..
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THREE VIEWS OF A
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY
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12,
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FAMOUS AMERICAN

The three views of Abraham Lincoln— whote 133rd birthday American! celebrated Thursday— shown
above might be of three different sculptures of the great emancipator, but they weren't; they are all of
the same piece of work, the original Mount Rushmore model made by the late Oution Borglum. but
taken from different angles. The models are now being used in the manufacture of a new wall plaque by
a firm that has set up manufacture in Rapid City. (Journal engraving).
jmr.-*^

Borglum Original
Models Used In

New

Plaques

Lincoln's
Abraham
Thursday,
birthday, was chosen by the Borglum Studio, Rapid City, for an-

nouncement

that, its

new wholly

authentic wall plaques of the heads
of the four presidents of Mount
Rushmore fame, are now on the
market.

Manufacture

is

underway

in

Rap^

City.
The original
ton, Jefferson,
id

heads of WashingLincoln and Theodore Roosevelt as made by the late

Gutzon Borglum, creator of Mount
Rushmore, are used as the models
for the

.
•

i

new plaques~and each

Borglum signature,
The famed sculptors

bears

son,

Linwith

j

Borglum, is associated
Peterson in their manufacHire, with E. A. Sullivan in charge
of actual manufacture.
The plaques, measuring about six
inches in height
and
weighing
about a pound each, are made in
two colors; natural white, of a
rock plastic, and buff, of a denial
compound in which they are the
same color all the way through the

!

material.

5
'

"

I
j

I

I
,

>

/
!

:

I

the

coin

Leo

On set has been presented to
Governor Harlan J. Bushfield and
another has been sent to Congressman Francis Case to give to General Henry H. Arnold, head of the
national air force and an admirer
of the Black Hills. He flew mail
into Rapid City in 1927 when President Calvin Coolidge was in the

and when the first dedication
took place at Rushmore.
The plaques have gone on sale

Hills

in the Black Hills and will later
go on sale nationally.

i

I

UUT

IN the Black Hills of South Dakota, carved for all
on
the granite face of Mount Rushmore, stands a memotime
rial to

four citizens of the U. S.

One thing these men had in common — George Washington,
who founded this nation Thomas Jefferson, who documented
it; Theodore Roosevelt, who revitalized it; Abraham Lincoln,
who preserved it
They all loved their country. Loved it with a fervor that
;

.

rose above

That

is

.

toil, sacrifice

why this sculpture

is

really

more than a

tribute to

is an imperishable monument to the
and principles for which this nation stands. A reminder
our heritage. Something we can believe in, always.

four great Americans. It
ideals
of

or even death.

I

Mount Rushmore Memorial.
has been removed from the Mount
Rushmore National Memorial in the Black Hills
Scaffolding

of South Dakota, revealing the heads of four Presidents for the first time without obstruction. Left
to right are George Washington, Thomas Jefferson,
Theodore Roosevelt,' and Abraham Lincoln.
'

•

—Associated Press.

I

PICTURES TO THE EDITORS
LINCOLN'S GLEAM
Sirs:

This recent picture of the Lincoln figure in the Mount Kushmore Memorial
group shows how Sculptor Gutzon liorglum manages to give expression to eyes of

Careful scrutiny of the finished
shows the hollowed-out iris,
while a pupil of granite a jutting-out
oblong block remains to catch the light.
granite.

right eye

—

—

CHARLES d'EMERY
Manugian Studios
South Norwalk, Conn.

August 30, 1958

Week
This
MAGAZINE

Shocking photographs reveal the

Girls

real root of juvenile

Who Need

CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

Memo

delinquency

For Labor Day:

am always for the man
who wishes to work." — Abraham

"I

Love

.

.
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Lincoln

A

collection of rare color transparencies

photographs, most previously

from the personal

and

unpublished

collection of the

Borglum

family, along with Mr. Lincoln Borglum's

and notes from
manuscripts and writings of the late Gutzon
Borglum.
recollections of the project

ANNIVERSARY YEAR
MT. RUSHMORE NATIONAL MEMORIAL
25th

AMERICA'S SHRINE OF DEMOCRACY

A

collection of rare color transparencies

most previously

photographs,
"I

commend

work

Lincoln Borglum's splendid

to

from

and

unpublished

the personal collection of the

Borglum

family, along with Mr. Lincoln Borglum's
readers. Just as he followed

epic sculpture, so,

THE SCULPTOR, GUTZON BORGLUM
Born as John Gutzon de la Mothe Borglum
on an Idaho ranch, March 25, 1871, educated in San Francisco and Paris. Sculptor,
painter, engineer, inventor, statesman and
author. Died March, 1944. The work on Mt.
Rushmore was then continued by his son,

now

so well on his father's

he has placed between printed

covers a thrilling description of this

almost

recollections of the project

and notes from
late Gutzon

manuscripts and writings of the

Borglum.
in-

credible achievement."

'To Americans

who

have already had the pleasure of

seeing Mt. Rushmore,

Lincoln.

up

"My

Father's

add to vivid recollection of a past
have yet

to see the

scription will
visit to this

add

Mountain" will

visit.

To

those

who

Memorial, Mr. Borglum's de-

to anticipated pleasure of

an early

great landmark."

— from Foreword by Hubert H. Humphrey

FlENWYN
PRESS
THE AUTHOR, LINCOLN BORGLUM
on the Borglum family ranch
near Hermosa, South Dakota, where he
works in his father's original studio. Lincoln
Borglum has served as technical advisor in

Today

lives

the carving of the world's largest

sapphires

in

known

the likenesses of Washington,

Jefferson and Eisenhower.

Box 245 Phone 605 343-6070
Rapid City, So. Dakota 57701
25th

ANNIVERSARY YEAR

MT. RUSHMORE NATIONAL MEMORIAL

AMERICA

S

SHRINE OF DEMOCRACY

Lincoln Borglum frequently carried
a

camera with him while working

on the Mt. Rushmore carvings. 24
valuable

duced

photographs

are

in full color in his

repro-

book and

15 duotones complete the graphic
description.

original

Borglum

4

full

page copies of

sketches

by

Gutzon

also appear in the book.

SPECIAL 25th

ANNIVERSARY YEAR

Story of Mt. Rushmore,

"MY FATHER'S MOUNTAIN"
by Lincoln Borglum

ORDER

NOW

FOR NOVEMBER DELIVERY

(retail price $5.95)

Libraries $4.45

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOG CARDS FURNISHED AT NO
EXTRA CHARGE AND SHIPPED WITH BOOK AND INVOICE.

Pub'

Jul:

TODAY'S HEALTH
Published by the American Medical Assoc.
July 1971

Helen Gurley Brown predicts:

WHAT

IT

WILL BE LIKE

WHEN WE ELECT A WOMAN PRESIDENT

CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
Chicago, 111.
Sept. 30, 1972

Nothing to
sneeze at
A workman checks

for

new

cracks in the 21-ioot nose of
Abraham Lincoln on Mount

Rushmore. Even though
will take millions of

it

years

for natural erosion to

obliterate the face, workers

make the
sculpture last even longer.

patch cracks to

(AP)

1

AMERICANA

Life

,

Sept., 1987, Vol. 10, No.

9

GESUNDHBT!
FOR

HIS

ANNIVERSARY HONEST ABE GETS

was a banner day at Mount Rushmore. As
Washington, Jefferson and T.R. looked on
stony-faced, Lincoln's craggy profile was
draped by a king-size American flag, just as
It

it

had been 50 years ago when the colossal
was originally dedicated. The task of
made-in-Massachusetts pennant
made-in-South Dakota President went to

A NOSE JOB

National Park maintenance man Bob Crisman,

carving

who traveled the nasal passage suspended in a

affixing the

bosun's chair. How did Abe manage to suppress a sneeze? Only the nose knows.

to the

91

SI

NEW

THE

12

NATIOI

YOJ?K T/MES

A Face Lift for Mount Rushmore?
1

SIOUX FALLS,
(AP)

S.D.,

Nov.

23

— Engineers using a helicop-

photograph cracks and
other rocky wrinkles in the aging
60-foot-tall Presidential faces on
ter

will

Mount Rushmore next week

to

determine whether the national
memorial needs a face lift.
"This is the first time that a total
structural analysis has ever been
done," Dan Wenk, the Mount Rush-

more

superintendent, said Tuesday. "We hope it will give us some
long-term knowledge with which to
manage this great resource."
The sculptor Gutzon Borglum
carved the faces of George Washington, Tlromas Jefferson, Abra-

ham

Lincoln and Theodore. Roose-

velt nearly half a

a granite peak in

century ago from
the Black Hills.

The engineering study is part of
a $40 million project to spruce up
the memorial for its 50th anniversary in 1991 and to preserve the
"Shrine of Democracy" for future
generations.

"One of the things
Borglum recognized

that

Gutzon

when he
carved the mountain was that
there were a number of cracks,"
Mr. Wenk said. "We've never
known the long-term impact of
those cracks."

Each

fall,

workers

seal

the

cracks with a mixture of granite
dust, white lead

and linseed

oil to

reduce the damage when cool
weather causes the rock to contract. The engineering study will
be used to develop a more comprehensive maintenance plan, Mr.

Wenk said.
"We want

to find out what the
structural integrity is and what we
can do if there is a problem," he

said.

The study

RE-SPEC

is

Inc.,

being conducted by
a Rapid City, S.D.,

engineering firm.

A

staff geologist,

Tim

Vogt, said the company is
using a technique called photogrammetry, or measuring with

photographs.
"What we're doing is making a
very detailed precision map of the
sculpture area," he said. "Once we
have that very detailed map, we

determine the structural
mountain."

can

stability of the

Work May Start Monday
On Monday, if weather permits,
engineers
points on

markers

chart reference
faces with black
inches in diameter.

will

the
15

Close-up photographs will be taken

Tuesday.

"The faces will look funny for a
couple of days," Mr. Vogt said. He
said the entire structural analysis
should be completed by summer.
Mount Rushmore

not in im-

is

mediate danger of disintegrating,
Mr. Vogt said. "The Park Service
is just doing its job to make sure
there's no long-term degradation."
Mr. Vogt said an engineering
project of Mount Rushmore's scale
is a challenge.
"It's a unique application of an

engineering problem," he said.
At least one piece of Mount

Rushmore
cracks

in

lore stems from
the granite faces.

the

Jefferson: Higher Plane?

"President Jefferson's likeness
appears to be looking at a higher
plane than the other Presidents,"

Mr

Wenk

view

of that situation

said.

"The

zon Borglum saw him
ary.

The

reality

is

romantic-

that Gutas a vision-

is

thai [here

was

a

crack in the granite that ran
through Jefferson's nose. Borglum
had to keep tilling the head back in
order to ensure that the crack
would not cause the sculpture to
fail prematurely."
The $50,000 first phase of the
structural analysis is being financed by the Mount Rushmore
National Memorial Society, a prinonm'ofit group formed lit)

I

Works

in

Progress

A View
From
The
Bridge
HAVING LOOKED ABRAHAM

LIN-

coln in the eye (left), Tim Vogt reports
that the President's gaze is steady. And
though Lincoln's visage has weathered
"There's a crack across the bridge of
he's in pretty
the nose," Vogt says
good shape overall, and so are his three

—

—

companions

Mount

on

Rushmore.

(Washington, Jefferson and Theodore
Roosevelt, if you've forgotten.)
Vogt is a geologist with RE/SPEC
Inc., a Rapid City, S.D., engineering

company that has been commissioned by the Mount Rushmore National Memorial Society to analyze
the condition of the monument, part of
a preservation project to be completed by its 50th anniversary in 1991.
"We're investigating the structural
stability of the sculpture" Vogt says.
"We've measured it from an engihow far is it
neering standpoint
from George's nose to Abe's nose,

—

—

defining its shape.
things like that
We also want to map the location and
nature of all the cracks."
Vogt spent three days scrutinizing
the four heads, the work of the sculptor Gutzon Borglum, each about 60
feet high. (Specks of red paint, sketch

marks made by
visible

up

the sculptor, are still
Vogt says.) Some-

close,

times descending from the executive
noggins, sometimes ascending from
the ground, Vogt took photographs

and made

notes, collecting data that
is now being used to make a threedimensional computer image of the
monument. "It was the only way to
really examine it," Vogt says. "Look-

ing down at the inside of Roosevelt's
eye, for instance, we knew there was
a crack through his forehead, across
his right

eyebrow and down through

On the rope, you see exactly
it looks like."
Vogt, not a practiced rock climber,
says he wasn't frightened. Indeed, he
was relaxed enough for some leisurely speculation. "I sat there looking at
Lincoln's eye," he says. "I thought, 'A
"
little kid could lie down in that eye.'
the eye.

what

— Bruce Weber

MICHAEL S PRlNG E By GAMMA-LIAISON
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(Chicago (Tribune
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Shrine of leadership, engine of tourism
Stoic

Text
|

and photos
by Chris
Walker
Tribune

itaff

photographer

and stone-faced, the four

then

money from Congress, and fi-

white men stare down from on high-

nally status as a National Memorial.

No. not a preview of the upcoming

The tiny mining town of Keystone

debates featuring the presidential

grasped the coattails of the

men on

candidates and their running mates.

the mountain and evolved into

It's

the colossal

monument to four

great presidents carved into the

Black Hills of South Dakota.

We on-

and hotels such as the First Lady Inn

and the White House Resort. 1995
saw the opening of nearby Presi-

Amid our quadrennial complaining
about the quality of our presidential

dents Park, a collection of

Rushmore symbolizes

our high expectations. These
are larger than

—way larger.

\

life

Their faces are 60 feet tall.

Modern

from

If

tor

David Adickes.

It's all

a curious pairing of presi-

dency and patriotism, but also a stirring message of hope.

presidential candidates
Ashley Raderstorf 21 (left) Solomon Hutson, 21 and Luis Meza, 1 4, dress the part
for helping feed the hungry masses that visit Mt Rushmore.
,

,

,

Before they were granite gods, the

four

men on

with

all

the mountain were

George Washington, Revolu-

popular support as a "trust buster." At far right is

politicians,

War commander and first U.S. president,

Abraham Lincoln, martyred 16th president, preserver of the union throughout the Civil War and

Their greatness was earned over decades, in spite

signer of the Emancipation Proclamation.

rative—that have appeared over 60 years.

left to right:

tionary

all 43 pres-

idential heads set in stone by sculp-

\

men

do seem to pale in comparison.
There they are on the mountain,

wax museum

joints, a presidential

ly wish we had candidates like them

choices, Mt.

to-

day's strip of souvenir shops, fudge

appropriately in the most prominent position,

fol-

lowed by Thomas Jefferson, author of the Declaration of Independence

and third president, who

the Louisiana Purchase. Tucked in next

of cracks in their facades— both literal

The "shrine to democracy" was conceived 80

a work that may

last 10,000 years.

And every four

Americans cast their votes in

is

years ago as a tourist attraction. Sculptor Gutzon

years, millions of

Theodore Roosevelt, 26th president, who broad-

Borglum chose the site, on land considered sacred

the thin search for a fellow citizen

ened presidential power while expanding the

U.S.

by the Lakota Sioux. With money slow to come

ness can also withstand the test of time.

Panama Canal and gaining

from the state, Mt Rushmore got federal attention.

military building the

and figu-

Each year, 2 million people visit Mt. Rushmore,

Big shoes tofilL

nearly doubled the territory of the US. through

the baggage that implies.

whose great-

PHOTO ESSAY, PAGE 3
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Obama gives us a dream
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Mount Rush/wore
National Memorial

FOREWORD
A monument's
tance

dimensions should be determined by the impor-

to civilization

of the events commemorated.

We

are not

here trying to carve an epic, portray a moonlight scene, or write
a sonnet; neither are we dealing with mystery or tragedy, but
rather the constructive and the dramatic moments or crises in our

amazing

JEFFERSON
1776

history.

We

are cool-headedly, clear -mindedly setting

down a few crucial, epochal facts regarding the accomplishments
of the Old World radicals who shook the shackles of oppression from
and fled despotism to people a continent;who built
an empire and rewrote the philosophy of freedom and compelled
their light feet

the world to accept

We

its

wiser,

happier forms of government.

believe the dimensions of national heartbeats are greater

city demands, greater than
dreams or ambitions. Therefore, we believe a nation's me-

than village impulses, greater than
state

morial should,

have a

inspired them

As

WASHINGTON
1776-1778

like

serenity,

Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln and Roosevelt,
nobility, a power that reflects the gods who

and suggests the gods they have become.
mountains-

for sculptured

Civilization,
stuff:

a

even

its

fine arts,

is,

most of it, quantity-produced

education, law, government, wealth

each

is

enduring only

tomorrow and tomorrow is
strangely the enemy of today, as today has already begun to
as the day. Too

little

of

it

lasts into

forget buried yesterday. Each succeeding civilization forgets

LINCOLN
1865

and out of

its

body builds its homes, its temples.
Civilizations are ghouls. Egypt was pulled apart by its successor;
Greece was divided among the Romans; Rome was pulled to
pieces by bigotry and a bitterness much of which was engendered in its own empire building.
want, somewhere in America on or near the Rockies, the
backbone of the Continent, so far removed from succeeding,
predecessor,

its

I

selfish,

coveting civilizations, a few feet of stone that bears wit-

ness, carries the likenesses, the dates,

to

a word or two of the great

we accomplished as a Nation, placed so
pull down for lesser purposes.

things

Hence,

we

let

high

it

us place there, carved high, as close to

can, the words of our leaders, their faces, to

won't pay

heaven as

show

posterity

what manner of men they were. Then breathe a prayer that
these records will endure until the wind and the rain alone shall
wear them away.

ROOSEVELT
1904

M ount

Rushmore

National Memorial
SECOND BOOK

Photographs of the Lead Tablet buried

in

the

hills

at Fort Pierre,

on the west bank

of the Missouri River, by Verendrye, 1743, as reported to France on his return.

Discovered February 16, 1913.

Now in

the Historical Museum, Pierre, South Dakota
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WAS H NGTON
I

America's contribution to the fine arts has not in
She has lived, though, profoundly;
her political philosophy, her ideal of world service and her
advances in science, industry and invention, all the work of
free men, have deeply affected the common life and happiness
of mankind*
the past "been phenomenal.

The time has now come, I believe, for this great
living to express itself in great art, in literature, music,
painting, sculpture and architecture, I helieve that the great
soul of America and her human service will inspire masterpieces
as other great national awakenings have inspired them , - the
masterpieces of the New World; that we shall leave a record to
posterity to show what use the youth of the world made of its
freedom and its opportunity in the new lands it had conquered,

A great National Memorial is now being carved on Mount
Bushmore; it commemorates a great human creed, the political
philosophy of justice, freedom and the right to pursue happiness.
We understand that the portraits of Washington, Jefferson,
Lincoln and Roosevelt are not so much carved to commemorate these
men themselves, hut as physical records of the work and aspirations
of the people they led, the people who founded, developed and
preserved our great western republic. Geologists assure us that
the granite in which they are cut will last for hundreds of
thousands of years, and that remote posterity will be able to see
what manner of men gave birth and form to our republic.

PAGE

FIVE

WORKING MODEL AT THE STUDIO —
as they will

PAGE

SIX

Indicating approximate relation of Jefferson

and Lincoln

Mr. Borglum
appear on Mountain. Washington's head was modeled by
exhaustive study of portraits by Peale, Stuart and Houdon.

after

an

CEREMONIES AT THE UNVEILING OF THE HEAD OF

GEORGE WASHINGTON
1930

July 4,

PROGRAM

THE

Joseph S. Cullinan, Presiding
Chairman Mount Rushmore National Memorial Commission

Assembly

......

Call

Buglers of Fort

Meade,

"America"

The Audience

Invocation

Welcome

of

.

.

.

Governor
The Black

O. G. Malmin

Rev.

Department Chaplain, the American Legion

Address

Hills

—the Birthplace

President, South

of South

—Their Value

of South

Dakota

Honorable William
Dakota

of the Americas
Dr. C.
Dakota School of Mines
.

History of the Black Hills and the Memorial

Monuments

A.

U. S.

Aerial Bombs

Governor's Salute

to Civilization

.

C.

J.

Bulow

O'Harra

.

.

Doane Robinson

.

.

Gutzon Borglum

UNVEILING OF THE HEAD OF WASHINGTON
Button Releasing the

Master
Salutes

.

.

American Flag Pressed by

Doane Robinson

Billy

.

.

Meade

(a) Riflemen of Fort

(b) Airplanes of
(c)

Rapid City Port

Drum and Bugle Corps

of

American Legion

Right Reverend John

Benediction

Lawler, D. D.

J.

Bishop of Lead

"The Star-Spangled Banner"

CHAIRMAN CULLINAN:
men

in

"The authority

.

.

.

Our

in

the

Generations

this

prayers also ascend

GOVERNOR BULOW:
here

...

.

of the

.

.

The Audience

.

Congress to carve colossal portraits of these greal

the granite of the Black Hills has created a perpetual shrine for political

CHAPLAIN MALMIN: "On
giving.

.

"It

is

.

Independence day, we
.

fitting

.

Let the

spirit of

and proper

come and pay

their tribute of

Thee with gratitude and thanks-

our fathers continue to motivate us

that a

approximate center of the United States and
will

turn to

democracy."

memorial of
of the

homage throughout

this

...

kind should be erected

North American continent

.

...

the ages."

PAGE SEVEN

MEMORIAL

THE HISTORY OF THE
By

DOANE ROBINSON

THE idea of creating colossal sculptures on the
had

of the Black Hills

genesis

its

in

granite

January, 1924.

It was not received with notable enthusiasm
and the Black Hills residents generally were hostile.
Though it was never in the minds of the projectors, the
Hills people thought that it meant cutting up the Needles

in

along the highway. This

spirit

of

the state

September 25 of that year when Mr. Gutzon
to visit the region and reported

until

Borglum was induced

He

the rock suitable for heroic sculptures.

remained but

two days and examined the region only about Harney

Peak where he found the domes
most available. After
figures of
in

south of the

just

peak

studio he sketched

his return to his

Washington and Lincoln standing full length
He had not then

majesty upon one of those domes.

was agreed that the South Dakota
delegation in Congress be asked to secure permission
to carve the granite in the national forest and that the
South Dakota legislature be prevailed upon to create a
commission to carry on the work and also to make a

At

that time

made

and

forest lands,

fair

progress

was being

the legislature against pretty strong opposition

in

when
to

late in February, 1 925, just as the bill was coming
a vote the storm broke at Stone Mountain. The South

Dakota promoters were happy to adopt a suggestion
by Warren Green and secure provision for the creation
commission, without a dollar of appropriation,

of the

under a
In

and

the
in

bill

presented by

fall

of

J.

L.

company

with Senator

a careful examination of

and

all

Norbeck and

to these Hills

others

granite exposures

made
in

the

upon Rushmore as the most
suitable, provided a thorough examination proved it
to be living and sound rock. Later that fall, Mr. Borglum
returned, bringing his experts. The rock was carefully
sounded and pronounced excellent. The expenses of
this trip were borne by the Rapid City Commercial Club,
the first commitment in the state to the expense of the
project. In a suitable and largely attended ceremony
central section

settled

upon this ground, held October
more was formally dedicated

1,

to

heroic

national

memorial.
Following
chiefly

due

enemies

this

to

dedication, a hostile reaction set

propaganda

who had

driven

sent into the state

Mr.

Borglum

from

in,

by the
Stone

Mountain. During the ensuing year some newspapers
seemed to vie with each other in denunciation of the

PAGE EIGHT

first

time sank into the consciousness

completed

to visualize the

memorial and bring an appreciation of

its

value.

A combination of favorable circumstances essentially
quieted further opposition. The people of the Black Hills

underwrote a fund of $25,000. Gifts of $5,000 each
E. Rushmore of New York,
was named forty years before,
Senator Coleman DuPont, the North Western, Milwaukee and Burlington railroads, the Homestake Mine, and
$1 ,500 from the Dakota Farmer. In addition, the Northwestern Public Service Company gave the use of most

were made by Mr. Charles

for

whom

the mountain

machinery

Following

summer

in

this

this

in

the efficient plant.

came

President Coolidge to spend

park and to take the

first

place

in

his

the

celebration of the beginning of the work on August 10,

1927. His splendid address upon that occasion went
to

win popular approval of the project and

far

aid

his

in

Mount

Rushmore National Memorial Commission and providing

was indispensable. Perhaps but
coming here and the positive aid given by him,
we could not have carried on.
From the outset the South Dakota congressional delefederal appropriation
for his

gation supported the enterprise faithfully. Senator Nor-

beck and Congressman Williamson
interest

the

in

70th Congress.

the federal appropriation

made it their major
many vexatious

After

became a law upon Washing-

1929, and among the last official acts of
Calvin Coolidge as president was the appointment of a

ton's birthday,

distinguished

and

efficient

commission.

Senator Norbeck adopted the view that

succeed

upon

in

this

Some

if

we

could

Washington carved
mountain we would have accomplished a
getting the portrait of

notable success.

It

sons of

is

that success

God

we

celebrate today.

must stand upon the mountain

tops,

And

1925, Mount Rusha

re-

delays the act creating the commission and providing

Robbins.

925, Mr. Borglum returned

1

progress was

1926 when Mr. Borglum

of

securing the passage of the act creating The

Congress readily granted the desired permission to

upon the

fall

and helped

of the public

it

small appropriation for the preliminary work.

enter

the

in

sight of these for the

of the

seen Rushmore.

until

turned to Rapid City bringing his sketch models. The

continued

hostility

No

memorial and abuse of Mr. Borglum.

made

there through all the deathless generations

guard

The continents and guide the gracious stars
So God made mountains for the thrones of
Upon this mountain top America enshrines
Her sturdy sirs; exalts her noblest knight,

Where

And

children of the earth

may

lift

of fate:
these.

appraising eye

feel his virtue while his strength invests their

souls.

/

Old Rushmore

from Grizzly Gulch

THE BLACK HILLS — Birthplace o
By

CLEOPHAS

f

the

A mericas

O'H ARRA

C.

President South Dakota State School of Mines

THE BLACK

HILLS

constitute

American

one

of the very old

when

the area which they

with water

foundation rocks closely related to the earliest of their

schists

continent.

and as old perhaps as any

boundary

now occupy was covered

—sea water— extent which we do not
know. The
region —
and
and
—which places we see about

They apparently
do not disclose the most ancient lands known, but their
regions of the

the

of

earliest rocks of the

quartzites

the slates

us

in

some older lands
and were deposited

of

in

great profusion, were derived from

the Louisiana Purchase, greatly antedate the profound

of

which the Americas are chiefly

as

unknown dimension and
muds and sands on the

kind,

sedimentary

series of

within the

The sediments

formed.*

Any

adequate discussion of the Black Hills involves
knowledge
some
of mountain building and a reasonable
understanding of the history of a large surrounding. The
story is long and interesting, but have neither the opportunity nor the wish to read you a text book of geology.
I

I

shall review

only a few of the larger events.

There was a time when there were no Black Hills

these,

in

metamorphics occupying a large area

around Hudson bay are commonly recognized as the foundation
rocks of North America. Smaller tracts of similar nature are found
alto

in

floor of their bordering sea.

time solidified into massive beds and

by excessively slow but tremendous

earth dis-

turbance, were compressed into elongate, complicated
folds.

At some

magna

time during the process heated rock

from the earth's interior intruded the folding

sedimentaries. This material, fluid or plastic, remaining
far
in

beneath the surface of the intruded overload formed
time the great granite batholith of the Harney Peak

region of which
"The highly disturbed

location,

Mount Rushmore

is

an integral

part.

Profound mineral changes took place, there was much
of the structure and that which had been sea
bottom now became land. This land in course of ages

doming

other places.
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was worn down by the elements and obliterated Until
again there was visible only the sea. Elevation and
depression accompanied by erosion and deposition in
varying sequence followed, and have continued to the
present day. Sometimes there was sea, sometimes there

was land. The history is indelibly recorded in the sandand shales, and limestones, layer upon layer of

stones,

which were deposited to a thickness of

many thousands

—

upon the old foundations the rocks on which we
now stand. In this immediate locality these blanketing
rocks have all disappeared but those of us here today
who drove up from the foothills saw their long; infacing,
of feet

varicolored escarpments which erosive agents are slowly
but irresistibly pushing farther

and

away, the

farther

disintegrating materials being unceasingly carried out-

ward by streams which

distribute

prairie levels, temporarily

on

their lazy

way

to the far

Mount Rushmore in
we now stand was in
these many thousands

them among the lower,

I

a

frosts,

the presence of

whose majesty

the beginning wholly beneath
of feet of covering.

massive

Its

day not by some

am asked
its

winds,"

and

rains,

and sunshine,

mammoth plodded his
heavy way along the valleys, and for ages countless
multitudes of buffaloes have grazed within its shadow in
ponderous, shaggy content. Rushmore's massive shoulders
have braved the storms of these long-drawn years, and,
while there are here and there scars which show the
vicissitudes that have come, these proclaim in no un-

How

enduring quality. The rock

granite,

is

a

It is famed for its
some exposures, finer
and more evenly grained in Rushmore; and for its tendency in innumerable places to show a profusion of rare
and useful minerals. The fact that the rock is granite

the excessive slowness with which the rock

will Mount Rushmore last? Many millions
The number nobody knows. How long will
endure this monumental, sculptured figure of the Father
of our Country which we today unveil? One hundred
years? Yes. One thousand years? Yes.
hundred thousand years? In all likelihood, yes.
half a million

long

A
A

years? Possibly so, nobody knows. The time at any rate

be long,

And

formed and to say something con-

is

way

of years.

will

to describe briefly the material of which

Mount Rushmore
cerning

and

far

longer than

profoundest splendors
imprint of sanctity

to look

worn away much more rapidly than the intruded granite
mass.

The years that have passed since Rushmore
closed

its

first

bold outlines to the blue of the sky

dis-

no one

A great

surrounding topography.

come and

this
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go.

It

has observed the

It

has seen
life

history

backed by the enthusiasm

artist in sculpture,

and encouragement

an appreciative people, is now
implanting character upon this impregnable granite and
is, in his wonderful way, connecting what we know with

all

we do

nbt know..

of

He

is

bringing out from

mountain an amazing record of developing

—

of

entrancing surround-

uncovered head, has looked into the
benign face of a kindly Creator.

Pyrenees or the Caucasus, and, incomprehensible as it
may seem, the region now occupied by the unmatched

climates

its

ings and, with

we heed,

carving

Hills, in the

of the world's

and where every bush

millions of years has surveyed

knows but of this we are sure, that at that time the Alps
had not yet taken shape, nor had the Appenines, the

Himalayas was little more than a great brackish marsh.
Rushmore during all of this long time has reviewed a
varied history. It experienced the disturbing movements
accompanying the final great elevation of the region
above sea level and the racking reverberations produced
by the tremendously important porphyry intrusions of
the northern Hills. It has withessed the deep intricate

galaxy

where every stone shows the
is aflame with
glory, Mount Rushmore for thousands of years, yea for

about him to see that the

surrounding metamorphics, hard though they be, have

readily comprehend.

Placed here near the center of the Black
heart of the continent, amidst a

textural qualities, very coarse in

proclaims at once the enduring qualities of the mountain

we can

doubtless will abundantly suffice.

this

granite peculiar to the Black Hills.

and one needs only

long since vanished from

all

earth's activity. Later the lordly

certain

degree by organic matter.

lesser

without definition,

tion

disappears.

sea.

through aeons of time by the quiet, benevolent com-

to

Wonderland, the Badlands. Among these were ancient
beavers and bears busy with their toil and their play,
wild dogs, and saber tooth tigers, and three toed horses,
and diminutive camels, and bulky rhinoceroses, and
huge brontotheres and many others too strange to men-

away

sudden, mighty outburst of pent up energy but rather
bination of

bers

dropping them there while

form has been brought to the light of

and

many strange animals which in prodigious numonce inhabited this part of the world and whose
carefully preserved bones now lie buried in that nearby
of the

In like

manner the Maker

of all that

about

is

the mountain

this

rugged

vital history.
us,

if

only

a book of
revelation
a transcendent story of all our background
a story full of knowledge and inspiration and satisfaction. Just as finger prints on the sun dried building
blocks of Assyria and Babylonia bring to us knowledge
presents

—

in

of early civilization, so doubtless,

foundly,

in

on

itself

and

the countless generations to

far

come

more prothe heroic

we today
assembly unveil, continually reminding us
that ideals lived up to is what makes men great, will
figures
in

this colossal rock,

the

first

of which

official

forever proclaim to Amelrica

and

to all the world the

bounty of worthy human achievement.

r

PERSONALITY

STONE

IN

Mr. Borglum's Informal Remarks
"THIS

head

is

not conceived to give bulk form as

seems to have been
rather to give form

in

the minds of the ancients, but

and intimate personal

while yet being colossal and heroic
with

full

development and design

a scale with the elemental

inherent

in all

dental;

the ancients,

in

nature, a quality

Mount Rushmore

character seemed but inci-

purposes to

mountains a

human

liberty, the right of the

fix

into the granite

brief record of the

himself a government that

own

lift

great characters.

of the

his

character,

dimension; to

living historic charac-

ters into

"Among

in

conception of

human being

to

would protect him

shape

in

for

seeking

happiness.

"The heads of the ancient Buddhas are little better
modeled than a potato, with eyes about as open as a
good, mature potato. The Egyptian heads are more
modeled and great beauty is shown but the method is
artificial and the results are examples of craftsmanship
in the age when the figure was produced rather than
producing an historic document of the personality
intended to be represented.
"Upon Mount Rushmore we are trying to give to the
portrait of Washington all the vigor and power that
direct modeling makes possible and to produce a head
in sculpture as vital as one can hold at arm's length.
There has been produced a forehead of Washington
twenty feet from wig to nose, as animate and carefully
constructed as the Houdon mask which have followed,
together with the portraits by Peale and Stuart. The
brow has emerged amazing in mass, vigor and beauty of
I

form,-

the

nose seems

better

than

the

Stuart

nose.

Altogether the face

When

is

as vital as

it is

possible to

make

it.

below the brow were cut to
their proper depth the eyes seemed unnecessary,- the
great face seemed to belong to the mountain,- it took
on the elemental courage of the mountains around."
Mr. Borglum made reference to the manner in which
the work had developed under the conception of Doane
Robinson and had grown under the care and interest of
Senator Norbeck, the State Commission and had become
a National Memorial under the care of the Federal
Government. He thanked the various people who had
been instrumental in bringing about the various steps of
development; thanked President Coolidge for his visit
the great sockets

to the Black Hills, for his dedication of the

and

help

his

in

advocating Federal

Secretary

Andrew W. Mellon

assistance

in

for

the

Hugo

men who had

sympathetic

in

South Dakota

loyally supported him.

Villa, h is assistant for fourteen

and model anything," he

paint

his

mountain

he thanked

supporting the Congressional appropria-

he thanked the various bodies

tion,-

and

interest,-

construction foreman,

is

said.

years,

"can

William Tollman,

able, resourceful, tireless

The workmen are former miners.
"The granite in Mount Rushmore has existed

and

loyal.

present condition for as

How

long the head of

cannot say. Granite
of less

than one inch

After

heard that,

What

I

is

I

in this

in

its

location erodes at the rate

one hundred thousand years.

added a

foot to Washington's nose.

twelve inches on a nose to a face that

feet in height?

in

much as forty million years.
Washington will endure, we

is

sixty

Twelve hundred thousand years, perhaps."
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At

the Unveiling Ceremonies, July 4,

1930

WASHINGTON

THE EYES OF

LORINE JONES SPOONTS

By

THE

Mount

eyes of the sculptured Washington on

Rushmore fascinate me. Almost they frighten me.
look at them, the great, calm eyes,- the brooding, aloof
eyes,- eyes that gaze across the wilderness of jagged
'

I

mountain peaks

to the far blue horizon,

kind of feeling comes over

me

that

I

and

summer's nights, when, looking up into the

my finite mind across
what may lie beyond the

project

.to

fathom
light.

A helpless, dizzy kind of a

the

same

have sometimes on
stars

I

strive

the countless miles to
last flickering

spark of

feeling.

Those great stone eyes, looking always at the blue
horizon.

How

long

will

watch the changing

they watch?

How

lights across the

long

will

they

vaulted heavens,

A

half a million years!

when

long vigil?
It

me.

me a

frightens
It

makes me

before they close their vigil?

human hands.

—

I

this

have read what the geologists say of the antiquity of
granite spire. They talk not of centuries but of mil-

lions of years

history of

— hundreds

of

millions of years.

In

the

Rushmore, Babylon and Tyre were events of

eohippus may have kicked up its
shadows of its cliffs last week.
The geologists do not tell us how long it will take for
the erosive winds and rains to wash out those stone eyes.
They do not know. "A thousand years?" asks
Dr. O'Harra. And answers, "Yes." "A hundred thouhalf a million
sand years? In all likelihood, yes.
yesterday. The

cloven hoofs

in

little

the

A

years? Possibly so."
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Where

the eyes of

thought that

I

hundred times as long as
watched the creeping sands

will the Statue of Liberty be then
Washington no longer watch the blue
horizon ? Wh ere will be the towering Empire Build ing (
Where will be all the other great monuments and buildings we, with our hands, have builded?
And what manner of men and women will come here,
to stand at the foot of this ancient peak and gaze up
into the calm, stone eyes as they grow dim with their

of the Sahara.

shadows on the peaks below? Where shall
be this entity that is me, when finally the wind and the
rain shall have dimmed those great stone eyes? Whatwill
have happened on this speck of matter called earth
the cloud

A

the eyes of the Sphinx have

But

little.

feel

a

inspires

it

my

little less

me, too.

It

exalts

infinite insignificance

when look at those great, calm eyes and think that we,
men and women of a little fleeting moment, have placed
I

here on the rim of the enduring granite
will outlast

any other

BISHOP LAWLER: "A
ness of

its

ideals.

.

.

.

not grasped the
ties.

.

quer

.

.

full

O

dishonesty,

selfishness

that

Grant

on the

intelligence

is

by

that willingness

the only test of loyalty have

meaning
Lord, that

greed,

record of a

nation grows into the like-

They who imagine

to fight for their country

this

thing yet created

of their civil responsibiliall

our people

injustice,

pride,

silent battlefields of their

may

con-

sensuality,

own

hearts,-

and morality may increase among

O

Keep us mindful,
God, of the words of
Thy prophet: The Nation and the Kingdom that will not
them.

.

.

.

serve Thee, shall perish."

The Face

of

Washington emerges

— Flesh

from the Granite
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COLOSSAL SCULPTURE
Value to Civilization

Its

GUTZON BORGLUM

By

THE
'

Memorial at Mount Rushmore is the first monument erected on the Western Hemisphere dedicated

to a record of the conception
this

great Western Republic.

to maintain

pletion

It

organized civilization and of somewhat interfering with,

will

include

if

struggles

its

grow a thumb,

the intellectual or political

making those act's the subject of memorial expression.
The great monuments of China, Ankhor, India, Egypt,
and Greece have all been by-products and incidental to
believe, have
the activities of the people. None,
deliberately, with forethought of purpose, been so conceived, so located and so designed that they became a
definite messenger to a posterity ten thousand, one
I

the material survives the ele-

if

What there may have been
created which has since perished, we do not know.
The Code of Hammurabi on a block of diorite seems
metohave had back

of

its

creation

muchof thisthought

although the inscription conveys something alien, to the
thought of advising an unborn civilization and has the
a

character of

hundred

declaration.

feet in the air,

ments and authority

however, that

is

Darius,

mark

his

Great,

three languages. There

in

five

little,

is

we

are

monuments

They have marked the graves of the dead,
originally by a pile of stones, and this, that the wild
prowlers of the night would not destroy them. Then,
there came occasions when those who were great among
them passed away and larger stones were erected and
finally the people marked those stones. They cut upon
them the names of their great and then they went a step
further and they described the dead and drew crude
pictures of them and of their exploits.
That is about the whole story of the effort to preserve
the remains of the soul and finally give purpose to the
memorial. Peoples have done little that relates their
victories.

great to the race accomplishment nor have civilizations,

made any

read that

for the horse to

shed

it

effort to

record

and

and

to race

about on

hands and become the greatest

aid and companion of
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toes

men

— how

how

infinitely

long

his hair,

much longer

and hunt for
some phenom-

to study the heavens,

with

some

this,

time, at

enal moment, the creative impulse surged through the

and

brain

order

for

theus.

It

and a

breast of this upright creature

came

Legend

into our world.

does not matter.

cannot shake

I

calls

desire

Prome-

it

aeons

off the

of

man gnawed a bone, groveled among the leaves,
disputed with other vertebrates the warm pockets and
time

As we ponder
for his

from

holes for protection

shelter

hand

become

his brain, to

become

the

and danger.

storm

recognize the time necessary

this,

grow from a food hook

to

second only to
partner, to

over

hand

of

an instrument,

to

his brain's

creative

Augustus, Agrippa,

cannot but wonder how many aeons
have passed since that early consciousness when man

Pericles, Phidias,

first

I

found himself.

What
glass,

has

become

of these civilizations?

read

it,

of our forefathers.

A

bit of

some preserving
finger-print, if we could but
There is little else. But how

a tool mark, a child's device,

in

did Greece break like a blazing sun, like a

grown,

full

mature, perfect thing upon the world, unprecedented,

unheralded?

Our Greece dreamed,

lived, understood, built.

It

is

only by the merest chance that the record of her great
beauty, the story of her mind, her soul, her laws and

life

were saved, although we know how well they were appreciated by neighboring ruling races. We know how

and

kings fought

How

bits of

intrigued

original

for

manuscripts.

carved metal that one might hold

in

one's

hand, were the envy of empires. For 2500 years, the

formed world has searched everywhere
faun

by Phidias, probably

weight,

his

less

for

than

confessed master-piece. Did

in-

a tiny bronze

15 pounds in
all this break

out over night from the offal of barbaric tribes?

No, believe that another, possibly greater, civilizawe know not where, when, or how vanished, had
I

has taken 40,000,000 years

his four

one,- to attain sixteen

eye

And

other worlds.

protect that record for future civilizations.

When we

is

material, has saved us the
built

their possessions; the scenes of conflict, rather

except the Egyptian,

grip a club,

how

shed

accomplish-

genuinely a forerunner of what

doing here in America.
Peoples have from time immemorial
to

the

caused to be cut

interesting than

to learn to stand upright,

take him to convert that club into a tool; volcanic

it

glass into an

ments, a million years hence.

to

man

did

and

me more

long? But, to

taken

it

instances been erected de-

acts of a people, enumerating such accomplishments

or,

not shaping, nature's course?

How

com-

territorial

its

and development.

hundred thousand,

and rebuilding an ordered,

building

the organization of

has

Monuments have in rare
liberately to commemorate

master to mature and perfect a brain capable

his

mastering,

of

and

unity as well as record

its

taken

many aeons

has

it

tion,

preceded

her.

I

believe, with all her material beauty,

sane, seeing, and drawing a world as
it,

preceded her

— perhaps many

we

times.

see and draw

Our

civilization (so-called) in

America, dates from

1492. Although peopled by only Christian rdces, twothirds of the time since has

forget their

been given

European fatherland,

fighting

securing each his permanent footing

in

to fighting to

each other and
the

new

world.

by some humour of nature, out of
confusion grew and developed a small tribe of independent, self-reliant souls, in whose veins flowed the
blood of Europe, of Greece, of Rome, of England, on
whose escutcheons are found the star and crescent of the
Crusaders, ancestors who had frowned at Caesar or
fought with Arthur, who had wrung the Magna Charta
from John and cast their vote to remove Charles' treacherous mind from his weak heart.

Politically, therefore,

They were long enough removed from the trials of
too much of their past, but the
hot blood boiled, and mind and heart got together
and America, a nation,' was conceived and born, sired
by aeons of upward struggle, out of hair and leaves, out
of mud and fear, out of slavery in galleys and cells,
out of bigotry, out of injustice into fair play. The right
each in his own way to be happy was written by them
across the sky, firmly there, where a world could read it.

We

have not lived as long as the Parthenon Plutarch

described

—seven hundred years, nor have we conceived

nor built a single

monument

fection of construction or

Greece produced
the former
the

now

wonder

judge of

its

in

a city not bigger than Sioux

for twenty-five

of the world.
effect

remodeled the

among peoples

that for craftsmanship, per-

beauty can compare with what

And

yet

we

upon the philosophy

politics

as a

of

human

the

earth,

have,

policy prevails.

if

still

we can

of government,

brought peace

possibility, multiplied

passion for peaceful industry, the wealth of
its

Falls,

hundred years and

all,

by

its

wherever

my

thesis

is

we have

sound,

mankind out

of

slavery;

its

—

Europe says, derisively, "turned it loose" we say,
freed the bird and told it to fly where it listed, as one of

God's

But strangely enough,

their forefathers to think

if

the government of

lifted

Is

creatures, find itself

and be happy.

the work of our colonial fathers worth a pile of

stone?

worth a bronze tablet?

Is it

tribution to all

Is

that work, that con-

humanity worth as much as Pharaoh's

tomb, a pyrami d?
I

HAVE

people

I

ong been conscious that the intelligence of
and falls like the tide. That each succeeding

rises

race destroys or buries

its

predecessor or pulls

its

prede-

and all his remains apart, appropriates what it can
use and throws the rest to the winds, to rot and blow
away.
Our great religious ages have been the most ruthless.
There was not a marble slab in Rome, no matter how
sacred the message it carried, that was safe against the
church's need for foundations for its chapels. The first
work of Cortez and his associates was to gather the
records of centuries, of the Aztec and Toltec peoples in
Mexico and on the public square, burn them to ashes.
cessor

Some

of

served the
cattle,

and

Greece's most precious

Ottoman
to

pave

Ro me could not

art

remains have

as barricades, walls, to house his

his alleys.

create, so her lords

made

it

a proof

of their intelligence that they associated with themselves,

within their households,

Greek

scholars,

barbarian hordes from the North

—

— my

and when

the

ancestors, the

Danes sacked Italy, those real lovers of what they
had not the genius to produce themselves, buried their
stolen treasures and there may, let us hope, still remain
much of Greece's art.
Napoleon knew what was of worth and value to a
Deople and what made it great and in all his conquests
,
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he sought most the remains of

culture, so that for

its

more than a hundred years war and diplomacy have
been busy taking back from France what she had stolen
and which belonged to other nations. From Spain
alone, there was uninterrupted effort to carry off one
hundred miles of

loot,

made up

pieces of Spain's Renaissance.

thought of

this article,

American
$878,900,000, and
the

that

civilization.

thought of

is

It

More

make

kind to

but

interesting to note here,

spent

tourist

not a part of the

is

It

is still

1929

in

in

Europe

chiefly to see the masterpieces of

than half that amount went to

Italy.

regarding the failure of man-

this sort

suitable, indestructible records of

tainments and of leaving them
will

chiefly of the mastei-

its

at-

such form that they

in

stand alone, independent of succeeding races, their

wish of envy, that

thought originally of the placing of

I

our great national records high on

cliffs

We

were of communally useless material.
confess, that

we have

little

in life is

have

left

pay"

to

dam

or a church, or

sons

and

it

None

for

we

— therefore

our

soul-stirring

ately

has another value

—that should

scale with

in

people whose

Some

life

it

its

— human and

be incorporated permanently
consciously and deliber-

—

importance

—

in

scale with the

expresses.

few years ago, a sculptor visited

me who

showed me the head of a common pin, on which he had
carved the head of a president. Quite apart from my
regarding the purpose,

feelings

patience,

I

began

the

meaninglessness

product of the magnifying glass and

of this ridiculous

to think

more seriously on the subject

of

making things, larger and better. This pin-head sculptor
was shaping the dimensions of his life and soul, whatever he had of either, into smaller and more cramped
dimensions.

In

connection with

this,

I

fairly feel the

would crack and fall apart if only to
power hidden somewhere in it all. know that
volume of voice has an emotional value rarely attained
by quality of tone and the heavy pipes in a great organ
I

will, rightly played, rightly heard, make everything else
on earth seem unimportant. John Muir would climb to

the top of a tree

in

a raging storm

would get as the

There

is

There

tree

something here that

Heaven aeons

moments

the cycle of

recalled distinctly

shocks the nerve or soul-centers.
thinking of Thor, or Hercules, of storms

Dante's Vita Nuova, Milton's Paradise Lost,
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is

related to

of intellectual

any

God

in

his

or soul

civilization that

con-

we have

record of that deserve pyramids,- certainly not Egypt nor

and the Pharaohs
brooded mightily on the mysteries of God and in their
colossal fear showed mankind how great even terror
might be and what build, and how much greater if life
was rightly and nobly conceived. Greece showed the
world a greater vision, but halted to admire herself too
soon and fell.
Egypt, with

all

of her archaecism,

produced

in

her

smaller art productions, examples of her soul cravings

unsurpassed
of
in

life,

and

in

the fine

arts.

She dealt with the enigma

her finest, her loftiest

sarcophagi, her virgin

moments are expressed

priestess,

her silent sphinx.

Greece blossomed out of the entombed, embalmed,
mummied past, deified by Egypt's fears,- she claimed and
gave to herself graces the Egyptian and other great
civilizations had left to the gods, and man has had the
courage to remain more or less Greek ever since. She
seemed little inclined to be colossal; little in her scale of
life seemed to call for it. Her Colossus of Rhodes
very
little taller than the length of the face of Washington
played no part in her philosophy, her political creed

—

nor her theology.

The famous statue of Athenia on the Acropolis by
Phid ias can hardly be ranked with the super-sculpture
I

am

discussing. Phidias

friend

who

and counselor

was a

super-artist; the personal

of the greatest

governor probably

ever lived. The friend of Socrates, of Asphasia was

master like

recall

get closer to

older than the pin-head sculptor.

are few
in

just to

and then glory in the lashwas torn by the elements.

sound, of the purest imagery,

now

lengths

wonders and

half wishes they

upon the observer than quality of form,- that quality of
form (when it is understood) affects the mind; volume

I

wave

witness the

that volume, great mass, has a greater emotional effect

at sea.

One

as they strike the neighboring walls.

from the meddling fingers of ignorance

National expression

all

in

tear at

the idols of the Pharaohs, but Egypt

So much for my apology for lifting our accomplishment into the heavens and engraving there in the sun our
art

and

when

and fairly
Niagara of sound. You can

sciousness

down.

pull

broke over our bows.

mighty masterpieces ever affected me
it cracks and rolls over Rushmore
pours around Washington's head like a

building a

the earth."

and avarice. Colossal

it

ing he

is

away

mad ocean

feeling the

of these

as the thunder

great heart-beats, could as Lincoln said, "perish from

records

me

and then

every part of me, as

communal

one other motive in my mind in building.this
super-memorial and that is, the supreme accomplishments of man should be built into, cut into, the crust of
this earth, so that these records would have to melt or by
wind be worn to dust and blown away before the record
of its supreme conscious moments, the record of its
Th ere

at sea

like strapping myself to a mast on a sailer

might as well

use the granite which

a stock exchange

heirs will not pull

affected

and beauty, have never

splendor, art

the heart of the heavenly war

safe from

standing as Washington's face

their

all

on rocks that

exploitation by some, sometime, but "it won't pay,"
frankly, "it won't

with

Angelo and De

lofty, wise,

Vinci.

He

informed, a

was the master

of the Acropolis, the builder of the Parthenon, of

which
hundred years later, standing on the
steps, exclaimed: "Look at it, it looks as if it were built
but yesterday and yet seems always to have been."
Plutarch seven

many stages of the work. Note rough stone on Jefferson head being inspected by
Gutzon Borglum, Assistants Villa and Tollman, the long drill marks on the chin of Washington yet
rough, the end marks from the shorter drills on the face above, and then the men in the cage using
Th is picture shows

finishing

bumpers.
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Greece made
of her

herself

and

her

own

perfection the goal

ambition (our Declaration of Freedom includes

Only in Alexander himany breaking beyond their tribal ideals.

humanity). She glorified none.

do we

self

find

When approached

over the making of

himself, he exclaims:

yonder mountain

a

"Wait! Wait! and we

into

statue

of

carve

will

a kneeling Apollo with out-

arm and into the hand of this Apollo,
build a new Athens, the wonder of the world."
stretched

I

shall

not recalled, nor

is

there

—

—

the unearthed record of Periclean Greece!

of

or Patrick

it

make

to

Henry

the most of his

treason.

when he

believe Gallileo,

I

demned

for

beyond

our horizon

I

Da

believe

Atlantic into the sun, was

the

Tom Payne's Age

whispering into space
as

knelt in penance, con-

saying the world was round and so pushing
of

Reason

just

Vinci, Benvenuto, Cellini, Dontalelo,

Angelo, awakened the

any evidence, that Rome
her own
or one that dealt with
ever even had a dream
questions beyond employing the culture and chattels
of other races. In the Augustan age, with the aid of
Agrippa, Augustus Caesar built some creditable monuments to such culture as his age of peace demanded, but
Rome never more than Graeco-Romanized herself or
her provinces. Her life, her power, her empire was the
Carthaginian militant, business gone mad, that is to war,
and when she rested in her welter of blood and captive
wealth, women and men, she was spent, so spent the
world required a thousand years to recover and forget
and then the awakened world in Italy itself turned to
is

It

dreamed a syllable
challenged England's George

Jefferson

soul of enslaved

Europe through

beauty qnd alone through beauty.
It's believing these things and that justice takes precedence over statutory law that these things have crept
into the bope and fiber of humanity, made possible and
created a new world, believe, a super civilization.
have long believed that Angelo was the one supermind who measured up to the mighty age that gave
him birth, qnd it was he who created in the art of sculpture, painting, and architecture, productions that were
like a new race of demigods in their conception and
mighty emotional expression. His David is not David.
I

I

young unlabeled
aissance and his Moses
It

is

the

spirit of

—

—

sits

the

awakened Ren-

possibly the most power-

of expression in marble extant. He has a countenance that might govern worlds a hand that might toss
the moon back into the sun and a foot that might kick
the world from under us
his mustache might be used
ful bit

—

America,

which meant the discovery of the world,

and as Simmonds puts it, the discovery of man, was the
and accomplishment of the Renaissance.
The complete intellectual freedom born in those midyears of 1400 prophesied the warming of the frozen
soul of the world and out of it came the human right to
be happy. shall always believe self-determination, so
phrased five hundred years later by a son of that disgreatest act

I

covered Western haven, was born out of Rome's long sleep

and has proved not Italy's but the world's Renaissance.
Sometime we shall have an historian, who will see in
that awakening the power, the initiative, the irresistible
individualism; that it was Dante, Columbus, Gallileo,

Da

Vinci, Benvenuto, Giotta, Coreggio, Titian, Tinto-

Lorenzo, the Magnificent and Angelo

reto,

the

mjnd and rescued the soul

of the world.

who

freed

Egypt

re-

mains a glorious chrysalis. Greece glowed unattainably
for

an

and disappeared among

instant

Renaissance linked with the Sun

still

the stars. Italy's

moves westward

encircling, enlightening, freeing the world.

Some

will

purest expression in the fine arts

sance

— was

to

open the way

—the

Gothic Renais-

into uncharted, unspoiled

heavens, into unfathomable spaces and there find a
field

where man could

find his greater freed self

and grow

believe

the

Declaration

written in the heart of
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Angelo

of

in

tie

— power and poise

up an Atlantic

every inch and pound of

liner
this

marvelous creation.

Angelo's ''Day and Night" ore gods stirring in sleep.
He drew the souls of Col umbus, of Gallileo, of Da Vinci,
with himself the four loftiest world dreamers plus doers

They were not

the Renqissance produced.

of Italy nor

Europe but world begot.
often wonder what these lone blazers of the
I

these giants of the earth

could they see
our world.

I

how

often

would do now

far their

wonder

if

trail,

America

in

index minds have guided

they would approve of our

materialism, our tradesman standard of values. If they
would approve what we value and consider of worth and
would they approve our Memorial to the founding of
this nation, or question if we have gone far enough to
merit the record

we

are carving.

If

we

are conscious of

—

and appreciate the importance of the trust the torck
they kindled and passed Westward before us. wonder?
wonder if they would not build even more grandly,
more beautifully; if they would not miss something of
beauty and grandeur.
wonder what Da Vinci and
Angelo would think could they sit there for a day in
the shadow of Rushmore
measure its aeons worn facade
and see there how we are digging the stone away to
reveal Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln and Roosevelt,
and writing the political boundaries of their minds, of
these lives and the services of these men if they would
and what have we done? What, of comnot ask
I

I

—

—

to heaven's intended dimensions.
I

are

a cable to

I

some day sweep the incomplete civilizations into one common growth and show
how they failed and why and how beauty out of all
this was finally born,- born without rule. How the least
academic, the most passionate, the most human, the
powerful pen

—

for

Independence

centuries before

was

Thomas

parable greatness have we, the people, contributed to
the civilization they made possible?

Measuring the Development

of the Features from the Master-point

on the Brow of

Wash mgton
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rated on the mountain,

1

800

feet from the

work
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ABOVE —Winch house above the Washington head.
Workmen and
men

tools are let

down

Bald spot

at the winches, letting cables up

and down

in

foreground

response to the "Up,"

call-boy perched outside.
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in

is

top of Jefferson head.

over the foreheads by strong steel cables and harness.

"Down,"

or

BELOW

"Whoa"

of the

The Sculptor's Model of the

Head

of

Thomas

Jefferson, great Colonial,

who wrote

the Declaration of

Independence, and who, while President, purchased the Louisiana Territory.
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CEREMONY FOR THE COLONIALS
In

the Washington Bicentennial, 1932

Statement by Senator Simeon D. Fess

The year 1932

will realize

Celebration

will

February to November, with some outstanding

one

to three

days

in

each

month.

May

9 and 1 2 as a national memorial to WashMason.
Other celebrations will include MountVernon,

ington the

home

the

George Washington

centennial Commission has been active

in

Bi-

the

events connected with the

services

relative

Founder

of the Republic.

to

The famous boulevard connecting the capital
he founded and Mt. Vernon, his home, a dis-

now under

home

the

creat-

Washington-minded people. Among the
many activities of 1932 will be the dedicatory
ing a

of Washington,- Monticello, the

of Jefferson,Pelier,

For seven years the

It

will

of

Fredericksburg,

Washington's mother,

etc.

be most appropriate to have the Colonial
Rushmore Memorial dedicated

Figures of the Mt.
in

the

mon th

A ugust,

of

as a contribution of the

expanded National
domain, made possible by Washington, the
first
great expansionist, and carried out by
Th omas Jefferson, his fellow colonial.
people of that portion

of our

with which the Bicentennial Commission will co-

be dedicated perhaps

President Herbert Hoover,

construction, will

in

May.

COMMISSION

operate and be represented on that occasion.

THE RUSHMORE COMMISSION

airman

Joseph
Charles

Senator Simeon D. Fess, Vice-Chairman

John A. Boland

Senator Arthur Capper

Congressman Willis

C.

L. B.

Hawley

Congressman John Q. Tilson
Congressman

R.

Royal
Peter

C.

Wallace McCamant
Albert Bushnell Hart

Bernard

M. Baruch

George

K.

Mrs. Margaret Stewart Strawn

Johnson

Frederick E. Williamson
William Williamson
Doane Robinson, Secretary

George F. Schneider, Treasurer
M. A. Goodwin, Clerk of the Works

Anthony Wayne Cook

Bascom Slemp

Mrs. Lorine Jones Spoonts

Norbeck

Congressman Joseph W. Byrns

Henry Ford

Cullinan, Ch airman

B.

Walton Moore

Mrs. John Dickinson

S.

M. Day, Vice Chairman
Fred W. Sargent

Gurney
H anna

Deloss

Senator Carter Glass

Prof.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
John A. Boland, Chairman
William Williamson, Secretary
L. B.

H anna

Royal

C.

Fred

W.

Sargent

Johnson

COMMITTEE

ON

DESIGN

AND

PUBLICITY

Gutzon Borglum, Chairman
Mrs. Lorine Jones Spoonts, Secretary

Hon.

Mt.

restoration of Wakefield, his birthplace,

5 miles,

THE BICENTENNIAL

C.

home

of Monroe,-

The program at Rushmore will be under the
direction of the Rushmore Memorial Commission

1

completed and dedicated April 30.

Mrs.

Ashlawn the home
home of Madison,-

be

tance of

The

nearing completion,

extend throughout the year from

feature given from

will

The Masonic Temple at Alexandria, now
will be dedicated between

greater concentra-

and moral interest on George
Washington than has ever been centered upon
any figure in secular history. The Bicentennial
tion of intellectual

Eastman

Sol Bloom, Associate Director
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Charles

M. Day

Peter

Norbeck

Mrs. Margaret Stewart Strawn

NEW WORK — Setting
Man

Below

is

Grade Points on the Jefferson Face;
putting in Long Drill Holes for Blasting.
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PROGRESS ON THE MEMORIAL
By

WILLIAM WILLIAMSON

Secretary of Executive Committee

THE idea of creating a great sculpture on some
suitable rock exposure

South Dakota originated

in
in

the Black Hills of

the fertile brain of

Doane

Robinson, then historian of South Dakota.

He got

into touch with

is

It

any other group

sources

Not

in

colossal sculpture.

huge
been

of

men more

be selected. All

of the

personalities of

time around which the events of their period

engineer

necessary

that might

men included were outstanding
their

is

group

this

nearly typifies the history of our country than

Gutzon Borglum, the only
known sculptor who had ever attempted colossal
work of this kind. It was known that Mr. Borglum
was considered an iconoclast among his fellow
artists and craftsmen, but it was also known that
he was a man of vision and imagination and an
engineer of standing. The combined artist and
since the time of the Egyptians has

believed that

largely centered. Each

in

some distinct development
and progress of our nation.

his

person embodied

in

the birth, growth

The cost of the memorial is being defrayed by
the matching dollar for dollar by the government
of the

United States with funds raised from private

by the Mount Rushmore National Me-

morial Commission, the commission was created

could be comfortably housed within the massive

by Congress by the Act of February 25, 1929
(45 Stat. 1 300) and the members hold tenure
by appointment of the President.
The artistic features of the memorial are entirely in the hands of the sculptor and contractor,
Gutzon Borglum, who is personally in charge of
the work. The business side, however, is controlled by an exceptionally experienced and
capable commission which acts through an
executive committee. Under the law no bills can

head

Ipe

been undertaken and rarely has it
attempted on natural rock formations. Thor-

sculpture

waldsen, the remarkable Danish sculptor

who

has given to the world some of the finest of our
matchlessly finished individuals and groups since
the
of

heyday

Greece, carved the Lion

of classic

Lucerne on

living

commemorate

sandstone

in

Switzerland to

the death of the Swiss guard

in

the defense of the Tuileries, but the entire work

of

Washington on Rushmore mountain.

This head,

now

nearing

is

Work

finished form,

on the scale of a man 465
is

now

is

forehead to chin, and the

sixty feet from top of

figure

its

feet in height.

of Jefferson.

figure of Lincoln will eventually take form.

work has been done
for the

into

in

He

blocking out the granite

actual work of carving, but

1932

or

1933 before

Roosevelt was and

more nearly

Some

is

his

it

will

head can be

be well
finished.

the idol of the West.

typifies this region in his

manners,

physical characteristics and mental predilections

than any other

man who

has ever been elevated

to the office of Chief Executive of th is nation.
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secretary of the executive committee
in

immediate charge

of

all

business

matters affecting construction work.

The work upon the mountain has been carefully

progressing satisfactorily on the

By the fall of 1931 the features
should be sufficiently worked out so that his likeness will be readily recognized. The figure of
Jefferson stands immediately to the right and
slightly lower than Washington. On the left, the
head

paid except over the signature of the chair-

man and
who are

systematized and

is

proceeding with unusual

The executive committee has been

efficiency.

greatly handicapped by a shortage of funds but
is able to
make an excellent showing for the
money expended. People who make contribu-

advanced will be
used to the best possible advantage and that in
giving they will aid in advancing a work of
stupendous national significance and importance
and whose permanence will be measured by the
tions are assured that funds

hundreds of thousands of years.
of

Lucerne

crumbled

and the Sphinx

into dust, this

forth in all

its

When
of

memorial

pristine vigor

the Lion

Egypt
will

still

and beauty.

have
stand

'reat c=JNationat djianwai^s are
'

TEXACO TRAILS
OnCE the

trail

of prairie schooners, swashbuckling adventurers

or devout missionaries
ways.

— now mile

upon mile of magnificent high-

Everything contributing to the comfort and convenience of

the tourist has been provided.

Modern

hotels,

camps, garages and

service facilities at convenient intervals everywhere along these

smooth broad
single oil

Lincoln

Highway

passes through that section of the
West made famous by Buffalo Bill,
the Prairie Schooners and the Pony
Express. It is the shortest transcontinental route between New Yorft
the "Main
and San Francisco
Street'* of the V. S. A,

—

routes.

The Texas Company, more than any other
this movement.

company, has kept step with

Most of our great national highways are Texaco Trails. You are
never more than an hour from a Texaco Pump. The new and better
Texaco Gasoline, Texaco-Ethyl Gasoline and crack-proof Texaco

'Pacific Imputes

A

magnificent

panorama of

silver

bays, snow-capped mountains

Motor

Oil are sold in all our

48

states.

THE TEXAS COMPANY

and

giant forests, extending from the
borders of Canada to Mexico
the land of Bret Harte, the Forty
Winers and the early Spanish

—

Texaco Petroleum Products

missionaries.

Old Spanish Trail
unfurls a romantic picture

quaint Spanish- American

of
vil-

lages and cattle prairies. Its winding course from St. Augustine to

San Diego recalls brilliant pages
of history Ponce de Leon,
De Soto and Davy Crockett

—

iJMount 1(usbmore
in the Black Hills of South
Dakota stands as a memorial to

our Nation's foremost builders.
Heroic figures of Washington,
Jefferson, Lincoln and Roosevelt
are being carved in solid granite

on

TEXACO

its lofty crest.

GASOLINE -MOTOR OIL
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Preparing Face of
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Cliff for Inscription

'

^festward—rm course
The

Story of a

of

empire

— Kingsley

GREAT BANKING

INSTITUTION

NATION
a Story of

is

FRONTIERS
WESTMORELAND— "west

more land"— the name of

county where Washington was born

When young George

can history.

is

whole essay

a

frontier of that day.

In a later day, the Louisiana purchase created a

and Lewis and Clark made

their

Ameri-

went surveying over the Blue

Ridge mountains, he went into the new

•

in

the

famous

trip

new

frontier

of exploration into

the "Northwest."

The

early

Northwest Territory was

in the valley of the Ohio,

but the March of the Nation has moved the Northwest,

beyond the

far

Mississippi.

Indeed, the Frontiers of Today are not as
as they are Social

Builders of Our

much Geographic

and Commercial. And on these

Day have the

frontiers, the

obligation and opportunity to live

the virtues of Courage, Vision and Service.

FIRST

NATIONAL BANK

Rapid

City, S.

FIRST

D.

NATIONAL BANK
Lead,

S.

D.

BANK OF SPEARFISH

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Deadwood, S. D.

Spearfish,

S.

D.

COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK
Sturgis, S. D.

All affiliated with

B A NC O R P O R AT O N
NORTHWEST
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
I
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SHU
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DYNAMITE

1

Aids in Carving Memorials of
Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln
and Roosevelt upon

Mount Rushmore
SEVEN THOUSAND feet above

sea

on the granite face of Mount
Rushmore, sculptors are using du Pont
explosives to carve the faces of Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln and Roosevelt.
Without the employment of explosives,
these gigantic sculptures could not have
been produced by the usual methods
known and employed by sculptors.
Gutzon Borglum, designer and sculptor-in-chief, and supervisor of the carving on Mount Rushmore, comments as
follows upon the part explosives are performing: "By using care, judgment and
level

Cathedral Cliff, Mount Rush more, from a viewjHiint
across the gorge. High on the face of this rugged mountain may be seen tlie sculptured liead of President

George Washington.

Tlie, memorial

group, when com-

pleted, will also include carved figures of Presidents
Jefferson, Lincoln and Roosevelt, all scaled to the proportions of men 465 feet high.

skill,

explosives are being used to cut

and remove stone with a minimum of
cost unattainable by any other process.
... In this carving we have demonstrated
that this powerful and seemingly uncontrollable medium can be used for sculpthe most delicate type of work."
ture
To provide industries with the most
effective types of explosives, to produce
them in adequate quantities, and to

—

render a practical service to all users of
du Pont explosives, are the purposes of
their makers.

Whatever may be your requirement
there is one made by
du Pont which provides the maximum
for explosives,

of efficiency.
For specific information relating to the selection
and use of du Pont explosives, address

E.

I.

DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO.
Incorporated
Explosives

Department

Wilmington

.

.

Delaware

Washington's head. On

tlie nose of the statue
Messrs. Tollman, Borglum and Villa inspecting tlie work. The men in~the cage are using
bumpers''' to smooth the rock. Sixteen workmen
have been engaged at one time on this mas-

Profile of

may be seen

which measures sixty
crown of the head

sive sculpture,

feet from tlie
to the chin.

MAKERS OF EXPLOSIVES SINCE
PAGE THIRTY

1802

Expert

Powder

Man

wiring

Caps

for

Shallow Blasting. Above,

Mask

of

Washington

PAGE THIRTY-ONE

Smoke

indicates a Blast. Detail

PAGE THIRTY-TWO

below Washington's Nose

is

Small Swinging Scaffold

for

Four

Men.

A

Glorious
Vacation
GET MORE
I YOU
IT COSTS LESSjf
71

in

Black Hills
SOUTH DAKOTA

of

A

summer playground of rugged peaks and
canyons, pine-clad hills, mountain streams,

mosquito-free, tonic

air.

reality and high
adventure rides the wooded trails. For these
picturesque hills have changed but little since
the days of Indians and pioneers.

Here vacation dreams turn to

Come

— —

play. See the gigantic sculpturrest
ing on Mt. Rushmore
bathe in the famed
medicinal waters play golf, fish, dance. Every
summer sport is here.

—

—

Low Summer Fares
Splendid
Chicago & North Western
going or
Railway — with
choice of
service via

routes

a

returning. Stopovers anywhere.

One, two and three-day all-expense motor
coach tours through the Black Hills.

Accommodations

are

excellent

—comfortable

hotels.

industrial

Ask About Our Low -Cost

ties

All -Expense Tours

CAIRNS, Passenger

400 W. Madison

St.,

and tourist

of the Black Hills.

possibiliIt

provides

excellent facilities for the conven-

For information apply to any C. & N. W.
Ticket Agent or address
C. A.

Railway

has spared no expense or effort to
develop the great agricultural,

and camps, modern

cabins, attractive cottages

& North Western

Chicago

Traffic

shippers and modern,
passenger trains for the
traveler. Opportunities for the
ience of
all-steel

Manager

Chicago,

settler are plentiful.

III.

CHICAGO &

Northwestern
1476

The

Best of Everything in the Best of the

West

RAILWAY
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Removing Four Inches
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off the

Forehead

MOUNT RUSHMORE
NATIONAL MEMORIAL
SOCIETY
Excerpts from the By-Laws

be known as "Mount Rush-

This Society shall

of Black

more National Society

porated under the laws of the

Hills"

District of

incor-

Columbia.

The term of existence shall be in perpetuity.
The particular objects of the society are for the
promotion of the
funds

required

to provide, in

arts,-

carving

the

for

of

part, the

the

Mount

Rushmore National Memorial as authorized by
Congress,* consisting of the heroic figures

of

Lincoln and Roosevelt

Washington, Jefferson,
and an entablature and,
agencies,

governmental

in

cooperation with
aid

to

and

assist

in

appropriate landscaping, parking, building of

and protecting of such and
grounds surrounding the Memorial in the

highways and
the

trails,

interests of the public.

The membership
dred persons
life

who

shall

shall

be limited

to five hun-

hold such membership

for

without payment of further assessments.

To become a member, all applicants other
than members of the Mount Rushmore National
Memorial Commission will be sponsored by a

member

of the Society or a

mission.

Each member

shall

member of
pay to the

the

Com-

Treasurer

one hundred dollars.
Each member, as registered, will receive from
the Secretary a Certificate of Life Membership.
These Certificates shall not be transferable but
may be perpetuated by inheritance or devise.
The annual meeting of the society shall be
held during the first week of July each year at
Rapid City, South Dakota, or elsewhere on call
issued by the secretary.
The governing body of the Society shall be a
board of not less than five nor more than fifteen.
the sum of

Offi cers elected July 3, 1930:
President,

J. S.

Cullinan, Houston, Texas.

Vice-Presidents, Fred
Illinois,-

Texas;

W.

Sargent, Chicago,

Lorine Jones Spoonts, Corpus

Christi,

Mary Harriman Rumsey, New York City.
Doane Robinson, Pierre, S. D.

Secretary,
Treasurer,

John Boland, Rapid City,

* The Congressional appropriation is available only
as like amounts are provided from private sources.

S.

D.

The Lure

. .

Corpus Christi, perched high above the
sapphire waters of a wondrous bay, 100
miles square, is the southern gateway
to a tropical land, steeped in romantic
lore. South of this seaside city, mecca
for summer and winter vacationist,
ribbon-like highways lead to charming
border cities, with Old Mexico on the
opposite shore of the Rio Grande.
A few years ago the nation's last
frontier. Today a fruitful empire for
business or play. Once the land of
Spanish grandees
today as modern as
rich
in tropical lure.
the effete East. Yet
. . .

Come down! See South Texas. Explore
Old Mexico, with Corpus Christi your
headquarters. If you would like additional information about the joys of
this tropical land, write:

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Corpus Christi
ON THE TEXAS GULF COAST
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Roads to the Mountain Sculpture, owing
doubled in Width

to the Traffic

now

Where Highways

are

Happy Ways

THE MEN OF THE MOUNTAIN
LOYSON

By

TROTH

G.

Secretary of Agriculture, State of South Dakota

THE Men

Mountain do not belong

of the

to South

Dakota,- they belong to You.

When Washington was
command

of

the

upon

army

to

the

after

take the
battle

of

Lexington and Concord, he only asked one question:

"Did the

militia fight?"

the battle, he said,

When

"The

he heard the account of

liberties of the colonies are

safe."

ammunition and supplies, by cold and hunger, by
complaint and dissension, he never lost that faith. The
Revolution won, Washington might have grasped

He

retired

to

his

farm

until

called,

years later, to preside at the constitutional convention

and

thereafter to

Jefferson

be president.

He

refused a third term.

wrote the Declaration

of

Independence.

when the young Republic was getting under way
and some would have chosen a president for life,
Later

Jefferson insisted that

an educated people should have

the right to govern themselves. His
in

name

is

enshrined

the hearts of the nation for these three things: political

independence, religious freedom, popular education.
Dying, he

be

placed

left

on

among
his

his

papers,

tombstone:

inscription to

this

"Here

lies

Tho mas

Jefferson, author of the Declaration of

Independence,

of the Statute of Virginia for Religious

Freedom, and

the father of the University of Virginia."

Lincoln, the Emancipator,

fear

The

life

of

A merican.

love liberty.

Theodore Roosevelt

He

belongs

in

is

the story of a Great

the front rank of statesmen

who have made a place for themselves in
pages since men first loved tenderness with
courage, uprightness with honor. He was neither exalted
and

warriors

history's

by

by defeat.
what they were regardless of

victory nor depressed

He saw
the

;

r

for

people

station in

life.

for

Roosevelt despised dishonesty, sub-

and cowardice. He believed

in the Square Deal
everyone regardless of wealth, position or name.

terfuge

On

the face of

Mount Rushmore

are being chiseled

the likenesses of these four Great Americans.

these

Men

of the

Mountain. Their memories

can blood beats

As you and
children,

in

an American

heart.

come

to see this

National Memorial,

South Dakota assures you of a hearty hospitality wher-

proposed paying slave-owners

majestic mountains of the Black Hills.

was

be

your children, and your friends and

ever you travel within her borders, whether

for their slaves, such

will

cherished as long as, and wherever one drop of Ameri-

He became the leader of the nation in its time of greatest
He would have averted civil strife but when he

trial.

South

Dakota happens to be the site of this monument but
neither South Dakota nor any other state can claim

their

was born among the lowly.

men

long as

live as

Tested by repulse after repulse, by failure to receive

supreme power.

the

hate,

south, that his proposal

called

colonial

and madness of both north and
was rejected.
Through all the horror and sorrow that followed, he
kept an even temper and a confident faith in the outcome "with malice toward none" and "charity toward
all." Nations may rise and fall, empires flourish and
decay but the sweet memory of Abraham Lincoln will
the

prairie lands,

along her Mighty Missouri

in

the great

river, or in

the
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Spend your vacation

in

THE BLACK HILLS OF SOUTH
The S ummer rlayground

A

scene

in

DAKOTA

or /America

one of the beautiful canyons of the Black

Hills

INSPIRING SCENES, INTERESTING RECREATIONS, EXCELLENT
ACCOMMODATIONS, IN EASY RANGE OF MT. RUSHMORE
The Black

Hills,

a picturesque region of mountains, waterfalls, trout streams, forests of spruce and

pine, offer recreations to please every lover of the outdoors.

Almost every variety

the cool depths of canyons with their well-stocked trout streams

and spruce

lined

highways or mountain

trails to

and

of

scenery from

beautiful waterfalls over pine

the rugged mountain peaks, one of which

is

the

highest mountain east of the Rockies.
Fishing

— mountain

the cool mountains

Hot Springs

— swimming — hiking — pack-horse trips — auto or motor coach riding into
— petrified forest — Bad Lands — caves of crystal and jewels— mountain lake-

climbing

— public

golf courses.

Camp

sites,

cabins, tourists' parks, lodges

and

hotels with

every modern convenience provide a choice of accommodations

700

miles of improved highways

make

all

points of easy access either

in

your own car or by

sight-seeing motor coaches.

Send for
more of

48-page book of photographs to learn
this Summer Pla ygrouna or /\merica

free

ASSOCIATED COMMERCIAL CLUBS OF THE BLACK HILLS
RAPID

CITY,
or any Commercial Club

S.
in

D.
the Black Hills
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MOUNT RUSHMORE
National Memorial
A MONUMENT COMMEMORATING THE CONCEPTION,
PRESERVATION AND GROWTH OF THE GREAT AMERICAN REPUBLIC

FOREWORD
A monument's

dimensions should be determined by the impor-

tance to civilization of the events commemorated.

We

are not

here trying to carve an epic, portray a moonlight scene, or write

a sonnet; neither are we dealing with mystery or tragedy, but
rather the constructive and the dramatic moments or crises in our

amazing history. We are cool-headedly, clear-mindedly setting
down a few crucial, epochal facts regarding the accomplishments
of the Old World radicals who shook the shackles of oppression from
their light feet and fled despotism to people a continent; who built
an empire and rewrote the philosophy of freedom and compelled
the world to accept

We

its

wiser, happier forms of government.

believe the dimensions of national heartbeats are greater

city demands, greater than
dreams
or
ambitions.
Therefore,
state
we believe a nation's memorial should, like Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln and Roosevelt,
have a serenity, a nobility, a power that reflects the gods who
inspired them and suggests the gods they have become.
As for sculptured mountainsCivilization, even its fine arts, is, most of it, quantity-produced

than village impulses, greater than

stuff:

education, law, government, wealth

— each

is

enduring only

tomorrow and tomorrow is
strangely the enemy of today, as today has already begun to
as the day.

Too

little

of

it

lasts into

forget buried yesterday. Each succeeding civilization forgets

its

body builds its homes, its temples.
Civilizations are ghouls. Egypt was pulled apart by its successor;
Greece was divided among the Romans; Rome was pulled to
pieces by bigotry and a bitterness much of which was engendered in its own empire building.
want, somewhere in America on or near the Rockies, the
backbone of the Continent, so far removed from succeeding,
predecessor, and out of

its

I

selfish,

coveting civilizations, a few feet of stone that bears wit-

ness, carries the likenesses, the dates, a

word or two of the great
high it won't pay

we accomplished as a Nation, placed so
pull down for lesser purposes.

things
to

Hence,

we

let

us place there, carved high, as close to

can, the words of our leaders, their faces, to

heaven as

show

posterity

what manner of men they were. Then breathe a prayer that
these records will endure until the wind and the rain alone shall
wear them away.

Mount Rushmore
National Memorial
FIRST EDITION
JUNE, 1930

Photographs of the Lead Tablet buried
of the Missouri River, by Verendrye,

Discovered February 17th, 1913.

Now

in

in

the

hills

at Fort Pierre, on the west

bank

743, as reported to France on his return,

1

i

the Historic

Museum,

Pierre,

South Dakota

PUBLISHED BY THE

Mount Rushmore National Memorial
COPYRIGHT

1930

PRINTED

THE

IN

COMMISSION
U. S. A.

REMARKS
OF

HON. PETER NORBECK
OF SOUTH DAKOTA
THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

IN

Friday, February 22,

1929

to move that the Senate
PRESIDENT,
MR.agree
to the conference report on Senate

This mountain

3848, an act creating the Rushmore National
Memorial Commission, and defining its powers

to a height of

I

rise

ingly scenic,

listened to the reading of Wash-

ington's Farewell Address, which gives

ration to

new

inspi-

believe it especially fitting
bat every difficulty.
anniversary to state, Mr.
with
this
in connection
President, that today there is being carved on
I

Mount Rushmore, in the Black Hills of
South Dakota, the loftiest elevation of solid granite between the Rocky Mountains and the Atlantic
seaboard, a colossal memorial statue of the first
President of the Republic. The completed plan
comprises a heroic group of our Nation's builders,
to commemorate the founding, expansion, preservation, and unification of the United States, in
the form of statues of Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, and Roosevelt, carved on a scale several
times greater than that wonder of the ancient
world, the Great Sphinx of Egypt, together with
a vast entablature 80 feet wide and 1 20 feet high,
bearing deeply incised in imperishable stone the
story of our country written by Calvin Coolidge.
The design is by the well-known artist Gutzon
Borglum. It is believed this will be one of the great
works of art of this continent.
Rushmore Mountain, a prominent peak of the
Harney Range, is a huge granite upthrust of excellent texture, having a sheer precipice of more
than 300 feet, below which the mountain gradually slopes. Each figure of the memorial group

the sides of

line.

All

are

part of the appropriation shall be expended, ex-

by the commission, or already expended by its
predecessor. The entire undertaking will be under
the control of a commission of 12 members to be
appointed by the President of the United States.
Proper safeguards to the Government are prois to make annual report

vided. The commission
to Congress.

public at

all

The memorial

will

be open

to the

times without admission charge.

The association has already secured from popular subscription in cash $53,000 and donations
of machinery and equipment to the value of
$17,500, or a total of $70,500.
The friends and promoters of the undertaking,
am pleased to say, have met a splendid response
on the part of the public and they believe that the
raising of the balance required by subscription
will not be long delayed.
South Dakota has undertaken the construction
of a highway to the memorial wholly for tourists
and pleasure traffic, without any commercial imI

plication whatever. This road

is

in

process of con-

and will cost approximately $200,000;
$65,000 has already been expended upon said
struction

in

the round.

highway.

—

strik-

cept to match funds received from other sources

scales to the proportion of men 465 feet high,
fading into the ledge at the waist line, the tops

upon the sky

the heart of a rugged,

on August 10, 1927. Considerable progress has
since been made on the Washington statue, which
it is expected can be completed this summer.
The bill provides that one-half the cost of the
entire work shall be borne by the United States.
It carries an authorization for the appropriation
of not exceeding $250,000 for this purpose. No

meet every national problem and com-

of the heads being

in

beautiful mountain range rising

over 7,000 feet. The work was begun and the mountain dedicated to the memorial
by President Coolidge, with suitable ceremonies,

bill

and duties.
Again we have

is

and

111
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ORIGIN OF PLAN
SOUTH DAKOTA'S PART
MEMORIAL PROJECT

AND

THE first suggestion for a great sculpture in the
granite uplift of the Black Hills

Doane Robinson,
in

was made by

State Historian of South Dakota,

the annual meeting of the Black

Trail at

Huron, January 22, 1924.

Mr. Robinson

was speaking

monuments and markers

when

and Yellow

the idea flashed

in

upon

Hills.

What he

his

mind

that great

in

the center of this group accessible to

motorists."

The State Historian, wrote Gutzon Borglum at
Stone Mountain, Georgia, stating that there
existed a splendid granite upthrust in the heart of
the Black Hills which appeared to be adaptable
for colossal sculpture,
it

Mr. Borglum visited the

an inspection
Colonel
Shade, Superintendent of
Parks, and Theodore Shoemaker, State Forester. At
that time he surveyed only
the "Needles," reserving
opinion and decision pending
Black

in

released the following:
definite

project of converting a group
of Black Hills

Needles

into

massive and spectacular

fig-

ures of sculpture, emblematic
of the outstanding historic
of the state, has

ceived by

life

been con-

Doane Robinson,

State Historian. Mr. Robinson

DOANE ROBINSON
State Historian of South Dakota

Hefinally selected and rec-

believes such work would establish in South

Dakota one of the most compel-

ling tourist objectives in

America.

can think of nothing in America that would
a spectacle, with the possible excepof Stone Mountain, near Atlanta, Georgia,'

"'I

outrival such
tion

with

It was not, however, until a
second and third trip had been
made to the Black Hills with
a very extensive survey of the
stone available, that Mr.
Borglum decided to reject the
granite along the main highways, the granite in the neighborhood of Mount Harney,
and examined Old Baldy and
other remarkable upthrusts
in the vicinity of Keystone.

Associated Press

interviewed the speaker and

—A

Hills for

company

further study of the problem.

31st, representa-

"Pierre, S. D.

him to inspect

said

gates.

tives of the

invited

at his convenience.

upon the subject was without
previous consideration and
no record was made of his
words. The suggestion was
received with enthusiasm and
was discussed by the deleJanuary

and

in

sculpture might be created
the Black

of the value of

attracting tourist travel,

lished

IN

ommended a

cliff near Keystone known as Mount
Rushmore. At the base of this he established his
camp and notified Senator Norbeck and Mr.
Robinson that he believed he had found a moun-

tain suitable for the project.

said Mr. Robinson.

Mr.

"The historian has in mind for such a project a
group of these needles standing near Harney
Peak about twenty miles northwest of the State
Game Lodge. A small parkway could be estab-

Doane Robinson and Senator Norbeck

im-

mediately visited the camp. Both demurred at the
selection,

and the

entire field

was

re-visited

and

re-examined, with the result that Mount Rushmore

was approved. Following

-IV—

this,

Mr. Borglum

brought

his assistants

and more

ined the stone, reporting

it

safe

carefully examand suitable for

sculptural work.

C;

of such memorial, provided that the United States

be put to no expense in respect to such
memorial and that the Secretary of Agriculture

shall

finds that the location of the site will not interfere

with the administration of the

Harney National

Forest."

drawn by Congressman William Wiland promoted by him in the

J. L.

Curran, Lead,

S. D.; C. C.

Warren and

Hughes, Rapid City, S, D. In March a conwas signed with Gutzon Borglum, as sculptor

Frank
tract

The program attempted the following winter
resulted in the passage of an act of Congress,
which was approved by President Coolidge on
March 4, 1925, and which provided "that the
Mount Harney Memorial Association, hereafter
to be created by the Legislature of South Dakota,
is hereby authorized
to carve a memorial in
heroic figures, commemorative of our national
history and progress, upon a suitable exposure
of the Harney Mountain Range, located within the
boundaries of Harney National Forest in the State
of South Dakota. Such association is further authorized to select the name, location and design

This act,

D.

J.

and engineer. Up

to this time

practical financing

had been undertaken.

no definite and

Contemporaneous with this, Mr. Herbert Myrick,
on account of the Dakota Farmer of Aberdeen, of
which he was part owner, subscribed $2,500 and
paid $1,000 to Mr. Borglum. This was the first
definite financing, other than a sum paid through
the Rapid City Commercial Club for the expense
of Mr. Borglum and his assistants in the autumn
of 1925.

There was, at

this time,

a tentative understand-

ing that the cities of the Black Hills

$25,000

would produce

for the enterprise, but the actual pro-

duction of the sum had been delayed. Other
than the above payments, the first substantial
gift came from Mr. Charles E. Rushmore of New
York for whom, more than forty years ago, Rushmore Mountain had been named. On April 6,
1927, Mr. Robinson received from Mr. Rushmore
his check for $5,000.

liamson, fostered

House, was identical with the bill introduced in
the Senate by Senator Norbeck. The South Dakota
Legislature bill passed with like provisions.
This act

became

effective

on July

1,

1925, with

Governor Carl Gunderson as Chairman, Senator
Peter Norbeck, Vice-chairman, Joseph W. Parmley, Secretary, and George P. Bennett, Treasurer.
October 1,1 925, by a suitable ceremony attended by a vast concourse of citizens, Mount Rushmore was officially dedicated to the Memorial.
progress in financing the project was made
1926. Mr. Borglum completed his first models,
and in September brought photographs of them
north. They were widely published and created

No

in

local

enthusiasm

in

the Black Hills

and throughout

the country.

January, 1927, the Mount Harney Associawas reorganized under the act of 1925, with
Governor W. J. Bulow as Chairman, Senator Peter
Norbeck, Vice-chairman, Doane Robinson, Secretary, and George F. Schneider of Rapid City,
Treasurer. An advisory committee was created
In

tion

consisting of William G. Edens, Chicago; Herbert

Myrick, Springfield, Mass.; Joseph W. Parmley,
Ipswich, S. D.; William Williamson, Washington,

In May, through an arrangement consummated
by Mr. Edens, Messrs. Borglum, Norbeck, Hughes
and Robinson met in Chicago with officials of the
Burlington, Milwaukee, and North Western Railways. Each of these organizations agreed to
contribute $5,000, which they did pay into the
treasury in June. Twelve residents of the Black
Hills severally guaranteed the payment of $2,500
each, being the quota for the Black Hills, and
during the season most of this sum was paid in.
Senator Coleman du Pont sent his check to Mr.
Borglum for $5,000, and a little later, upon solicitation of Senator Norbeck, the Homestake Mining
Company contributed $5,000, aggregating about
$54,000 in cash.

The Northwestern Public Service Company of
Huron presented to Mr. Borglum the use, for
the life of the construction work, of machinery
and equipment invoicing $20,000. Sincere appreciation is due this company for the public spirit
here displayed. In checking over the equipment
necessary for completing the power unit Mr.
Borglum was requested just to list what he needed
and it was supplied. With this cash and equipment, the plant was installed and work upon the
mountain was started in the summer of 1927.

FIRST

SURVEY AND THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE MEMORIAL PROJECT
From Address

By

at

Washington/ D. C.

GUTZON BORGLUM

was for long a dream and ambition of Doane
IT
Robinson, State Historian of South Dakota, that

dominion. The capital of the state, Pierre, is located on the east side of the Missouri River; that is,

be undertaken on the Black
South Dakota. Responding to his proposal

opposite the ancient Fort Pierre where the French
in 1743 buried a leaden plate and proclaimed to

colossal sculpture
Hills of

to

view these mountains, three separate visits
to the Black Hills in 1924-25. An ex-

were made

haustive survey
ite

was made

of the available gran-

upthrusts located there, suitable for colossal

Europe the possession of the territory known as
Rushmore lies to the left of the
river and on the state's western border.
South Dakota, because of the Missouri River,

Louisiana. Mt.

sculpture. Upon these trips
was accompanied by my son,
the South Dakota state park

lay in the course of the Lewis

I

officials

and Clark expedition sent
out in 1807 by President
Jefferson to traverse and report on the extent and char-

guiding us through

the mountains.

My

concern was that
be carved should
be so situated as to have full

acter of the great northwest

first

the stone to

territory

which he had se-

granite must be sound. Third,

cured in 1 803 from the young
First Consul of France, Napoleon. Mt. Rushmore therefore has seen three dominions

the granite should be found

— the

sunlight during as

day as

in

much

of the

possible. Second, the

The original plan in the
mind of Dr. Robinson was for
two figures, Washington and

unbroken surface, to
admit of group sculpture.

with an

For three

weeks we were

in

—

some other figure possibly
Lincoln. These were sug-

the saddle, lived under canvas,

examined every

cliff

of impor-

tance, finally determining

upon

Mount Rushmore, which

Indian, the French, the

American.

sufficiently large masses,

lies

Mount Harney.
Rushmore, however, was not immediately approved, and much of the ground we had traversed
was re-examined by Mr. Robinson and U. S. Senator Peter Norbeck, with the result that it was
unanimously chosen and a general examination
sent immediately for my
of the stone ordered.
photographer, Charles d'Emery, who arrived with
one hundred plates, and an accurate photographic record was made enabling us to study in
quiet the structure of the mountain we had chosen.
South Dakota lies in the center of the territory
east by south of

gested as isolated figures or,
if suitable stone was found,
they might stand together. In
my first survey of available granite, looked for
great upright shafts that would enable me to
carve two figures together. even made models
of these figures, pictures of which were published
I

I

at the time.

As the project developed there arose an

I

creasing need for a real purpose
It

became

clear to

me and

in

in-

the Memorial.

then to those inter-

known as the "Louisiana Purchase," which, added
in 1803 to our Colonial States, marked the first

South Dakota were to undertake
and carry through successfully a Memorial of
such proportions, she must predicate it upon clear
and definite statements of fact, built upon historical record and pertaining definitely to the local-

step from colonial conservatism to continental

ity

ested that,

— VI —

and

its

if

relation to the great Republic.

While pondering on

came

mind
the French king's desire in the 1740's to penetrate the American continent, get in behind England on the west, block the growth of the AngloSaxon race, seize and hold all territory not then
in the hands of England from the northern icefields to the Mexican Gulf and westward to the
this,

there

to

In 1743, agents of Louis XV secretly
buried on the site of Fort Pierre a leaden plate
claiming by right of discovery the whole domain.

Pacific.

It

was

the clue that led

me

to the great plan

we

have formed and are now developing at Mt. Rushmore into a monumenttotheContinental Republic.

Had

not been for this very seizure of the
by France, the historic enemy of England,

it

territory

It was this entrance into the United States that
angered Mexico, resulting in war. It was through
this we found ourselves, by the inevitable process

of conquest,

and had it not been a military necessity to secure the mouth of the Mississippi and
so protect our hinterland from possible attack by
enemy powers, Jefferson would not have dreamed
entailed,

possession of California, a territory

New Mexico, Arizona,

Utah, a part

Colorado and a part of Idaho— all ceded to us
by purchase from Mexico in 1849. The Oregon
boundary negotiations with England also were
finally consummated.
Thus these four great empires— Louisiana,Texas,
of

California

and Oregon — became a part

of the

original thirteen states. Within a generation the

had grown to continental dimenpeople swept the continent from the

tiny Republic
sions,

and

its

Atlantic to the Pacific.

with the ever-shifting foreign complications that
this

in

that included

It

seemed to me that here we had a real subupon human and political growth. The

ject, built

hesitating Colonial Republic, anxious about
boundaries, fearful of foreign entanglements,
preaching conservatism, had almost in a single
stride, under the very men who had begun it,
little,
its

an acquisition of unexplored territory
by the young Republic. The hour was propitious.
Looming war between England and France made
it easy to secure the great Mississippi Basin, by
the simple process of purchase from England's

grown to such dimensions that it occupied and
dominated a Continent and controlled, literally,
the Western Hemisphere.

ancient enemy.

and

of so great

New

England's opposition to the plan was well
known, but Jefferson's first anxiety was for the

In this

we find

two, at least, of the great motives

figures of our sculptured

memorial— President

Jefferson, purchaser of the Louisiana Territory-

Jefferson, the author of the Declaration of Inde-

protection of the South and the control of the

pendence/that declaration of liberty which meant

mouth

a declaration of war; and Washington, great as
Commander-in-Chief of the colonial armies and

of the Mississippi.

The purchase of the
Louisiana Territory in 1803 liberated a whole
school of Aaron Burrs, young blades who had
failed to gain a crown in the Revolution and were
Stirring events followed.

chafing at the bit

in their

desire for conquest;

Texas was peopled in 1820 under the leadership of Austin, later by Houston and other famous
Americans. The blood and the courage of the
Revolution ran

in their veins. In

1836 they estab-

an Anglo-Saxon state close to the Rio
Grande, fought and drove Santa Ana beyond
lished

the river,

and

in

less than

ten years, through

President Polk, the independent Lone Star Republic

entered the Union as a

state.

presiding at and guiding

shaped the

came the development of each
succession. With development came

Following them,
territory in
conflict,

flaming into

Civil

War.

Lincoln's iron pur-

and then built
brought peace again and

pose, that the Union as conceived

should endure forever,
restored the

came

the colonization of Texas.

in

scattered states into a compact Union.

who

dreamed empires, and who felt in their blood that
"Westward the star of empire takes its way."
Louisiana meant something close to New Orleans. They headed southwest. And out of the
marriage of the great Mississippi Basin and the
Colonial States by the Louisiana Purchase

doing a greater work

the Constitutional Convention which

onward march.

Since that time Alaska and the

Panama Canal

Zone have been added. Panama, as yet notfully
appreciated, holdsthe key whichColumbus sought
four hundred years ago, the quest for which led that
intrepid man westward to find a way to India and
to the east. It is the completion of the dream of
Columbus, through the canal across the Isthmus,
by Theodore Roosevelt, in the face of dissension
and abuse, that gives Roosevelt a place in this
great quartet which we have designed for Mount
Rushmore.
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If

this

monument

fails to

become

the

great memorials to the record of the

Anglo-Saxon

in

first

of our

life

of the

the Western Hemisphere, record-

ing the significance of their civilization in reshaping

the philosophy of politics

and government through-

—

if this monument fails to interpret
out the world
that record, it will be because we ourselves have

appreciate our opportunity,
our abilities to develop what the great

failed, not only to

but in
thought contains.

We

have,

it

will

be seen, grown from our

nal plan of two figures.
that the character of the

My

origi-

proposal was

final

monument

shall, in form,

represent four colossal figures of Washington,
Jefferson, Lincoln and Roosevelt, in dimensions

—

completed to their feet of about four hundred
and twenty feet in height. The heads of these figures are about sixty feet in height, facing southeast. Adjoining them, at a distance of about a
hundred and fifty feet, will be a tablet cut upon
if

the surface of the mountain.

On

this tablet will

be cut the record of the growth and expansion of
the United States, beginning with the date of
1776, the Declaration of Independence; continuing with 1787, the date of the Constitution; 1 803,
the purchase of Louisiana; 1 846, the admission of
1 848, the acquisition of Oregon; 1 849, the
admission of California; 1865, when it was determined that the Union should stand as created;

Texas;

and 1904, the cutting of the Panama Canal.
The portraits of the figures should inevitably
begin with Jefferson in consequence of the politimportance of the Declaration of Independence, preceding, as it did, the drafting of the
ical

Then follows Washington and his
the Republic in the framing of the Con-

ocean-to-ocean Republic — in spite of
prudence and retarding political intrigue—the controlling factor of the western world.
These four, therefore, have urged in my design
and so developed their characters. They have
been approved by the State of South Dakota and
the Congress of the Nation as the design we shall
carry out upon the Memorial.
The historical tablet recording these events shall
cover a space on the Memorial of about ninety by a
hundred and twenty or a hundred and thirty feet.
The text of this is being prepared by Mr. Calvin
Coolidge. This he announced at the Consecration
Ceremony in August, 1927, when, following his
admirable speech upon the significance of the
Memorial and after receiving from his hands my

made

this

traditions,

I

sculptor's tools, his

good

will

and good wishes,

I

asked him to help us complete a memorial he had
played so signal a part in beginning, saying
wanted his name with those that would be cut in
I

the granite, as part of our historical record.

To

acceptance, Mr. Coolidge then added:

his

"Come to me when return to Washington and
tell me how we, the Nation, can help to complete
I

this

memorial

And

to the Nation."

happened that on the mountain, on
that memorable day, President Calvin Coolidge
drew national and world significance to the Memorial and undertook to collaborate in its art proso

it

duction by writing the lines which

will

be

cut into

the side of the mountain, recording the nation's

growth.
in

And more, he pledged help which

lion dollars,

Constitution.

resulted

Acts of Congress that gave us a quarter of a mil-

I

one-half of the anticipated total cost.

should not close

this

chapter without thanking

position

Secretary of the Treasury Andrew W. Mellon for
his co-operation in shaping the course of the
legislation which made our work Federal, giving

half a

us our financing

service to
stitution.

Washington, however,

is

given the center

in the composition, and is elevated about
head above the others. Following Washington, Lincoln comes as the preserver of the
Union; and Roosevelt, as the fourth, for completing the dream of Columbus and opening forever
the way between the great western and eastern
oceans. He was pre-eminently, with Lincoln, the

ail-American President. He probably knew all of
America better than any other President that has
presided at Washington. He was alive to every

impulse and pulsation of the Republic, and was
acquainted with the national and the world signifi-

cance of

Saxon

its

He was eminently Angloand consciously or unconsciously

growth.

in spirit,

which,

in

its

and

establishing a Commission

personnel,

is

capable of administer-

and Federal affairs.
The work proceeded through 1927 but rested
1928 while waiting for Congressional action.

ing our National

in

Following President Hoover's inauguration, the
Commission was called to the Cabinet Room in

White House and there instructed by him on
The President named a temporary chairman, and asked the Commission to
organize, select officers, prepare by-laws, and
proceed with all possible speed to complete the
Memorial. This was done, work resuming in 1929.
the

their undertaking.
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CONSECRATION CEREMONY
Held

directly

below Rushmore Rock, from which

the several Rags

THE

were unfurled

PROGRAM

Senator Peter Norbeck, Presiding

PRESIDENTIAL SALUTE OF

INVOCATION
PRESIDENT

21

GUNS

Bishop Hugh

.

.

L.

WASHINGTON'S FLAG,
Salute

Burleson

COOLIDGES ADDRESS

.

15 bars

ADDRESS, "Washington"

At its conclusion, the President, with suitable words, presented Mr. Gutzon Borglum, the sculptor, with a set of drills.

.

Columbia, the

Gem

ADDRESS, "Jefferson"

Borglum then repaired to Mount
Rushmore to begin the sculpture. During
the flag ceremony following, Mr. Borglum came over the precipice and drilled
points

in

Buell

J.

STREAMER, "Louisiana Purchase"

Mr.

master

15 stars

Hon. C.

of the

ADDRESS BY MR. BORGLUM

six

and

America, the Beautiful

STREAMERS

Gov.

.

Ocean

Wm.

J.

Bulow

for

Florida, Texas, California,

Oregon, Alaska

the portrait of

OLD GLORY UNFURLED

Washington.

The Star-Spangled Banner

FLAG OF FRENCH EMPIRE UNFURLED
The Bourbon National Air
Salute

.

.

Salute

ADDRESS, "Lincoln"

Retreat

Hon.

Wm.

Williamson, M. C.

FLAG OF SPAIN UNFURLED
STREAMER, "Panama"

Spanish National Air
Salute

.

Retreat

ADDRESS, "Roosevelt" Sen. Wm.

H.

McMaster

FLAG OF NAPOLEON UNFURLED
Marseillaise

.

Salute

.

BENEDICTORY PRAYER

Retreat

.

.

Rev. Ralph Lium

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS
"We

have come here to dedicate a corner stone
laid by the hand of the Almighty. On
this towering wall of Rushmore, in the heart of
the Black Hills, is to be inscribed a memorial
which will represent some of the outstanding
events of American history by portraying with
that

was

suitable inscription the features of four of our
presidents, laid on by the hand of a great artist
in

sculpture. This memorial will

of land

Atla ntic

crown the height
between the Rocky Mountains and the
seaboard, where coming generations

may view
.

"It

is

gin with

it

for all time.

but natural that such a design should be-

George Washington,

that which

is

for with him begins

truly characteristic of

America. He

represents our independence, our constitution,

our
that

He formed the highest aspirations
were entertained by any people into the

liberty.

permanent

institutions

of our government.

He

stands as the foremost disciple of ordered liberty,

a statesman with an inspired vision

who

is

not

outranked by any mortal greatness.

"Next to him will come Thomas Jefferson,
whose wisdom insured that the government which
Washington had formed should be intrusted to
the administration of the people. He emphasized
the element of self government which had been
enshrined in American institutions in such a way
to demonstrate that it was practical and would
be permanent. In him, likewise, was embodied
the spirit of expansion. Recognizing the destiny

added to its territory. By removing the possibility of any powerful opposition
from another neighboring state, he gave new
guarantees to the rule of the people.
of his country, he

"After our country had been established, en-
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larged from sea to sea and dedicated to popular
government, the next great task was to demonstrate the permanency of our union and to extend

have not been exclusively ours. Others have
been equally fortunate in that direction.

stood might be

America has been due to the
It is in no small degree due
to that spirit that we have been able to produce
such great leaders. If coming generations are to
maintain a like spirit, it will be because they continue to study the lives and times of the great
men who have been the leaders in our history,
and continue to support the principles which
those men represented. It is for that purpose

tiny raised

that

the principle of freedom to

all

the inhabitants of

our land. The master of this supreme accomplishment was Abraham Lincoln. Above all other national
figures, he holds the love of his fellow countrymen. The work which Washington and Jefferson

began, he extended

to

its

logical conclusion.

"That the principles for which these three men
still more firmly established desup Theodore Roosevelt. To political
freedom, he strove to add economic freedom.
By building the Panama Canal he brought into
closer relationship the east and west and realized the vision that inspired Columbus in his
search for a new passage to the Orient.

"The

union of these four presidents carved on

hills of South Dakota
a distinctly national monument. It
will be decidedly American in its conception, in
its
meaning, and altogether
its magnitude, in
worthy of our country. No one can look upon it

the face of the everlasting

will constitute

"The progress

spirit of its

we

of

people.

We

cannot hold our
admiration for the historic figures which we
shall see here without growing stronger in our
determination to perpetuate the institutions which
their lives revealed and established.
erect memorials.

"The fact that this enterprise is being begun in
one of our new states not yet great in population,
not largely developed in its resources, discloses
that the old American spirit still goes where our

the

people go, still dominates their lives, still inspires
them to deeds of devotion and sacrifice. It is but
another illustration of the determination of our
people to use their material resources to minister to their spiritual life. This memorial will be
another national shrine to which future genera-

heart of the continent, on the side of a mountain

tions will repair to declare their continuing alle-

which probably no white man had ever beheld in
the days of Washington, in territory which was
acquired by the action of Jefferson, which remained an almost unbroken wilderness beyond the
days of Lincoln, which was especially beloved by
Roosevelt, the people of the future will see history

giance to independence, to self government,
freedom and to economic justice.

and

returns

understandingly without realizing
of

hope
"Its

it

is

a picture

fulfilled.

location will

be

significant.

Here

in

combined to portray the spirit of patriotism. They will know that the Figure of these presidents has been placed here because by following
the truth they built for territory. The fundamental principles which they represented have been
wrought into the very being of our country. They
art

are steadfast as these ancient

hills.

"Other people have marveled at the growth
and strength of America. They have wondered
how a few weak and discordant colonies were
able to win their independence from one of the
greatest powers of the world. They have been
amazed at our genius for self government. They
have been unable to comprehend how the shock
of a great civil war did not destroy our union.
They do not understand the economic progress
of our people. It is true that we have had the
advantage of great natural resources, but these

to

an inspiring phase of American life that
willing to devote their energies to the
erection of a memorial of this nature. Money
spent for such a purpose is certain of adequate
"It

is

men are

the nature of increased public welfare.

in

"The people of South Dakota are taking the
the preparation of this memorial out of

lead

in

their

meager resources because

spirit

is

courage

strong

among them.

entitles

them

to the

the American

Their effort

and

sympathy and support

of private beneficence and the national government.
fully that they have no means of
succeeding in the development of their state
except a reliance upon American institutions.
They do not fail to appreciate their value. There
is no power that can stay the progress of such a
people. They are predestined to success. Our.
country js fortunate in having the advantage of

They realize

They have been pioneers in
the development of their state. They will continue to be pioneers in the defense and development of American institutions."
their citizenship.

SCALING MOUNT RUSHMORE

Profile of the original

cliff

of

Rushmore

as seen from the east

The small canyon beyond the face of
Rushmore cliff

Carrying the

first

flagstaff to the top of

Rushmore
The

first

unfurling of
crest of
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Our

Flag on the

Rushmore

SPEAKERS AT THE CONSECRATION CEREMONY
On August

10th, 1927, at the foot of the towering wall of granite

the features of four of our presidents
cials

and

to

be

started, there

upon which the work of sculpturing

assembled a group

of prominent

offi-

citizens.

They came

to consecrate the

work upon

ceremonies said: "This memorial
Atlantic seaboard,

"We

was

will

this

memorial. President Coolidge

in his

crown the height of land between the Rocky Mountains and the

where coming generations may view

it

for all time.

have come here," said Mr. Coolidge, "to dedicate a corner stone that was

the Almighty.

On

memorial which

this

will

towering wall of Rushmore,

represent

some

in

the heart of the Black

of the outstanding events of

suitable inscription the features of four of our presidents, laid on

Seated on the platform, from
Calvin Coolidge; The Governor,

speech during the

left to right,

Wm. J.

American

Hills,

is

history

laid

by the hand of

to

be inscribed a

by portraying with

by the hand of a great artist in sculpture."

are U.S. Senator Peter Norbeck, Chairman; The President,

Bulow; U. S. Senator Simeon D. Fess, Ohio; U.

McMaster, South Dakota.
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S.

Senator W. H.

PRESIDENT COOLIDGE GIVES THE SCULPTOR'S TOOLS TO MR.
At the close of

his

BORGLUM

admirable speech, President Coolidge presented the tools for the work

to

Gutzon

Borglum, the sculptor; instructed him to go on to the mountain and begin the work.
It

was

in

the brief

izations erect

acknowledgment by Mr. Borglum,

in

which he explained the reasons why

monuments, that the sculptor asked the President

carved on the east wall of the mountain to the

left

to write the inscription

which

civil-

will

be

of the great group.

The President arose, approached Mr. Borglum, and agreed not only

to write the inscription, but to

aid through national assistance what South Dakota had undertaken.

Here the
sion

first

and national

On

were taken which

steps

assistance.

the platform from

Borglum, Bishop Hugh

W. M. McMaster,

led to the Congressional Act creating a national commis-

C.

J.

left to right
L.

Burleson, Mrs.

Buell,

ceremonies, was to the

left

are:

I.

Governor

Wm. J.

Bulow, President Calvin Coolidge, Gutzon

Gutzon Borglum, Congressman

M. Humphrey and Mary

Ellis

of the picture.

-

XIII

-

Wm.

Williamson, Senator

Borglum. Senator Norbeck, chairman of the

PAGEANT

THE

Colonial Representatives ready for the flag
raising on top of the

L

mountain

_.

_.

_

e
The Flag of the Spanish Empire
,

.

,

.

.

to celebrate

the transfer of Louisiana Territory to Spain

in

1756

French possession

in

1743 under

Louis

XV

'

The Tricolor of France to commemorate the
possession of this territory by the French
Empire under Napoleon
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OF THE FLAGS

of all

Our

by representatives
the nations, and by our army and navy,
completed the historical pageant

Unfurling

Flag, saluted

Raising the Colonial Flag of 15 stars and 15
stripes, symbolic of the Louisiana Purchase by

Thomas

THE

flag

Jefferson

in

1803

ceremony consisted of the

hoisting of

the Bourbon Flag, the Spanish Flag, the French

Flag of the Republic,

and the Flag

of the Presi-

dency of Jefferson, together with the Lone Star
Flag of the Republic of Texas and the Bear Flag
of California; also streamers carrying the
of

name

was

flown, as with the other flags, for three min-

utes, saluted

and lowered.

Then, symbolic of the transfer of this territory to
the Colonial Republic under Jefferson, Our Flag of
that date— fifteen stripes and fifteen stars— was
flown and saluted and remained flying.

Oregon, Alaska and Panama.

Then followed the Lone Star Flag of the ReThese flags, eighteen by twenty-four feet, were
made by a committee of women headed by Mrs.
C.C.Warren of Rapid City.

The Bourbon Flag, white field, blue Fleur-de-lis
and the royal coat of arms, was hoisted in commemoration of the date of possession as of 1743;

was saluted by the riflemen of Fort Meade; remained flying for three minutes; and was lowered.
1756 the Louisiana Territory was transferred
Commemorating this, the Flag of the
Hapsburgs was hoisted, saluted by the American
riflemen, flown for three minutes and lowered.
In

to Spain.

In

1803 the Louisiana

Territory

was

re-trans-

public of Texas, saluted as with the other flags,
in honor of the entrance of Texas into the Union.

was the Bear Flag of California,
similarly saluted and remaining in the air.
Streamers for Oregon, Alaska and Panama were
all added in due order.
Following

this

Then Our Flag as of the consecration date,
August 10, 1927— thirteen stripes and forty-eight
stars— was hoisted.
This concluded the noble ceremonies, as beautiful

as have taken place

in

America,

illustrative

of the periods of sovereignty of alien nations over

the vast territory which has finally

come under

ferred to France, then under the consulship of

our dominion and which formed the Continental

Napoleon

Republic.

I.

Their national

emblem, the

Tricolor,

J

I

S

COLUMBUS

XV

1730

N

1495

THE HISTORICAL

BACKGROUND

The men and events that embodied the beginning, expansion, preservation, and stupendous growth of the United States of America:
COLUMBUS, discoverer of America while seeking trade routes to the
LT
1865
1904
Orient; LouisXV, king during French explorations which added to
France the Louisiana territory; JEFFERSON, author of the Declaration of Independence, who purchased while president
the Louisiana Territory from Napoleon
following negotiations by Robt. R. Livingston, American Minister to France;
Washington, Founder-Father of the Republic and its first president; Madison, "father of the Constitution" through his
"Virginia Plan", and president when the Mississippi Basin was saved to the Union by the battle of New Orleans; Lincoln,
president who preserved the Union through the Civil War; Roosevelt, president under whom was completed the dream
of Columbus and the east and west united by the Panama Canal.

LINCOLN

ROOSEVE

I,
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70th Congress

AN ACT CREATING THE

MOUNT RUSHMORE NATIONAL MEMORIAL COMMISSION
AND

DEFINING

ITS

PURPOSES AND POWERS
Such memorial is to be constructed according to designs and models by Gutzon Borg-

enacted by the Senate and House of RepBE resentatives
of the United States of America

thereto.

Congress assembled, that a commission is hereby created and established, to be known as the
Mount Rushmore National Memorial Commission

lum,

(hereafter referred to as the commission), to con-

the memorial grounds or for viewing the memorial.

it

in

Sec. 4. The commission

of twelve

pleasure of the President, who shall
cies that from time to time occur.

fill

The members of the commission

all

(a)

shall serve

connection with the work of the commission may be paid from any funds appropriin

ated for the purposes of
other

this

Act or acquired by

means hereafter authorized: Provided,
may be paid such salary for

That the secretary

as may be determined by the .comThe commission is also authorized to
pay such actual and necessary expenses as the
secretary may incur in the performance of his
duties. Such salary and expenses shall be paid
by the treasurer of the commission upon the order
of the secretary thereof and then only when approved and countersigned by the chairman of
his services

mission.

the executive committee.

Sec. 2. The commission

when appointed

Mount

is

To receive and take over

authorized
all

—

property, contracts,

and moneys now in the hands of and possessed by
the Mount Harney Memorial Association, including memoranda, records, sketches, models, and incompleted figures
on Mount Rushmore.
(b) To receive funds and pledges to cover the expense
of finishing such memorial, and to pay out the same upon

rights,

vacan-

without compensation, except that their actual

expenses

or contracted for by the

Harney Memorial Association of South Dakota.
No charge shall ever be made for admission to

members, who shall be appointed
by the President. The members shall serve at the

sist

now owned

shall

organize by electing a chairman, a vice chairman, a secretary, and a treasurer: Provided,
That a treasurer may be selected outside of the
commission and may be a bank or trust company.
Such treasurer shall execute a bond so conditioned and in such amount as shall insure the
protection of funds coming into his possession.
The commission may also create from its own
membership an executive committee of five,
which shall exercise such powers and functions
within the purview of this Act as may be authorized by the commission.
Sec. 3. The purpose of the commission is to
complete the carving of the Mount Rushmore
National Memorial to consist of heroic figures of
Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, and Roosevelt,
together with an entablature upon which there
shall be cut a suitable inscription to be indited
by Calvin Coolidge, and to landscape the contiguous grounds and construct the entrances

properly receipted vouchers to persons eniitled.
(c) To employ the services of such artists, sculptors, landscape architects, and others as it shall determine to be
necessary to complete said memorial, including the landscaping of the grounds and construction of the entrances thereto.
(d) To exercise such powers and functions as are necessary and proper to carry out the purposes of this Act.

more than one-half of the cost
of such memorial and landscaping shall be borne
by the United States, and not to exceed $250,000
is hereby authorized to be appropriated for the
purpose. Upon requisition of the executive comSec. 5. That not

mittee herein

provided

for,

the proportionate

share of the United States shall be advanced to
the treasurer of said commission from time to
time by the Secretary of the Treasury out of any
available appropriation, and

in sufficient amounts
match the funds advanced from other sources
to said commission, whether such funds are in the
hands of its treasurer or have already been expended upon such memorial by the commission
or by its predecessor, the Mount Harney Memo-

to

rial

Association: Provided, That the Secretary of

the Treasury shall

first

be

satisfied that the funds

received from sources other than the United States
are actually available in the hands of the treasurer
of the commission or have been properly ex-

pended

in

carrying out the purposes of

this Act.

Sec. 6. That such commission, on or before the

December of each year, shall transmit
Congress a report of its activities and proceedings for the preceding year, including a full
and complete statement of its receipts and ex1st

day

of

to

penditures.

Approved, February 25, 1929.
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70th Congress

REPORT OF THE

COMMITTEE ON THE LIBRARY
SENATOR
Committee on the Library, to whom was rebill (S. 3848) creating the Mount
Rushmore national memorial commission and defining its purposes and powers, having considered

THE

ferred the

the same, unanimously report favorably thereon
with the

recommendation that the

bill

do pass

without amendment.

The purpose of the memorial

is

to

commemo-

rate the founding, expansion, preservation,

and

unification of the United States with colossal

Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, and
and a vast entablature 80 feet wide
and 120 feet high, bearing deeply incised the
story of America written by President Coolidge.
Rushmore Mountain, a prominent peak of the
Harney Range in the Black Hills of South Dakota,
is a granite upthrust of excellent texture, having
a sheer precipice of more than 300 feet, below
which is approximately 300 more feet almost as
precipitate. The statues of all scale to the proportions of men 465 feet high. They fade into the
ledge at the waist line, the tops of the heads being upon the skyline and all are in the round.
Mr. Gutzon Borglum has been employed as sculp-

FESS, Chairman

except to match funds received from other sources
by the commission, or already expended by its
predecessor. Proper safeguards to the Government are provided. The commission is to make
annual report to Congress ....
The bill further provides that the work shall be
under the supervision of a commission of 12 appointed by the President who shall serve without
compensation (except actual expenses). They may
employ a secretary and other necessary help.

statues of

Provision

Roosevelt,

officers of the

tor

and

rial.

is

supervising the creation of the

Mr. Borglum

is

responsible for the

memo-

who

shall

is

made

in

the

bill

for the selection of

commission, including a treasurer,

give bond, and the selection of an

who

executive committee of five persons

shall

exercise only such powers as are conferred upon
it

by the commission. The President

cies thereon as they

to

fill

vacan-

occur.

Under the bill, in addition to being empowered
perform such acts as are necessary and

proper
is

may

to

to carry out

its

purposes, the commission

authorized:
(1)

erty

To receive and take over

and

rights, contractual

all

moneys, prop-

or otherwise,

now

possessed by the Mount Harney Memorial Association;

artistic

To receive and solicit funds and pledges,
cover the expenses of the memorial, and make

(2)

result of the work.

Mount Rushmore is
strikingly scenic and

to
in

the heart of a rugged,

disbursements;

beautiful mountain range

a height of over 7,000 feet. The work
was begun and the mountain dedicated to the

(3)

rising to

memorial by President Coolidge with suitable
ceremonies, on August 10, 1927. Considerable
progress has since been made on the Washington

expected can be completed
summer.
The bill provides that one-half the cost of the
entire work shall be borne by the United States.
It carries an authorization for the appropriation
of not exceeding $250,000 for this purpose. No
part of the appropriation shall be expended,
statue, which
this

it

is

To designate

solicitors to collect

funds for

and pay

their ex-

the prosecution of the work

penses and such compensation as

it

may deem

proper;

To employ the services of artists to complete the memorial and landscape designs; and
(4)

To acquire by purchase or gift the necessary tools, machinery and equipment to expeditiously and economically complete the memorial.
The Director of the Budget has assured the
committee that the bill is not in conflict with the
financial program of the President.
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(5)

.

.

The entablature of

historical inscriptions, carved in outline of the territory included in the Louisiana
Purchase, the dates commemorating the events described in page VIII of this book, the text in letters
3 feet high and legible from a great distance. (Composite photograph from drawing)
XIX
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NATIONAL COMMISSIONERS OF MOUNT RUSHMORE MEMORIAL
INCLUDING THE ORIGINAL COMMISSION OF SOUTH DAKOTA

THE NATIONAL COMMISSION MEETING AT

MOUNT RUSHMORE

JULY

17,

1929

From The rocky ledge above the sculptor's studio and the buildings of the construction camp below,
with the escarpment of Mt. Rushmore towering across the valley at their back, the Commission after a
business meeting to discuss plans for the ensuing year inspected the environs of Mt. Rushmore, and
the physical equipment used in sculpturing the Memorial.
At the right can be seen the cable lines and electric transmission lines used for supplying materials
and power across the valley to the workmen visible on the head of Washington on the mountain top.
Front row, left to right: John A. Boland, Rapid City, S. D.; Julius Rosenwald, Chicago,

III.;

Doane

Wm. Williamson, Custer, S. D.; Frank O.
Lowden, Oregon, III.; Fred W. Sargent, Chicago, III.; Royal C Johnson, Aberdeen, S. D.; Mrs. Lorine
Jones Spoonts, Corpus Christi, Tex. Rear row, left to right: Delos B. Gurney, Yankton, S. D.; Joseph S.
Cullinan, Housto#n, Tex.; Chas. M. Day, Sioux Falls, S. D.
Robinson, Pierre, S. D.; Gutzon Borglum, the sculptor;

—

xxi

—

This

model

of

George Washington's head was made by Gutzon Borglum from an exhaustive study
portraits of General Washington by Peale, Stuart and Houdon
XXII

of

by his safety belt or harness on the colossal forehead of Washington, transmits the
requests for tools or the raising or lowering of cables from the workmen below to the power house above

This boy, supported

— XXIII —

Workmen down

over the nose of Washington. Notice the drill holes used for blasting. Each section of
the solid granite is blasted off, piece by piece

- XXIV —

Gutzon Borglum examining the stone on the forehead of Washington. As
face of the stone must be smoothed to the natural contour
-

XXV

the

work develops, the

of the face

Men

at

work on the face of Washington. As many as sixteen men have been engaged at one time on
the forehead, the nose, or side of face

— XXVI —

71st Congress

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
MOUNT RUSHMORE NATIONAL MEMORIAL COMMISSION
FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF THE MOUNT RUSHMORE NATIONAL MEMORIAL COMMISSION, TRANSMITTING ANNUAL
REPORT OF THE MOUNT RUSHMORE NATIONAL MEMORIAL COMMISSION FROM JUNE 6 TO AND INCLUDING OCTOBER 31, 1929
LETTER

December

Rapid

City, S. Dak.,

19,

1929 — Referred
and ordered

Ocfober 37, 1929

Committee on the Library

be printed

State

We have the honor to present herewith the first
annual report of the Mount Rushmore National
Memorial Commission pursuant to the act of its

in

mind, he invited him to the

and together they surveyed every promis-

in the Black Hills of South
Dakota. After days of search, they finally decided upon Mount Rushmore as the most promis-

ing granite upthrust

ing site. This mountain

creation.

first

to

Mr. Robinson had

To the Congress:

Due

to the

to the fact that the

accompanying

report submitted by the commission,

is

composed

of

an almost

is

the

flawless gray granite of exceptionally fine tex-

it

has

ture which lends itself to beautiful carving.

to review briefly the his-

United States Senator Peter Norbeck, of the

Mount Rushmore
Memorial and the creation of the commission, and
to present a general review of the work so far

South Dakota State Park Board, was then called

search and a thorough resurvey of the region,

accomplished.
A financial statement

site.

been thought advisable

tory of the inception of the

attached showing the
receipts and expenditures of the commission from

the time

it

is

took over the project on June 6 to and

including October 31, 1929.

D.

Chairman
Gurney, Secretary

S. Cullinan,
B.

Following

further

detailed

Rushmore was determined to be the most suitable
At the time it was wholly inaccessible except
on foot or on horseback, but has since been connected up with the town of Keystone by a road
The location chosen was within the Harney
National Forest and also within the area granted
to the State of South Dakota for park and game

Commission
J.

consultation.

sufficient for construction purposes.

Mount Rushmore National Memorial
By

into

sanctuary purposes.

It

therefore

became neces-

sary to secure the consent of both Congress and
the State legislature before work on the

Annual Report of the Mount Rushmore
National Memorial Commission
as of Ocfober 37, 7929

What

memo-

could be undertaken. This consent was
granted by Congress in the act of March 3, 1925
rial

(43 Stat. 1185).

ing ability could

The act provided "That the Mount Harney
Memorial Association hereafter to be created by
the Legislature of South Dakota is hereby authorized to carve a memorial in heroic figures commemorative of our national history and progress
upon a suitable exposure of the Harney Mountain
Range," of which Rushmore forms a part. The

project.

act also authorized the association "to select the

become known as the Mount Rushmore
National Memorial was originally the conception
of Doane Robinson, for many years the State
has

Historian of South Dakota. Mr. Robinson realized

and
and engineer-

that only a sculptor possessed of great vision

imagination and of unusual

artistic

be relied upon to carry out the
As Gutzon Borglum seemed eminently
qualified to execute the character of commission

name,
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location,

and design

of such memorial."

On March

Dakota created the Mount Harney Memorial

bers, who shall be appointed by the President."
The act also provides for an executive committee
of five "which shall exercise such powers and

Association and provided for the creation of an

functions within the purview of this act as

executive committee of which the governor of the

authorized by the commission."

of the

5,

two days after the effective date

Federal act, the Legislature of South

was ex

The other two
members of the committee were Hon. Peter
Norbeck and Doane Robinson. The association
was "clothed with power to do any and all things
State

officio

chairman.

President Calvin Coolidge promptly appointed
the following persons to serve

John A. Boland, Rapid
Charles

necessary" to construct the memorial.

The executive committee entered into a formal
Gutzon Borglum, the sculptor, to
carve colossal figures of Washington, Jefferson,
Lincoln, and Roosevelt upon Mount Rushmore and
in the summer of 1927 the work was commenced
under the direction of the sculptor. These figures
are to be on the scale of a man 465 feet in height
and will typify and commemorate the founding
of the Nation under Washington, its expansion
under Jefferson, its preservation under Lincoln,
and the-linking of the East with the West by water
through the Panama Canal under Roosevelt.

R.

Crane,

upon the commission:

New

City, S.

Dak.

York, N. Y.

Joseph S. Cullinan, Houston, Tex.
C. M. Day, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
D. B. Gurney, Yankton, S. Dak.
Hale Holden, Chicago, III.
Frank O. Lowden, Oregon, III.
Julius Rosenwald, Chicago, III.

contract with

Because of the national scope and character

may be

Fred.

W.

Sargent, Evanston,

III.

Mrs. Lorine Jones Spoonts, Corpus Christi, Tex.

The balance of the members were appointed
by President Herbert Hoover and are:
Royal C. Johnson, Aberdeen, S. Dak.
William Williamson, Rapid City, S. Dak.

Upon

invitation of the President, the first meet-

ing of the commission

was held

in

the Cabinet

6,

1929. At the

of the memorial, there

room

the principal speaker at the dedication of the

hour fixed, the President called the Commissioners to order and briefly outlined the purposes of
the meeting. The commission organized by electing Mr. Joseph S. Cullinan as president, Mr.
Charles M. Day as vice president, and Mr. Delos

were many who insisted
that the National Government should share in the
cost of its construction. This sentiment was accentuated by the presence of Calvin Coolidge in the
Black Hills during the summer of 1927. He was
mountain on August 10, 1927, and took a
interest in the progress of the work.

lively

He was

also

induced to undertake the preparation of the text
for the inscription to be placed upon the great
entablature which is to be a part of the monument.
In the Seventieth Congress bills were introduced providing for participation by the Federal
Government to the extent of one-half the cost,
but in no event to exceed $250,000. These bills

became law as the act
1929(45 Stat. 1300).

of February 25,

The other half of the cost

being raised by

finally

is

South Dakota has commenced the construction of
highways to and from the memorial, the estimated
cost of which will exceed $250,000, making the

work and approaches three

Gurney as secretary. The following commiswere elected as an executive committee:

sioners

John A. Boland, Delos
wald, Fred

W.

whom John

B.

Gurney, Julius Rosen-

Sargent, and William Williamson,

was named as chairman
and William Williamson as secretary.
of

A. Boland

The commission directed the executive comand
proceed with construction.
mittee to at once take charge of the works

The committee on taking charge found that the
way. There were buildings for housing the men
and machinery, a studio partially completed, suitable machinery for the prosecution of the work,
a telephone system, electric power and air lines,
stairway approach to the mountain, and some
office equipment.

The commission met at Mount Rushmore on
and again at Chicago on Novem-

quarters of a million dollars.

Among

other things, the act created a commission to be known as the "Mount Rushmore National

Memorial Commission,

White House on June

preliminary work of construction was well under

the commission from other sources. The State of

cost of the completed

B.

of the

to consist of

twelve

July 17, 1929,

ber 20, 1929.

mem-
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At the close of the current year (November

1)

had been completed to
an average of 8 inches of the finished
work. The head of Washington is 60 feet in length
from chin to upper part of forehead and his features can be recognized easily at a distance of
the face of Washington

within

several miles.

The Jefferson head

is

being "roughed out" and

the sculptor expects to have the models of Lincoln

and Roosevelt ready by next spring, so that the
carving may go forward with dispatch as soon as
weather conditions permit.
It is contemplated that the heads of Washington and Jefferson will be finished for unveiling
on Independence Day, 1930. The completion

of the memorial will take at least four years.
The "roughing out" is being done by drillers,
blasters, and workmen suspended in a heavy
steel and leather harness over the side of the
cliff. These are maneuvered about the face of
the rock from a winch house on the top of the
mountain. A scaffolding has been erected about
the face of Washington so that the finishing of
the features may go forward more rapidly and
efficiently.

Appended hereto

is

a

financial

Mount Rushmore Notional Memorial Commission
RECEIPTS
From Federal appropriations
From Mount Harney Memorial Association treasurer
From sale of skylight

$54,670.56
20.67
1 00.00

-

-

Total receipts

$54,791,23

-

EXPENDITURES

Monument
Pay

construction-.

Explosives

3,091.79
2,096.96

Power

1 ,1 1 1

rolls

.$1

Sundry materials

.00

227.94
$1

Studio construction, pay

Equipment purchased
General salaries-Insurance and Bonds

Road

rolls

-

and materials

-

-

—

construction

6,527.69
8,262.83
2,028.73
3,894.96
1,267.03
352.85

Office expenditures:

Equipment
Supplies

4.00

183.24
60.00

-

Rent

Telephone and Telegraph

.

1

22.75

369.99
Transportation expenditures:
Travel expenses

and express
Truck and auto expense

497.77
196.83
416.62

Freight

-

Miscellaneous expense

Payment on Gutzon Borglum contract
Payment on J. G. Tucker account

1

1,111.22
49.06
2,000.00
0,000.00

Total expenditures

Balance on hand Oct.

45,864.36
31,

statement

showing all receipts and disbursements of the
commission from June 6, 1929, to and including
October 31,1929.

1929
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$

8,926.87

forest from a near-by canyon. An idea of the colossal size of the face
obtained by comparing with the size of the men working on the face of Jefferson

Seen through the

— XXX —

may be

The brow of Washington nearing completion on November 10th, 1929. The rough marks of the
ing have been cut away and the features are taking shape

— XXXI —

blast-

Cathedral

Mount Rushmore, showing the rough mask of Washington. Over thirty men were
carving, finishing, as this picture was made. Washington's head is sixty feet high

Cliff,

drilling,

— XXXII —

INSPIRING SCENES, INTERESTING RECREATIONS, EXCELLENT

ACCOMMODATIONS,
The Black
in

Hills'

far-famed hospitality

different towns

to those

in

EASY RANGE OF

the last three years. Tourist

Belle Fourche,

maintains

its

is

in

camps have been

the state. The Highland, at Lead,

completed and ready

reputation for

large hotel built

in

MT.

for guests in

built

Hills,

and

City,

opened

was opened

June of

this

the

still is

one of the most

Harney Peak, the highest point
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same

1

928,

is

the largest

year. The

in

1

Hotel, at

Two

attractive.

in

in

Don

year. The Franklin Hotel, at

Lodge Hotel that was the Summer White House of President Coolidge
at Sylvan Lake at the foot of

been added

everywhere, and cabins added

modern convenience and comfort. The Evans

the

RUSHMORE

not failing the tourist. Three first-class hotels have

already established. The Alex Johnson Hotel, at Rapid

most modern hotel

first

is

IN

and

Pratt, at

Deadwood,

Hot Springs, was the

hotels

— the State Game

927, and the Sylvan Lake Hotel

the Black

Hills,

are

owned by

Ihe state.

TOUR
From Anywhere
To Everywhere

WITH

TEXACO
FULL

You can reach the wonder spots

facilities

and summer playgrounds

everywhere.

great nation

highways.

and

our

broad national

on

Mountains,

historical

of

shrines

from

prompt, courteous service.

beautiful silvery bays of California

perfect comfort

and

in

attractive

modern

of these

highways stop under the Texaco

The Texas Company
bution

visit

On any one

Red Star with the Green T

rock-bound coast of Maine to the

—today you can

have been established

seashores
the

all

of

them

security. For

hotels,

pictur-

esque camps and Texaco Service

and

THE

is

the only oil

company

service facilities in each of our

for

with distri-

48

States.

TEXAS COMPANY

TEXACO
The mark of quality for petroleum products
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DOUBLE TRACK
AUTOMATIC TRAIN CONTROL

poou

Map

BROS,

inc.,

Showing Chicago & North Western

THE phrase "The coming of the

railroad"

marks a definite and dramatic period
the

history

of

that

[5739

CHICAGO

—

Ry.

Routes to the Black Hills

the

first

railroad

region

as definitely,
and far more graphically than could mere
dates of month or year.

when

wood and

tracks

were

the arrival of

Deadthe Chicago &
laid into

North Western Railway was celebrated
For complete information about

C. A.

CAIRNS,

Passenger

Traffic

Black

Hills.

Since those colorful days the Chicago &
North Western Railway has spared no expense nor effort to develop the great agricultural, industrial

The romantic and exciting days "before"
were nearing their end when the Chicago
& North Western Railway reached Buffalo
Gap in 1885. The peaceful, prosperous
years of the "after" period began on Dec.
29, 1890,

into the

in

Chicago & North Western

and

tourist possibilities

of this beautiful territory.

Today Chicago & North Western

fur-

nishes excellent facilities for the conven-

ience of shippers and fine passenger trains
over a choice of three routes into the
Black Hills for the development of tourist

and

settler travel.

Ry. service into

Manager, Chicago & North Western

the Black

Railway,

Hills

address inquiries

400 W. Madison

St.,

to

Chicago,

CHICAGO & NORTH WESTERN
A-690-3O-10M

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING IN THE BEST OF THE WEST

III.

RY.
941

Jhe
ideal combination

CLIMAX OF A
7DELIGHTFUL MOTOR TRIP
>e

IN no part of this great country o* ours
can a motorist get more thrills, more surprises or more safe adventure in a week
month than he can in driving the roads
that lead into and through the Black Hills.
or

This country
hills,

is

beautiful to look upon. The

which are true mountains, are
and the legends and history that

a size which would allow the great
Egyptian Sphinx to perch on his shoulder.
is

of

Splendid roads lead to Mt. Rushmore,
into the heart of the

at convenient

Company

hills.

Along the way,

points are Standard Oil

(Indiana)

service stations,

find

available comfort

where you

will

water

your radiator, free

majestic,

facilities, free

center here are truly romantic.

and those two great
motor car necessities
New Red Crown
Ethyl Gasoline and New Iso Vis Motor Oil.
Or you may get Red Crown or Polarine.

And

at the

end

of the

trail is

air for

the Mt. Rush-

more National Memorial where gigantic
portrait statues of Jefferson,

Washington,

and Roosevelt are being cut in
the living rock. The statue of Washington
Lincoln

STANDARD

OIL

910 South Michigan

YOU MAY GET

FREE

your

for

tires

.

You

will find

COMPANY

make your

trip

do

enjoyable.

(Indiana)

Chicago,

Illinois

ROAD MAPS AT ANY STANDARD
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United States Department of the Interior
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
Harpers Ferry Center
P.O.

IN REPLY REFER TO:

Box 50

Harpers Ferry, West Virginia 25425-0050

HFC-LA&GR
MORU/P
November 30, 1993

Cook
Assistant to the Director
The Lincoln Museum
P.O. Box 1110
Fort Wayne, Indiana 4 6801
Ms. Ruth E.

Dear Ms. Cook:
We would like to thank you for your assistance on our folder for
Please find enclosed two
Mount Rushmore National Memorial.
complimentary copies of the folder for your records.
Sincerely,

Susan Myers
Graphics Manager
Office of Graphics Research

Enclosures

/t

to civilization

.
Let us place
carved high, as close to heaven
as we can, the words of our leaders,

were skeptical or downright hostile. "Man
makes statues," proclaimed local conservationist Cora B. Johnson, "but God made the Nee-

show posterity what
manner of men they were. Then
theirfaces, to

In

in

will endure until the

Bosun chair, 1930

an era when many

patriotism,

artists

scorned

Gutzon Borglum made

traditional

his

wind and the

rain alone shall wear them away.

name

through celebration of things American. As his
style evolved, "American" came to mean "big."
"Our age will some day be called the 'Colossal
Age,' "complained Borglum. "There is not a
monument in this country as big as a snuff box."
Born in Idaho in 1 867, this son of Danish Mor-

after several

fame.

torch for

Black

human form

to the abstract. His monument to
of four leaders who

America was a grouping

Served 1901-1909

showmanship.
far better

than

documents and

artifacts.

President Calvin Coolidge dedicated the memorial in 1 927, commencing 1 4 years of work; only
6J4 years were spent on actual carving. Money
was the main problem in the Great Depression
years. It was here that Gutzon Borglum's selfappraisal as a "one-man war" was earned. He
personally lobbied state officials, congressmen,
cabinet members, and presidents. "The work is
purely a national memorial," he insisted at a
congressional hearing in 1938. Pride incountry—
and the fact that public works created good jobs
and good will— channeled $836,000 of federal
money toward the total cost of nearly $1 million.

The Washington head was formally dedicated
930, followed by Jefferson

in

1936, Lincoln

937, and Roosevelt in 1 939. Borglum died
March 1941; the final dedication was not held
until 50 years later. Son Lincoln Borglum superin

vised the completion of the heads. Carving
stopped in October 1941 on the eve of our
entry into World War II. Gutzon Borglum himself
might have commented that the time had come
to defend the principles Mount Rushmore pre.

served

in

stone.

Hills

Gutzon Borglum's vision for Mount Rushmore
was no less than "the formal rendering of the
philosophy of our government into a granite on
a mountain peak." Having won fame for realistic
portraiture, Borglum naturally chose to give

Served 1861-1865

in

the fragile Needles: 5.725-foot Mount Rushmore, named in 1885 for New York lawyer
Charles E. Rushmore. Its broad wall of exposed

A Shrine in the

Served 1801-1809

carving— and

Borglum scouted out a location

works brought Gutzon moderate

Among them were a remodeled

Mount Rushmore before carving, 1925

the Statue of Liberty, saints and apostles for
the Cathedral of St. John the Divine in New
York, a seated Lincoln in Newark, N.J., and an
oversized Lincoln bust for the U.S.Capitol. In
1 91 5 he began the Stone Mountain memorial
which brought experience in large-scale granite

mons studied art in Paris. Back home he worked
in the shadow of his artist brother Solon even

in

Served 1789-1797

tional

breathe a prayer that these records

4i
Gutzon Borglum

dles."

Undaunted, the memorial backers called
the master sculptor of Stone Mountain.

.

there,

in

ple

of the events

commemorated.

scale Christopher Columbus in the Rocky Mountains. In 1886 the 150-foot Statue of Liberty
was unveiled. Now. in the 1920s, an unconventional sculptor named Gutzon Borglum was carving a Confederate memorial on Stone Mountain

Georgia. Robinson wanted his sculptures to
stand at the gateway to the west, where the
Black Hills rise from the plains as a geographical prelude to the Rockies. Here, granite outcroppings resist erosion to form the Needles,
clusters of tall, thin peaks reminiscent of the
spires on a Gothic cathedral. Robinson imagined the Needles transformed into a parade of
Indian leaders and American explorers who
shaped the frontier. Robinson's own enthusiasm
did not translate into public support. Many peo-

granite faced southeast to receive direct sunlight for most of the day. Borglum's choice of
subjects promised to elevate the memorial from
a regional enterprise to a national cause, "in
commemoration of the foundation, preservation,
and continental expansion of the United States."
Borglum envisioned four U.S. presidents beside
an entablature inscribed with a brief history of
the country. In a separate wall behind the carved
figures the Hall of Records would preserve na-

"A monument's dimensions should
be determined by the importance

started as an idea to draw sightseers. In
1 923 state historian Doane Robinson suggested carving some giant statues in South
Dakota's Black Hills. Robinson was not the
first American to think that a big country demanded big art. As early as 1849. Missouri Senator Thomas Hart Benton proposed a super-

brought the country from colonial times into
the 20th century. The most prominent position
went to George Washington, commander of the
Revolutionary army and first U.S. President:
"The preservation of the sacred fire of liberty,
and the destiny of the Republican model of
government are justly considered as deeply,
perhaps as finally staked, on the experiment
entrusted to the hands of the American people"
(First Inaugural Address, April 30, 1 789). Next
was Thomas Jefferson, author of the Declaration of Independence, 3rd President, and advocate of westward expansion: "We hold these
truths to be self-evident, that all men are cre-

ated equal, that they are endowed by their
creator with certain unalienable rights, that
among these are Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of
Happiness" (Declaration of Independence, July
4, 1776). To the far right was 16th President
Abraham Lincoln, whose leadership restored
the Union and ended slavery on U.S. soil: "Let
us have faith that right makes might and in that
faith let us to the end dare to do our duty as we
understand it" (Address at Cooper Union. February 27, 1 860). If Borglum had a hero of his
own, it was 26th President Theodore Roosevelt,
who promoted construction of the Panama
Canal and ignited progressive causes such as
conservation and business reform: "We, here in
America, hold in our hands the hopes of the
world, the fate of the coming years; and shame
and disgrace will be ours if in our eyes the light
of high resolve is dimmed, if we trail in the dust
the golden hopes of men" (Address at Carnegie
Hall, March 30,1912).

Everyone wanted to see the men on the mounGutzon Borglum, who regarded his masterpiece as far more than a tourist attraction, was
no doubt reassured when the phrase "Shrine of
Democracy" was coined at the 1 930 dedication
of the Washington head. From then on its role
as an American icon has been unquestioned, but
how successful is the memorial as a work of art?
Consider the assessment of another individual
who made a name blending art and nature: "The
noble countenances emerge from Rushmore.''
wrote architect Frank Lloyd Wright, "as though
the spirit of the mountain heard a human plan
and itself became a human countenance."
tain.

Creating Giants

in

the Black

Hills

went

to work measuring for facial
features. Skilled blasters dynamited to within a few inches of a

desired measurement. The closer
the blasters got to the finished surface, the more carefully Borglum
studied the heads, making changes
as necessary. The most drastic
change was the relocation of the
Jefferson head from Washington's

because of
complete the

right to his left side

sufficient rock to
figure.

in-

Finishing Touches

were shaped
by workers suspended by cables
in swing seats called Bosun chairs.
First they used pneumatic drills to

After blasting, features

honeycomb the granite with closely
spaced holes to nearly the depth of
the final surface. Excess rock was
then chiseled off. A blacksmith sharpened hundreds of drill bits each
day that dulled quickly on the rock.
Afterwards the men "bumped" away
drill holes and lines with pneumatic

Your

Visit to

hammers to create a smooth, white
surface. It was attention to detail that
gave humanity to the sculptures: Up
close, the pupils of the eyes are
shallow recessions with projecting
shafts of granite. From a distance,

shape makes the eyes
sparkle and brings the Presidents

this unlikely
to

life.

Mount Rushmore

Location Mount Rushmore National Memorial, surrounded by the Black Hills National Forest, is 25 miles
southwest of Rapid City, South Dakota, via U.S. 16;
and 3 miles from Keystone via U.S.
a and S. Dak.
244. Major airlines and bus routes sorve Rapid City.

Notice: The public facilities
of Mount Rushmore National

Disabled Access The park grounds and facilities are
accessible to persons with disabilities; assistance may
be required on some trails. Stelrways lead to the lower

Memorial are under

visitor areas.

1

Facilities The park has food service and a gift shop;
food service is limited In winter. Motels, campgrounds,
and picnic areas are available in nearby communities
and in Black Hills National Forest.

redevelopment

plan.

You

may find differences between the map at right and

For your safety and the park's protection Climbing the mountain, feeding wild animals, and building

the layout of the park itself.

It is unlawful to collect plants, aniere prohibited.
Pets are almals, rocks, or other natural materials.
lowed on trails, but must be leashed at all times.
Stay on trails while walking. Trails are slippery when
wet and may have rough and uneven surfaces. Please
drive carefully on the Black Hills roads. Front seat
passenger seatbelt use is mandatory in alt areas ot the

tires

Hours

The memorial can be viewed 24 hours a day,
year-round. The orientation center is open from 8
a.m. until 5 p.m. In winter, and until 10 p.m. during the
summer season. It is closed on December 25. Hours
are subject to change. The Sculptor's Studio Is open
during the summer. A lighting ceremony Is presented
at the amphitheater in summer beginning at 9 p.m.
The sculpture is lighted nightly throughout the year.

SOUTH DAKOTA

National Park System.

0

Mounl Rushmore is administered
by the National Park Service, U.S. Department of the
Interior. Contact: Superintendent, Mount Rushmore
National Memorial, P.O. Box 268, Keystone, SD 57751
Administration

Dimensions of Washington head
Forehead to chin— 60 feet
Width of eye- 11 feet
Length of nose— 20 feat
Width of mouth- 1 8 feet

Activities The visitor center has an exhibit area and
a brief film. Just outside Is the Main View Terrace. The
memorial faces southeast and Is best viewed and photographed In the morning light. Short trails lead to the
Sculptor's Studio and to the amphitheater. The studio
has exhibits that Include the original tools, models,
and other carving equipment. The Avenue of Flags
connects the parking lot with the visitor area. The walkway is lined with the official flags of all U.S. states,
territories, and districts, arranged In alphabetical order

Other National Park Service areas in
the region include Badlands National Park, 90 miles
Wind Cave National Park 45 miles south; Jewel
Cave National Monument, 35 miles west; end Devils
Tower National Monument, 130 miles northwest.

Related sites
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